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Introduction
General Context
The maturity of database and web technologies has encouraged users to make
data publicly available in large quantities, opening up the possibility of large-scale
searches and comparative analyses over multi-source data. However, such analyses are possible in only a small number of domains due to the practical difficulties
involved in integrating and comparing data from separately designed databases.
Different storage technologies are used and different ways of representing the
same data are adopted. To add to the problem, many of the available data sources
overlap in terms of their content or purpose, making it difficult for users: i) to select the most appropriate data sets for a specific analysis or decisions, ii) to have
clear means of distinguishing the various providers of the data sets, iii) to evaluate objectively the quality of the provided data at a given time, and iv) to make
value-for-money decisions about which data provider to contract with and which
corrective actions on data to set up or prioritize.
This context is comparable to a “data market”, an environment in which multiple providers offer the data sets required by a consumer, but in different ways,
through different services, and with various degrees of quality and trust. The user
must compare and balance the features of each data provider and the quality of
the data sets, to select the best ones in terms of measurable factors such as cost of
access, speed of access, reliability, etc. One of the important means of distinguishing between multiple data providers or data sources in such a “data market” is the
quality of the data (QoD) provided. For instance, users may be prepared to pay
more for access to data when they are confident that it is both correct and complete, or they may be prepared to sacrifice (say) the currency of the data if it costs
less.
Data quality problems such as duplicates, misspelling errors, outliers, contradictions, inconsistencies, missing or incomplete data are omnipresent and
widespread in every governmental, industrial, commercial and personal information systems. Face to alarming situations and considerable financial consequences
of the decisions based on low quality information, theoretical and pragmatic approaches are urgently required.
In the past decade, data quality has received increasing attention and became
1
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one of the hot research topics at the convergence of several academic and industrial
communities: Database, Information Technology, Statistics, Knowledge Engineering and Discovery.
Many processes and applications - e.g., information system integration, information retrieval, and knowledge discovery from databases (KDD) - require various forms of data preparation and correction with several complex data processing techniques, because the data input to the application-specific algorithms is assumed to conform to “nice” data distributions, containing no missing, inconsistent
or incorrect values. This leaves a large gap between the available “dirty” data and
the available machinery to process the data for application purposes.
More and more systems have to integrate data coming from multiple data
sources and provide the users with a uniform access to data. These systems, called
multi-source information systems (MSIS), as illustrated in Figure 1, can be of several kinds:
• data integration systems (DIS) including virtual mediation systems (VMS),
materialized integration systems (MIS), data warehouses or webhouses
(DW), and cooperative information systems (CIS),
• replication systems (RS), and
• peer-to-peer database systems(P2P).
Heterogeneity

DW & MIS

yes

VMS

DIS

CIS
RS
P2P
Autonomy

no
no

totally

semi

Figure 1: Data Sources Characteristics for MSISs
In the context of data integration systems, where data comes from various information sources, data quality issues grow in complexity. Maintaining traceability, freshness, non-duplication and consistency of very large data volumes for integration purposes is one of the major scientific and technological challenges today
for research communities in information systems (IS) and databases (DB). Consequently, data quality consideration has to be brought to the center of IS development process.
2
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From a technical perspective, data quality problems in data management systems (MSIS and monolithic centralized databases) have various causes. Let’s just
mention some of them together with the current scientific and technological challenges of Data Quality Research:
- During conceptual data modeling, the definitions of the database schema
and of the attributes may have been insufficiently well-structured or standardized; when the conceptual database schema has not been validated or
when some integrity constraints, triggers or stored procedures are missing
for maintaining data consistency. This case is prevalent for legacy systems
still in use in many organizations and in MSISs when schema mapping is
perilous,
- During system and application development: requirements may have been
incompletely specified, requirements may change and errors can be easily
introduced during the design and development processes,
- When information gathering methods were not well specified or designed;
systematic checking and measurement procedures, error detection techniques and duplicate elimination heuristics are missing or inappropriate,
- During the data collection process, because the technical equipments (e.g.,
sensors), or the survey methods are not accurate enough for the specifications, causing non stationary imprecision and incompleteness on produced
raw data,
- When the companies do not have the software resources or manpower, neither for tracking the age of their data, nor for detecting the errors, updating,
enriching their data, and eliminating obsolete and erroneous data,
- During integration or post-integration of several heterogeneous information
sources: multi-source data can be overlapping, contradictory or inconsistent.
Record linkage heuristics and integration techniques may be inappropriate.
Each system may have different, changing and locally non homogeneous
data quality depending on the considered dimension (e.g., a data source may
provide very accurate data for a specific domain and low accuracy for another one, another source may offer fresher data but not as accurate as the
latter one depending on the domain of interest),
- When data interpretations are inconsistent, in particular because of national
or cultural differences for the usage of certain codes or symbols,
- During system migration: the conversion programs may introduce new errors. Reverse-engineering may not consider (or may lose) the whole (or some
parts of the) context of definition, production or usage of data,
- When data are replicated asynchronously on various sites (e.g., in Web portals or P2P systems) and the secondary copies are not updated in conformance with the primary copy, etc.
3
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One can bet that the great diversity of these problems will interest many of
our colleagues both from R&D and academic IS and DB communities for still a
long time. Data quality problems are complex, morphing and multi-dimensional.
They have to be addressed from the very first starting steps of the information
systems and database design to the final outputs of the decisional Information
Supply Chain (ISC).

Contributions
The contributions of my work belong to the following research fields:
- Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery: I’ve adapted and used exploratory data
mining techniques for the detection of data quality problems and anomaly
patterns in large data sets and the measurement of various aspects of data
quality dimensions,
- Database and Information Systems engineering, with a special focus on the data
integration process and the design of multi-source information system, in
particular, data warehouse and virtual data mediation systems. My contributions mainly address the following aspects of data quality management:
i) Management of metadata that are measures, summaries, and sketches
obtained from exploratory statistical techniques characterizing certain
aspects of the quality of data,
ii) Query processing with the proposition of a query language extension
enabling the declaration of metrics and constraints on the various dimensions of data quality.
My research work is driven by the main following questions:
- How to adapt and use data mining techniques (such as clustering and association rule discovery) to implement data quality introspection and selfadministration of data management systems?
- How to design or re-engineer the core of the data management system in
order to integrate systematic data quality controls both on the data stored
and on the data that have to be integrated and loaded?
- How to ensure guarantees on the quality of results with minimal costs when
querying and mining data?
- How to quantify the impact of low data quality on the results of data mining
and knowledge discovery processes?
- How to integrate QoD metadata for evaluating the quality of mining results?
4
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My long-term objectives are to propose theoretically founded solutions for systematic evaluation and self-control of data quality in data management systems.
These objectives are parts of a more general methodology I’ve adopted since the
last decade. The methodology is organized as a matrix covering data quality problematics with four complementary approaches:

A1 The preventive approach focused on system-centric design and engineering
for enabling the continuous self-control of the quality of data in data management systems.

A2 The diagnostic approach focused on statistical editing and data mining techniques for effective and efficient detection of anomalies in massive data sets
(e.g., outliers, duplicates, inconsistencies, dubious data).

A3 The cost-constrained approach focused on cost-based prediction models to
find optimal solutions ensuring the trade-off between result quality and cost
of any data processing activity (e.g., querying and mining data).

A4 The adaptive approach focused on the extension of a query language and the
optimization and adaptive processing of data quality-constrained queries.

The application of some of my contributions has been conducted on different
data types, as shown in Figure 2: structured, semi-structured, object-oriented and
stream data, and applied to different application domains, namely:

D1 Integration of XML biomedical data into an object-oriented data warehousing system,

D2 Mediation of relational CRM data for Business Intelligence applications,

D3 Monitoring Stream data in Telecom applications.
5
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Applications
CRM
Data

Preventive
Corrective
Diagnostic
Adaptive

Biomedical
Data
Telecom
Data

Data
Types
Structured
(relational)

semi-structured object
(XML)

temporal
(stream)

Figure 2: Applications and Data Types Coverage
Beyond the defense of the “Habilitation à Diriger des Recherches (HDR)”, a wish
would be that this dissertation may be useful for one- or two-semester courses on
data quality in advanced undergraduate or graduate courses on database management and data warehouse design that are usually required in Information System,
Business IT, or Computer Science curriculum.

Outline
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 Survey and Recent Advances on Data Quality Research introduces the field
of Data Quality Research, examining the main data quality requirements
such as uniqueness, consistency, certainty, completeness and freshness of
data. This chapter provides a review of recent research contributions that
propose measures, algorithms, languages, tools and models to cope with
specific data quality problems. The chapter also presents the related research
projects and highlights new research directions in the field.
Chapter 2 Quality-Aware Data Management presents an approach for designing analytic workflows for QoD evaluation where analytical functions compute
measures characterizing various aspects of user-defined data quality dimensions. These measures are stored in a metadata repository whose underlying
metamodel extending CWM metamodel is presented. A query language extension is also presented: it allows the declarative specification of data quality constraints that are taken into account in the query processing.
6
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Chapter 3 Data Quality-Aware Mining proposes a generic framework for integrating
data quality metadata into KDD processes and, in particular, it is focused
on quality-aware association rule mining. A cost-based probabilistic model
for selecting legitimately interesting rules is presented. Experiments have
shown that variations on data quality have a great impact on the cost and
quality of discovered association rules. This confirms our approach for the
integrated management of data quality metadata into the KDD processes for
ensuring the quality of data mining results.
Chapter 4 Prototyping Data Quality Aware Applications provides the brief descriptions of application scenarios and prototypes that have been developed by
the students I supervised. These developments were based on different cases
studies in the three application domains previously mentionned thanks to
several ongoing collaborations with:
D1) the French public institute for biological, medical and public health research, INSERM (Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche Médicale,
Unit 522 - Rennes) involved in warehousing biomedical data related to
liver pathologies,
D2) the French Company of Electricity Supply, EDF R&D, for the management of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) data in the
QUADRIS project,
D3) the company GenieLog managing and monitoring stream Telecom data
from Cegetel.
This chapter is consequently divided in three subsections respectively dedicated to quality-aware warehousing of biomedical data, quality-aware mediation of relational data, and quality monitoring for stream data.
The last chapter Conclusions and Research Perspectives concludes this dissertation by summarizing my contributions in the field of Data Quality Research and outlines my future work in this area.
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1.1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
With the ever-growing data glut problem, our capabilities for collecting and storing data have far outpaced our abilities to analyze, summarize available data, and
to evaluate and check the quality of this data. While database technology has provided us with the basic tools for the efficient storage and lookup for large data
sets, one of the big issues is how to help users, decision makers, data stewards,
and DBAs understand, analyze data quality. Because taking the right decisions
and triggering appropriately corrective actions on data capture/collection remain
difficult tasks.
Maintaining a certain level of quality in a database is challenging and cannot be
limited to one-shot approaches addressing (or separately circumscribing) simpler
and more abstract versions of combined data quality problems. The commonly
shared reality is that most databases simultaneously contain duplicated, inconsistent, imprecise, uncertain, incomplete, and outdated data.
A synthetic view of the main data quality problems with the current solutions
proposed in the literature is given in Table 1.1.
Solving these problems often requires highly domain- and context-dependent
information and together with human expertise (Dasu et al., 2003).
Classically, the database literature refers to data quality management as ensuring:
- syntactic correctness, e.g., constraints enforcement that prevent “garbage data”
from being entered into the databases,
- semantic correctness, i.e., data in the database that truthfully reflects the realworld entities and situations.
This traditional approach of data quality management has lead to techniques such
as integrity constraints (Ramamritham & Chrysanthis, 1992), concurrency control,
schema matching, and data integration for distributed and heterogeneous systems
(Sayyadian et al., 2005). In this chapter, a broader vision of data quality management is presented with a database orientation and some incursions in Statistics
for the description of relevant techniques of statistical data editing and anomalies
detection.
Data quality is a “multidimensional, complex and morphing concept” (Dasu
& Johnson, 2003). Since the 1990s decade, large bodies of research on information
quality and data quality management have been initiated by several research communities: Statistics, Database, Information Technology, Machine Learning, Knowledge Engineering, Knowledge Management, and Discovery from Databases.
Numerous approaches and techniques have been proposed for modeling data
quality dimensions, computing data quality indicators, proposing frameworks
and methodologies for cleaning data and integrating voluminous, complex and
heterogeneous data sets from large-scale distributed information systems (Batini
& Scannapieco, 2006).
The classification of the various contributions in the field of Data Quality Research relies on three aspects:
10
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Processing
Step
Data
Creation,
Capture
Gathering
Import

Data Quality
Problems
Manual entry, OCR
Complex data type
No standardized
format/schema
Duplicates
Approximations
Measurement
Errors
Hardware or
software constraints
Automatic massive
data import

Data
Delivery

Information
destruction
or mutilation
by inappropriate
pre-processing
Data Loss: buffer
overflows
transmission
problems
No Checks
Data
Metadata paucity
Storage
and staleness
Inappropriate data
models
Ad hoc Modifications
HW/SW constraints
Data
Multiple
Integration
heterogeneous
sources
Time synchronization
Atypical Data
Legacy systems
Sociological factors
Ad-hoc Joins
Random Matching
Heuristics

Data
Retrieval

Statistical
Analysis
and
Data
Mining

Human errors
Computational
constraints,
software
limitations, incompatibility
Issues of scale
Performance,
confidence
guarantees
Belief in black boxes
and dart boards
Attachment to a family
of models
Insufficient domain expertise
Lack of familiarity
with the data

Potential Solutions and References
Preemptive Approaches:
- Methodologies (English, 1999; Olson, 2003; Redman, 2001; Wang, 1998)
(Wang et al., 2002)
- Architectures for Data Quality Management (Ballou & Tayi, 1999)
(Ballou & Tayi, 1989; Loshin, 2001)
- Data audits, data stewardship
Retrospective and Corrective Approaches:
- Data Diagnosis : error and outliers (Breunig et al., 2000)
(Knorr & Ng, 1998)
- Data Cleaning: record linkage (Fellegi & Sunter, 1969),
merge/purge problem (Hernández & Stolfo, 1998),
object matching (Chaudhuri et al., 2003; Weis & Naumann, 2004),
duplicate elimination (Ananthakrishna et al., 2002; Low et al., 2001)
(Monge, 2000),
citation matching (Bilenko & Mooney, 2003; McCallum et al., 2000),
identity uncertainty (Pasula et al., 2002),
entity identification (Lim et al., 1993),
entity resolution (Benjelloun et al., 2005),
approximate string join (Gravano et al., 2001),
address and string matching (Navarro, 2001)
Data quality control (Liepins & Uppuluri, 1991)
Data editing
Data publishing
Data aggregation
Data squashing (DuMouchel et al., 1999)
Use checksum
Monitor data transmission, data integrity, data format
Data mining techniques to check correctness of data transmissions
Metadata Management (Dasu et al., 2003; Mihaila et al., 2000)
Plan ahead and customize for domain:
Data Profiling, data browsing
and monitoring (Dasu et al., 2002; Zhu & Shasha, 2002)
Mandate accurate timestamps
Data lineage (Cui & Widom, 2003)
Data scrubbing
Data profiling (Caruso et al., 2000)
Commercial tools for data cleaning and migration
Academic tools and language extensions for data cleaning:
Potter’s Wheel (Raman & Hellerstein, 2001),
Bellman (Dasu et al., 2002), Arktos (Vassiliadis et al., 2001),
Ajax (Galhardas et al., 2001) Febrl (Christen et al., 2004),
and ClueMaker (Buechi et al., 2003)
Quality-driven query processing (Naumann, 2002; Naumann et al.,
1999)
Academic tools for approximate join matching
Recall / Precision significance
Feedback loop

Data Preparation for mining (Pearson, 2005; Pyle, 1999)
Exploratory Data Mining - (EDM) (Dasu & Johnson, 2003)
Greater accountability from analysts
Continuous, ongoing analysis rather than one-shot solutions
Sampling vs. full analysis
Feedback loops

Table 1.1: Problems and Current Solutions for Data Quality Management
11
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- the scope, i.e., the quality of data instances, the quality of data models, the
quality of processes or the quality of systems,
- the system architecture, i.e., traditional and centralized database (DBMS), materialized integration (MIS) or data warehousing system (DW), virtual mediation system (VMS), cooperative information system (CIS), caching system
(CS), and replication system (RS),
- the level of abstraction whose focus is respectively on:
- the definition of data quality dimensions and metrics (Berenguer et al.,
2005) depending on: i) the application context (Batini et al., 2004; Fox
et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1995), ii) the audience type: practical (Redman,
2001), or more general (Kahn et al., 2002),
- the design of database-oriented or statistical-based techniques for detecting anomalies (Winkler, 2004), transforming, cleaning data (Rahm
& Do, 2000), and querying data with quality requirements (Naumann,
2002),
- the proposition of (meta-)models (Santis et al., 2003), frameworks (Wang
et al., 1995) and methodologies (English, 1999; Wang, 1998; Wang et al.,
2002) for improving or assessing data quality in databases, in (cooperative) information systems or in data warehouse systems (Jarke et al.,
1999).
Main classes of data quality problems addressed by DB researchers concern:
- Duplicate and redundant data. A wide range of techniques have been proposed for the “merge/purge problem” (Hernández & Stolfo, 1998), i.e., the fusion and deletion of the multiple records that may describe the same realworld entity in order to keep one unique representative.
- Imperfect data. Inconsistency, imprecision, and uncertainty are some of the
problems associated with data imperfection (Parsons, 1996). A significant
amount of work in the areas of imprecise data management (Barga & Pu,
1993; Cheng et al., 2003; Dalvi & Suciu, 2004; Lazaridis & Mehrotra, 2004;
McClean et al., 2001) and consistency constraints for measuring the internal
validity and integrity of a database (Hou & Zhang, 1995) has been proposed
in the literature.
- Missing values and incomplete database. The problem of handling incomplete information has been addressed in relational databases (Imielinski &
Lipski, 1984) with emphasis on query rewriting to answer global queries on
integrated information systems (Grahne, 2002; Naumann et al., 2004; Pang
et al., 2005).
- Stale data. Refreshment techniques and synchronization policies influence
the freshness of data and rely on the type of system (Peralta, 2006): data warehousing systems check the recentness of materialized views (Theodoratos &
12
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Bouzeghoub, 2001; Zhuge et al., 1997); virtual mediation systems propose
freshness guarantees for the query execution (Hull & Zhou, 1996); caching
systems estimate the time-to-live of cached data before expiration and tune
the caching policy, balancing response time and invalidation cycles for ensuring data currency (Cho & Garcia-Molina, 2000; Guo et al., 2005; Labrinidis
& Roussopoulos, 2003; Li et al., 2003); replication systems manage the consistency of replicas in the presence of updates reducing the delay times of
refresh transactions (Coulon et al., 2005; Olston & Widom, 2005).
Outline of the chapter. In this chapter, we review the metrics and techniques proposed
in the literature for the aforementioned data quality problems. Section 1.2 zooms in on the
measures and algorithms respectively designed for: i) detecting and eliminating duplicate
data, ii) handling inconsistent data, iii) managing imprecise or uncertain data, iv) handling
missing or incomplete data, and v) improving data freshness. Section 1.3 describes tools
and extensions to query languages that integrate data quality control and correction in
data processing and management. Section 1.4 presents four recent related projects on data
quality management. The last section of the chapter concludes and provides a panel of
ongoing challenges in the field.

1.2 Measures and Algorithms
1.2.1 Eliminating Duplicates
The principle of record linkage is to compare and bring together records from two
(or more) sources that are believed to relate to the same real-world entity and
whose (presumably overlapping) descriptions can be matched in such a way that
they may be treated as a single record (Fellegi & Sunter, 1969).
These techniques are variously known as: record linkage (Fellegi & Sunter,
1969; Jaro, 1989; 1995; Monge & Elkan, 1996; Newcombe et al., 1959), object identification (Tejada et al., 2002), reference matching, reconciliation or disambiguation
(Dong et al., 2005; Kalashnikov & Mehrotra, 2006; McCallum et al., 2000), duplicate
elimination (Low et al., 2001), name disambiguation (Ananthakrishna et al., 2002;
Bilenko & Mooney, 2003), entity resolution (Benjelloun et al., 2005), identity uncertainty (Pasula et al., 2002), fuzzy match (Chaudhuri et al., 2003), or approximate
string join (Gravano et al., 2003; Navarro, 2001).
Record linkage is a necessary task in the context of data integration prior to
warehousing, where data from distributed and heterogeneous data sources is combined, transformed and loaded. Deduplication of relational data received considerable attention in the DB community.
The existing methods can be classified depending on four aspects (Kalashnikov
& Mehrotra, 2006), namely:
i) the goal and setting of the problem. Table 1.2.1 presents a simplified formalization of the various approaches in the field,
13
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ii) the domain dependency. Domain-specific solutions have been proposed for detecting duplicates in Census datasets (Winkler, 2004), medical data (Newcombe & Kennedy, 1962), genealogical data (Quass & Starkey, 2003) or bibliographic data (Bilenko & Mooney, 2003; McCallum et al., 2000). Domainindependent solutions include identity uncertainty (Pasula et al., 2002), entity identification (Mihaila et al., 2000), entity resolution (Benjelloun et al.,
2005), or approximate string joins (Gravano et al., 2003).
iii) the type of similarity distance. Table A.1 given in Annexes (pages 150
and 151 presents several similarity distance functions currently used for
string matching. In (Cohen et al., 2003), the authors surveys edit and common substring similarity metrics for name and record matching. They have
compared the accuracy of these methods (including edit-distance like functions, as Levenshtein distance, Jaro metric, Jaro-Winkler, token-based distance functions, as TF-IDF, and hybrid string-distance functions). They concluded that the best-performing method is a hybrid scheme combining TFIDF weighting scheme with the Jaro-Winkler string-distance scheme.
iv) the membership of a decision model class. Table 1.3 presents the classification of
record linkage method proposed by (Batini & Scannapieco, 2006).
Notations
Let



        be a set of real-world entities
          be the set of records (tuples) describing the real -world entities such as:

a function ref exists and represents the 1-1 mapping between a real-world object and a tuple

 

 







  
      and 
 .
  
   is a Boolean function that returns true if   and  values are identical.
    is a Boolean function that returns true if   and  values are similar.
    is the inference function stating that  and  are actually the same real-world entities.



Problem
Entity resolution or fusion
Data reconciliation
Data consolidation
Record linkage
Data disambiguation
Duplicate elimination

Formulation
For given records       , given entities     , such as
  
 then
 ,   
 , and    
If    
   and    
 , then
Transform  such as
   becomes true.
For a given entity   ,
Find the set of records  
       

and eventually proceed to data reconciliation.
For a given record   , Find the set of records
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 .
For a given set of records     ,
Find the entity   such as   
     .
For a given subset     of similar or identical records
referring the same real-world entity, while    , for    
Proceed to data reconciliation and delete   from 

  



Table 1.2: Problem Setting
Precise and unique categories of algorithms for entity resolution do not exist.
Techniques successfully used range from well-known database-orientated techniques (such as approximate string join), statistical-based algorithms (such as classical inference and Bayesian methods), to ad hoc methods (such as templating and
voting), or evolving techniques (such as adaptive neural networks) that are employed for entity fusion in signal processing and pattern recognition. Comparison
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of the complete range of techniques smacks a bit of an apples and oranges comparison, and any partitioning of algorithms into categories may be arguably arbitrary.
Nevertheless, Figure 1.1 provides a conceptual taxonomy of the entity resolution
techniques (not limited to DB domain) where two major categories are presented:
feature-based inference techniques and cognitive-based models. Another taxonomy is proposed in the recent book of Batini and Scannapieco (Batini & Scannapieco, 2006).
Feature-based inference techniques are divided into two broad categories: (1)
parametric techniques, which require a priori assumption about the statistical properties of the data (e.g., distributions), and (2) nonparametric techniques, which do
not require a priori statistical information.
Parametric techniques include statistical techniques, classical inference,
Bayesian inference, and the Dempster-Shafer method, as well as clustering methods. Nonparametric techniques include voting methods, correlation measure, entropy based techniques and similarity distance based algorithms.
Cognitive-based models are the second major category of entity resolution algorithms. These methods seek to mimic the inference processes of human analysts
in recognizing entities. Techniques in this category include knowledge- or rulebased systems, fuzzy set theory, and logical templates. In one way or another,
these methods are based on a perception of how humans process information to
arrive at conclusions regarding identity of entities.
Most of record linkage methods proposed in the database literature belong
to similar distance-based techniques with the following common steps (Batini &
Scannapieco, 2006; Elmagarmid et al., 2007):
i) Pre-processing for coding, formatting and standardizing the data to compare
ii) Selecting a blocking method to reduce the search space by partitioning the
datasets into mutually exclusive blocks to compare, e.g., with hashing, sorting keys, sorted nearest neighbors or windowing techniques over one or
more keys (or attributes) (Baxter et al., 2003; Hernández & Stolfo, 1998).
iii) Selecting and computing a comparison function: this step consists of measuring the similarity distance between the pairs of records for string matching
(Navarro, 2001). Many classes of similarity functions may be applied (see
Table A.1 in Annexes, pages 150- 151):
– mono-attribute similarity. Some are term-based such as TF-IDF measure
or Jaccard coefficient, others are edit-based, such as Levenshtein distance, Soundex, Jaro, Jaro-Winkler, etc.
– multi-attribute similarity. They are useful when relative importance
of matching records exits along different attributes highly domaindependent.
iv) Selecting a decision model and validation of the method: this step consists of assigning and classifying pairs of records as matching, non-matching or potentially matching records with a method that can be probabilistic (with or
15
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Entity
Resolution
Feature-based
Inference
Techniques

Cognitive-based
Models

Logical
Fuzzy
Knowledgetemplates
set
based
theory
approaches
- Measure of correlation -Knowledge representation

Parametric
Nonparametric
techniques
techniques
-Statistical-based algorithms - Voting methods
-Classical inference
-Bayesian
-Dempster-Schafer

-Cluster algorithms
-Hierarchical agglomerative
-Hierarchical divisive
-Iterative partitioning
-Factor analytic
-Clumping
-Graph theory…

- Thresholding logic
- Entropic techniques
- Pattern recognition
-Adaptive neural nets
-Similarity distancebased algorithms…

-Scripts, rules, frames
-Semantic nets
-Analogical

-Inference methods
-Blackboard
-GPS,
-production system

-Search Techniques
-Uncertainty representation
-Dempster-Schafer
-Probability
-Confidence factor

Figure 1.1: Taxonomy of Existing Techniques for Entity Resolution
without training datasets), knowledge-based or empirical. Table 1.3 presents
the methods and tools proposed in the literature. The methods may be finally
evaluated with recall, precision and F-measure on ad hoc data sets (Batini &
Scannapieco, 2006).
We distinguish three categories of proposals in the diversity of similarity
distance-based record linkage methods, namely: i) the approaches that are based
on user-specified threshold, ii) the approaches based on threshold learning, and iii)
the approaches based on graph and partitioning.
1.2.1.1 User-Defined Thresholds
The problem of identifying duplicate records in databases was originally identified
by Newcombe et al. in 1959 (Newcombe et al., 1959) as record linkage on medical
records for identifying the same individual over different time periods. The seminal paper of Fellegi and Sunter (Fellegi & Sunter, 1969) proposed a formal theory
for probabilistic record linkage and offered a statistical method for estimating matching parameters and error rates. In Fellegi and Sunter model (FS), object identification is viewed as a classification problem. Previous work on object identification
has either employed manual ad hoc methods to customize rules or transformations
16
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Method (System)
Error-based Model
Expectation Maximization based Method
Induction
Clustering for Record Linkage (Tailor)
1-1 matching and Bridging File
Sorted-Nearest Neighbors method
XML Object Matching
Hierarchical Structure (Delphi)
Matching Prediction (ClueMaker)
Functional Dependencies Inference
Transformation function (Active Atlas)
Rules and sortednearest neighbors
(Intelliclean)

Authors
(Fellegi & Sunter, 1969)
(Dempster et al., 1977)
(Bilenko & Mooney, 2003)
(Elfeky et al., 2002)
(Winkler, 2004)
(Hernández & Stolfo, 1998)
(Weis & Naumann, 2004)
(Ananthakrishna et al., 2002)
(Buechi et al., 2003)
(Lim et al., 1993)
(Tejada et al., 2001)
(Low et al., 2001)

Model
Probabilistic

Empirical
Knowledge
-based

Table 1.3: Decision Models for Handling Duplicates (Batini & Scannapieco, 2006)

for specific domains or has required the user to specify a fixed threshold to determine which objects are considered mapped together with a subsequent heavy user
interaction for achieving high accuracy mapping.
In most applications, the edit distance model is derived by heuristics means,
possibly including data-dependent tuning of parameters. For example, (Monge &
Elkan, 1996) recognize duplicate corrupted records using an edit distance with tunable edit and gap costs. Among the empirical approaches, Hernández and Stolfo
Hernández & Stolfo (1998) developed a windowing strategy, which sorts a relation on a key attribute and compares all records within the sliding window on the
sorted order. This sorted neighborhood method is based on the use of domainspecific edit distance for limiting the number of potential duplicate pairs. This and
other traditional approaches use a similarity measure with user-defined threshold
to compare tuples’ attribute values; tuples with similarity scores above a certain
user-defined threshold are declared to be matches.
Ananthakrishna et al. (2002) exploit hierarchies on dimensional tables and use
significant co-occurrences through other relations that exhibit equivalence errors
and duplicates due to different representations of the same logical value (e.g., non
unique and non standardized abbreviations), to resolve whether two entities are
duplicates, they check for co-occurrence in the children sets of the entities.
With Q-gram set join, (Gravano et al., 2001) proposed an algorithm for approximate string join, which in principle can be adapted to detect duplicate records.
The edit distance function is used to measure the closeness between tuples.
Fuzzy Match Similarity (fms) proposed by Chaudhuri et al. (2003) views a string
as a sequence of tokens with weighted importance which is quantified by inverse
document frequency (IDF). The goal is to approximately match erroneous input tuples with clean tuples from a reference relation. The similarity between two tuples
depends on the minimum cost of token transformations (insertion, deletion, replacement) from one tuple to the other. The cost of each edit transformation is a
function of the weights of tokens involved. An error tolerant index (ETI) comparable to a q-gram table is built from the reference relation from which a subset of all
q-grams per tuple is probabilistically selected. Given a user-specified minimum
similarity threshold, the algorithm efficiently retrieves the reference tuples clos17
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est to the input tuple, according to the fms function.
Chaudhuri et al. (2006) recently proposed a primitive operator SSJoin which
can be used as a foundation to implement similarity joins according to a variety
of popular string similarity functions, and notions of similarity which go beyond
textual similarity.
This approach as the previous ones imposes the user the non trivial task to define appropriate thresholds and set of parameters for setting up the record linkage
method.
1.2.1.2 Learnt Similarity Thresholds
Work related to duplicate elimination can be classified into supervised and unsupervised approaches. Supervised approaches learn rules and patterns characterizing pairs of matching records from training data sets with known duplicates
(Bilenko & Mooney, 2003; Sarawagi & Kirpal, 2004; Tejada et al., 2002) or with
interactive user guidance. Supervised learning has been used for learning the parameters of string-edit distance metrics (Bilenko & Mooney, 2003; Ristad & Yianilos, 1998) applying a stochastic model for pattern recognition, and combining the
results of different distance functions (Tejada et al., 2001).
While the basic edit distance models and algorithms are expressed in terms of
single letter edits, in practice it is convenient to use a richer application specific set
of edit operations, e.g. (Tejada et al., 2001; 2002) propose edit operations such as
abbreviations and acronyms for record linkage.
Lots of approaches described to solve the problem of object identification are
actually variants of the original FS model, typically based on logistic regression.
A separate match decision is made for each candidate pair, followed by transitive
closure to eliminate inconsistencies. For example, Winkler & Thibaudeau (1991)
built upon the work of Fellegi and Sunter a probabilistic approach with a latent
match variable which is estimated using Expectation-Maximization (EM). EM with
an appropriate version of the forward-backward algorithm can be used to learn
parameters that maximize the likelihood of a given training set of pairs of strings
(Ristad & Yianilos, 1998).
Face to the problem of set containment joins, Probe-Cluster (Sarawagi & Kirpal,
2004) is an algorithm for joining set-valued data based on various thresholded
similarity metrics, namely overlap set size, Jaccard coefficient, weighted match
and cosine similarity. In contrast with other approaches, this work concentrates
on returning exact join results to these join predicates. The optimized algorithm
includes a threshold sensitive merge list procedure reducing the running time.
Bilenko & Mooney (2003) also use EM to train the probabilities in a simple edit
transducer for one of the duplicate detection measure they evaluate. (Bilenko et al.,
2005) proposed an online learning-based method for determining the similarity
between record pairs from streaming data in Internet comparison shopping. The
learnt similarity function is used in clustering to determine which records are coreferent and should be linked.
Tejada et al. (2001) developed a system that employs active learning methods
18
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for selecting record pairs that are informative for training the record-level classifier.
The classifier combines similarity estimates from multiple fields across different
metrics. In the object identification system of (Tejada et al., 2002), called Active
Atlas, a set of domain-independent string transformations have been developed
(e.g., stemming, soundex, abbreviation conversion or computation) and applied
on the shared attributes of the objects to compare. The system learns to tailor the
weights of the set of these general operations to specific application domains with
minimal user intervention. To achieve accurate mapping, the system chooses the
most informative candidate mappings from the training examples for the user to
classify as mapped or not mapped. Decision trees are used to learn the mapping rules
selected with an algorithm based on committee and majority votes.
The major limitation of supervised approaches for duplicate elimination is to
assume that a training data set (or a corpus of properly labeled strings) is available
and exhibits the variety and distribution of data errors and misspellings observed
in realistic situations (e.g., in data integration scenarios).
Other approaches that do not have this limitation relies on association rule mining. Lee et al. (2004) designed a method based on association rule mining to disambiguate references using similarity of the context attributes. The authors use the
discovered association rules and frequent co-occurrences of attribute values. Rules
with high confidence and minimum support that contain spurious attributes in
their antecedents are identified and attributes in their rule consequent constitutes
the context attributes. A column-wise similarity measure is applied to the context
attribute sets to find their overlap. If the context attributes of two sets of records are
similar, then they are considered as referring the same real-world entity. However,
the problem of determining the confidence and support thresholds for selecting
the best association rules among a massive and possibly inconsistent set of rules
still remains.
1.2.1.3 Graph-based and Clusterwise Deduplication
For the reference disambiguation problem, graph-based models have been recently
proposed, e.g., (Bansal et al., 2002; Dong et al., 2005; Kalashnikov & Mehrotra,
2006).
RelDC (Relationship-based Data Cleaning) (Kalashnikov & Mehrotra, 2006) is a
domain-independent approach based both on the notion of context attraction principle (CAP) and the measure of the connection strength between the references
candidate for disambiguation. The database is viewed as an undirected entityrelationship graph composed of regular nodes and choice nodes representing possibly matching references. Connection strength between two nodes and is computed as the probability of reaching a node from a node via random walks in
the graph.
Dong et al. (2005) proposed an algorithm based on propagating referencesimilarity decisions in a dependency graph whose nodes represent similarities between pairs of references (i.e., records or attribute values), and whose edges represent the dependencies between the reconciliation decisions.
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Correlation clustering proposed by (Bansal et al., 2002) also consists of a graphbased representation of the data set with edges labeled as “similarity” or “disagreement” edges according to a similarity function between data (vertices). Given
the corresponding fully-connected graph, the goal is to find the partition of the
vertices into clusters that minimizes as much as possible the number of disagreements as illustrated in Figure 1.2; that is, to partition the graph into clusters with
high similarity for intra-cluster edges and weak similarity (disagreement) between
inter-cluster edges. The main advantages of the approach are to avoid the problematic specification of the number of clusters as input parameter for the clustering method, and to be extendable to the case of real-valued labels. Because the
approach is NP-hard, the question is to find the appropriate approximation algorithm. As a solution, (Charikar et al., 2003) proposed a factor four algorithm for
minimizing the disagreements in a complete general weighted graph. This approach
  constraints over clusters) uses a linear programming
(still impractical with
formulation of the problem, such as:
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Figure 1.2: Correlation Clustering Example from (Bansal et al., 2002)
A method for online clustering in (Sarawagi & Kirpal, 2004) avoids the problem
of data skew and redundant computation while creating clusters based on similarity along multiple strings rather than single strings, and it improves the efficiency
when index searching with increasing threshold to return the most similar cluster.
Collective deduplication (Singla & Domingos, 2005) has been proposed to take
advantage of information gleaned from one separate match decision to other
20
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matching decisions using Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (McCallum et al., 2005).
In this approach, decisions are made collectively, performing simultaneous inference for all candidate match pairs. This approach allows information propagation
from one candidate match to another via their shared attributes (fields). CRFs (also
known as random fields or Markov networks) are undirected graph models, trained
to maximize the conditional probability of the outputs given the inputs. When
the edges among the output variables form a linear chain, they correspond to
conditionally-trained finite state machines. Three types of nodes are defined to
build the collective model: record-match nodes, field-match nodes, and field-similarity
nodes, also named evidence nodes (directly computed from data). The edges between two nodes represents the fact their values directly influence each other. All
non-evidence nodes are Boolean-valued and the inference problem is reduced to a
graph min-cut problem.
Among the unsupervised approaches for duplicate elimination, other clustering algorithms have been used to partition a relation into groups of duplicates
(Bhattacharya & Getoor, 2004; Chaudhuri et al., 2005; Culotta & McCallum, 2005).
Localized structural properties of clusters, such as the immediate vicinity of data
that characterize the groups are important to consider for a clustering-based solution of the duplicate elimination problem. In (Chaudhuri et al., 2005), two criteria,
namely Compact Set (CS) and Sparse Neighborhood (SN) are added to the formulation
of duplicate elimination problem. They respectively reflect the facts that:
- Compact Set (CS): the set of duplicates must be a compact set of at least two
mutual nearest neighbors: NN-relation is not symmetric (by opposition to
global threshold approaches assuming transitivity). For example, if is duplicate of and is duplicate of , then is not necessary duplicate of ;












- Sparse Neighborhood (SN): if the number of tuples in the larger sphere defined
by the farer NN-distance around the tuple is small, the local neighborhood
is sparse. A similar SN criterion is proposed in (Breunig et al., 2000). A twophase approach is proposed by (Chaudhuri et al., 2005): i) the NN computation phase based on cosine metric, edit distance and fuzzy match similarity
(Chaudhuri et al., 2003), and ii) the partitioning phase of an input relation
into the minimum number of compact SN groups that satisfy specifications
on the size and diameter of the group of nearest neighbors.
Clusterwise similarity metric proposed by (Culotta & McCallum, 2005) is used to
measure the cohesion of a cluster and is learnt from a deduplicated training labeled database, by sampling positive and negative example clusters. Weighted,
first-order features over clusters are then used to describe the compatibility of the
nodes in each cluster. The weight of each predicate is estimated by maximizing
the conditional log-likelihood of the training data. The optimal partitioning of a
graph is then approximated with an agglomerative algorithm that greedly merges
clusters based on their predicted compatibility scores.
For the bibliographical co-reference resolution problem, (Bhattacharya &
Getoor, 2004) proposed an iterative process to refine the duplicate detection considering both the attributes of the objects (e.g., authors, titles, book titles in the
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paper citations represented as vectors) and the links between the objects (e.g., the
references cited in the bibliography section of each paper). The thresholded distance between two references is a function combining the distance between the
attributes and the distance measure between the groups of cited references (links).
As new duplicates are discovered, the distances between groups of references are
going to change, potentially leading to the discovery of more duplicates. Current
sets of duplicates are represented as clusters. With each cluster is associated the set
of groups that its references occur in. At each step, the algorithm re-evaluates the
distances between the clusters (i.e., groups of references) and merges the “nearest”
cluster-pair until there are no more candidates.

1.2.2 Handling Inconsistencies
In database applications, integrity constraints (ICs) represent fundamental knowledge about the domain of interest. They are expressed as first-order formulae, and
database instances are seen as first-order structures of finite relations. A database
is consistent with respect to a set
of ICs if
satisfies
(usually
instance

). Since the genesis of the relational model, ICs have prodenoted by
vided tremendous folder for database research (Ceri et al., 2000). Three categories
of constraints are classically considered: functional dependencies (FDs), inclusion dependencies (IDs), and key dependencies (KDs). Practically, the most common kinds of
constraints are specified declaratively:





  





- Key constraints: Primary Keys (PK) - i.e., non null attributes of a relation that
uniquely identify an instance of the relation should be unique.
- Referential consistency constraints: Foreign Keys (FK) - i.e., attributes of a relation that establish relationships among relations should correspond to PK in
related relations, or ensure the existence of related relations; no value should
be inserted in a table as FK without a corresponding column in the related
tables and they should be updated simultaneous whenever update occurs.
Particular actions to be taken upon violations, such as cascaded delete or set
null can be specified.
- Domain consistency rules (consistency within column values): attribute values
must fall within certain ranges or may assume only certain pre-defined values. Semantic integrity constraints and transition constraints are considered
to be special cases of domain constraints.
In data integration scenarios, integrity constraints enrich the semantics of the
global view of the set of data sources while such constraints may be locally violated
at the sources (Fagin et al., 2003; Halevy, 2001). Maintaining consistency is then
particularly difficult in the presence of semantic heterogeneity, which occurs when
multiple information sources model overlapping portions of the real world in different ways (Ibrahim, 2002). This problem has been extensively studied in several
works in the area of inconsistent databases (Bry, 1997). Various approaches to the
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management of ICs have been proposed, e.g., transposing the problem of reasoning with inconsistent databases as a belief revision problem (Calì et al., 2003; Lin &
Mendelzon, 1998) or proposing a new semantic approach to cope with data inconsistencies in opposition to the closed world assumption of the traditional database
theory (Arenas et al., 1999; Lembo et al., 2002; Lin & Mendelzon, 1998).
As illustrated in the following example from (Bertossi & Bravo, 2005), different
IC enforcement mechanisms have been proposed for dealing with inconsistencies.
Consider a database schema consisting of two unary relations
and and
the following IC:

. Assume a database instance consists of the
following facts:


. One of the following approaches can be then
adopted in this case of constraint violation:





  



- Prevention (usual constraint enforcement): such an instance could not arise:
 and
 could be inserted into the database.
only one of





- Ignorance (constraint non-enforcement): no distinction is made between
 and
.





- Isolation (Bry, 1997): both
query answering.

  and   would be dropped or ignored in
  and   would be replaced by

- Weakening (Lin & Mendelzon, 1998):

 or a disjunctive information.

 

- Exception tolerance (Arenas et al., 2000): the constraint is weakened as:


 .







- Materialized repairing (Embury et al., 2001): the instance would be replaced by a consistent instance minimally different from the original one,

 or

 .
as:

         

- Virtual repairing (Arenas et al., 1999): returns consistent query answers, in
this case, for all such that
 is true, returns only  .




- Attack/support approach (Pradhan, 2003):   attacks   and vice versa,
and thus the support for both is lower than for  .

1.2.2.1 Consistent Query Answering
We briefly survey the approaches focused on the problem of computing consistent
query answers (CQA) in relational data integration under a loose semantics, i.e.,
a semantics, which selects, among all possible database instances satisfying the
integrity constraints expressed on the database schema, only the ones that are “as
close as possible” to the actual database instance. We distinguish the approaches
both on the properties of their semantics (exact, sound, complete, or loosely-exact,
-sound, -complete) and on the ordering between databases (i.e., cardinality-based,
set-containment-based, and preference-based).
In (Lin & Mendelzon, 1998) the authors proposed an operator for merging
databases with conflicting schemas under first-order formulae constraints; they
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compute the multisets 1 of the combination of the database instances that have the
maximal cardinality and that are consistent with ICs.
In (Arenas et al., 1999) the authors define an algorithm for computing consistent query answers based on the notion of residues originally defined in the context
of deductive database and semantic query optimization using the semantic knowledge about the domain that is contained in the ICs. The method is proved to be
sound and complete only for the class of universally quantified binary constraints
(BICs) (i.e., constraints that involve two database relations). The authors also introduced the first mechanisms for computing consistent answers to first-order queries
that did not appeal to explicit computation of repairs. According to (Arenas et al.,
1999), a repair of a relational database instance is an instance that satisfies the ICs,
with the same schema as , that in set theoretic terms, minimally differs from
with respect to whole tuples that are either deleted or inserted in order to restore
consistency. However, repair mechanisms and semantics have been intensively
studied since the first contribution of Arenas et al. (1999) on CQA in two main directions: i) repairs that minimally differ in cardinality from the original database
(Arenas et al., 2003; Bertossi & Chomicki, 2003), and ii) repairs that minimize some
aggregation function over the differences of attribute values between the repair
and the original database (Bertossi & Bravo, 2005; Flesca et al., 2005; Wijsen, 2003).
In the area of inconsistent databases, several directions are emerging, as:







- Preference-ordered repairs or preference-driven CQA (Chomicki, 2006): a preference order over the database repairs is defined, in such way that only minimal repairs (in terms of set containment) are considered.
- Null or default values consideration for repairs (Bravo & Bertossi, 2003)
- Intrinsic logic and compositionality properties of CQA (Bertossi & Bravo, 2005):
classical query answering in relational databases follows, essentially, a firstorder logic (expressed through the relational calculus) that is monotonic and
has advantageous compositional properties (e.g., answers to queries can be
combined in order to give answers to more complex queries). In the case of
CQA relying on non-monotonic formalisms (e.g., annotated predicate logic,
logic programs with stable model semantics (Arenas et al., 2003), circumscription, or analytic tableaux (Bertossi & Schwind, 2004)), the compositionality of CQA has not been investigated and the answer set to a conjunctive
query may not be the intersection of the answer sets.
- Intractability and complexity of CQA: tractable classes of CQA approaches have
been identified by (Calì et al., 2003) but trade-offs between expressive power
and complexity need to be further identified and studied together with approximate answers.
1A

multiset is similar to a set except that a multiset allows duplicates in (Lin & Mendelzon, 1998).
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1.2.2.2 Probabilistic Constraints
Statistical constraints manifest relationships among current attributes values in the
database (Hou & Zhang, 1995). Since statistical constraints are probabilistic, the
determination of the database correctness can be practiced at various degrees of
. The higher the value, the more strict the system is
strictness noted , 
or the smaller the discrepancy between the attribute value and the expected value
will be tolerated. Statistical constraints can be considered as a weaker form of
functional dependency in some respect.
The approach of Korn et al. (2003) is based on probabilistic and approximate constraints (PACs) that indicate, in a flexible way, the likelihood of a correctness
constraint being satisfied within a tolerance as a cumulative probability distribution function (CDF). These constraints are specified as user-defined templates
with tolerances and probability thresholds whose parameters are learnt using the
statistical properties of the data. Three types of PACs are described in (Korn et al.,
2003):

 



Æ





- Domain PAC specifies for a domain attribute , that all attribute values


.
within of with at least probability , that is:

 

Æ

      Æ

fall



,
- Functional dependencies PAC enforces, for the functional dependency
that two tuples  and  must approximately agree on the values in the set of
attributes if they agree in attributes , that is:
if  

, then
.














        




            Æ   

 

- Unique key PAC enforces that it is unlikely that more than one tuple exists
with approximately the same values for the attributes  that constitute a
key in the table , that is:





 for each attribute  composing the key.





            Æ



In the context of real-time object management, (Ramamritham, 1993) introduced the notion of real-time data object (  ) that is absolutely temporally consistent if its creation time (  ) plus the validity interval (  ) of the data object (as the
lifespan of the data value) is not smaller than current time, i.e.,   
. This defines practically the correctness criterion for temporal consistency of real-time data
objects. If the lifespan has expired, the data value is temporally inconsistent and
needs to be refreshed. The problem of temporal consistency maintenance (Xiong
et al., 2006) is to efficiently generate periodic update transactions, which capture
the latest status of the database and refresh the values of real-time data. Efficiently
means reducing the update workload and thus, to know in advance the worse-case
computation time of update transactions.









1.2.3 Managing Imprecise and Uncertain Data
A number of propositions has been devoted to capturing uncertainty in the context
of relational databases (Barbará et al., 1990; Cavallo & Pittarelli, 1987; Gelenbe &
Hébrail, 1986; Lakshmanan & Sadri, 1994; Lee, 1992; Re et al., 2006). Despite these
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efforts not all issues have been satisfactorily solved. Moreover, modeling uncertainty in other types of databases, such as XML databases is still in its childhood
(Hung et al., 2003).
1.2.3.1 Probabilistic Data Models
In the relational context, Cavallo & Pittarelli (1987) described a model in which all
tuples in the same table are disjoint (exclusive).
Lakshmanan & Sadri (1994) described a model in which probabilities are approximated by intervals.
More recently, Widom (2005) described a probabilistic system called Trio where
probabilities and data lineage become first class citizens; the design space for probabilistic data models for Trio is described in Section 1.4.3.
These approaches are based on probability theory, and as a consequence they
inherit the limitations of this theory. Probability theory is very suitable to capture
uncertainty but not suitable to model ignorance. This has been noted and discussed in the work of Barbará et al. (1990) and Choenni et al. (2006). Choenni et al.
(2006) proposed a framework for capturing uncertainty and ignorance in a unified
way : inspired by the Dempster-Shafer theory, the authors assume that an attribute
can assume a set of values instead of a single value and they assign a so-called basic
probability assignment (bpa) to the attribute. In order to support joins and solve the
problem of information loss, they extend the Dempster-Shafer theory with the notion of a dependent bpa and a combination rule. Such a bpa provides the possibility
to take dependencies between data into account.
1.2.3.2 Possibilistic Data Models
Possibility theory provides an ordinal model for uncertainty where imprecision is
represented by means of a preference relation encoded by a total order over the
possible situations. This approach provides a unified framework for representing
precise values, as well as imprecise ones (regular sets) or vague ones (fuzzy sets),
and various null value situations. From a semantic point of view, a possibilistic
database can be interpreted as a set of usual databases (worlds), each of which
being more or less possible; one of them is supposed to correspond to the actual
state of the universe modeled. Any world  is obtained by choosing a candidate
value in each possibility distribution appearing in and its possibility degree is
the minimum of those of the candidates chosen (according to the axioms of possibility theory since choices are assumed to be independent). The work of Bosc
et al. (2006) deals with the querying of possibilistic relational databases, by means
of queries called generalized yes/no queries, whose general form is: “to what extent
is it possible that the answer to satisfies property ”. More precisely, inclusionbased queries, where property concerns the inclusion in the result of a set of
tuples specified by the user, have been investigated. The possibility and necessity
degrees, which constitute the answer to these queries, are respectively computed
thanks to a “trial and error” procedure and an algorithm of linear complexity (Bosc
et al., 2006).



!
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However, most models make assumptions about data uncertainty that restricts
applicability. Capturing correlations in the uncertainty model with a simple and
intuitive semantics that is readily understood and defines precise answers to every
query are two of the main current needs.

1.2.4 Handling Missing and Incomplete Data
The concept of data completeness may address a variety of issues from the very
simple technical ones (e.g., problems of the data collecting campaign, loss of data
during data exchange, format conversion or inappropriate user actions) to fundamental questions on the limits of our mental models and scientific concepts for
representing real-world phenomena (e.g., inappropriate data modeling, conceptual fuzziness, impact of temporal changes on entity description completeness).
An added complication to the problem of missing or incomplete data is that the
more data that are missing in a database, the more likely it is that you will need
to address the problem of incomplete cases, yet those are precisely the situations
where imputing or filling in values for the missing data points is most questionable
due to the small proportion of valid data relative to the size of the data set.
1.2.4.1 Completeness of Relational Data Sources
Completeness in the relational model is classically defined with respect to :
- the presence (or absence) of null values,
- the various possible interpretations: i) values may exist but they are unknown,
ii) values may not exist, and iii) no one knows whether values exist or not),
and
- the adopted paradigm: the open world assumption (OWA) or the closed world assumption (CWA).
The OWA paradigm states that the real world is represented by the values
present in the relational table and also by the negation of the values that are not
represented in the relational schema. OWA assumes that the knowledge of the real
world is incomplete. If something cannot be proved to be true, then it doesn’t automatically become false. In the OWA, what is not stated is considered unknown,
rather than wrong.
The CWA paradigm states that the real world is represented only by the values
that are present in the relational schema. In other words, CWA is the presumption
that what is not currently known to be true is false.
Under the OWA assumption, the completeness of a relation can be measured
with respect to the size of a reference relation, also called the universal relation, denoted . In this context, completeness has been defined by several authors. Naumann et al. (2004) defined the completeness measure for the size of a data source
as a combination of two orthogonal criteria, as:

#
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$%   is the measure for the relative number of tuples a source  provides compared to a universal relation # , as:
$%     ,
- &'(   is the measure for the average amount of data the source  provides for a single tuple  for a given attribute , such as:
&'(           .

-

In (Motro & Rakov, 1998), the authors proposed a model for specifying soundness and completeness of relational database table instances, and a method of using these specifications to estimate the quality of query answers, working in an
extension to relational algebra. Soundness measures the proportion of the stored
information that is true and completeness measures the proportion of true information that is stored. The authors also show how their techniques can be used to
assist in value-conflict resolution in the Multiplex multidatabase system.
Under the CWA assumption, the completeness can be defined depending on
the type of the elements that are considered in the relation:
- vertical completeness concerns the number of null values of a specific attribute
domain,
- horizontal completeness concerns the number of null values of a tuple or a set
of tuples.
The notion of completeness in distributed query planning is also considered
along with other quality criteria such as response time, accuracy and timeliness in
(Naumann et al., 1999). A focus in (Naumann et al., 1999) is on exploiting completeness measures in query planning. However, the query language considered
is much simpler than a complete data manipulation language. For example, it has
no negation, so that soundness is not an issue, and the only merge operation in
query planning is join.
In (Mihaila et al., 2000), an approach is presented to the selection and ranking
of information sources and unions of sources based on the grounds of content and
quality metadata provided by those sources. Completeness is one of the quality
dimensions considered, although in contrast to the work of (Naumann et al., 1999),
sources are only combined by union operations with no joins being performed.
1.2.4.2 Join Size Estimation
The estimation of the cardinalities of intermediate results in relational algebra expressions in the context of database query optimization has been intensively studied over the past decades.
Prediction of join result sizes is an important technique for cost-based query
optimization in RDBMS. Classically, join result size is the size of the cross-product
of the two relations in the join, multiplied with a selectivity factor.
Selectivity factors are statistical values stored in the data dictionary of the
RDBMS (Mannino et al., 1988). Most of techniques for join size estimation adopt
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two simplifying assumptions: uniformity of attributes values and independence
of attribute values. In (Najjar & Slimani, 1999), the authors use information from
database profiles and statistical sampling to estimate cardinalities of derived relations in database query processing.
Peim et al. (2003) described a global-as-view distributed query processing system in which queries are formulated in the language, ALCQI. This paper presents
a method for estimating soundness and completeness of ALCQI query plans, by
estimating the cardinality of the extents of associated ALCQI expressions.
The problem of answering queries in the presence of limited access patterns to
relations has been studied by Li (2003) for conjunctive queries, unions of conjunctive queries, and conjunctive queries with arithmetic comparisons. A method for
data-dependent computability of the complete answer to a query is proposed, and
a decision tree is used for guiding the process to compute the complete answer to
a conjunctive query (Li, 2003).
The basic idea of (Nash & Ludäscher, 2004) is to avoid performing the computationally hard containment checks. They propose algorithms that use two efficiently computable approximate plans  and  , which respectively produce
tight underestimates and overestimates of the actual query answer for , if possible, defer the query containment check. Finally, a runtime algorithm reports complete answers even in the case of infeasible plans, and quantifies the degree of
completeness.
In (Petropoulos et al., 2006), the CLIDE interactive system uses a flag- and
color-based scheme for query building. It leads the user toward feasible queries
in a setting where the content and access methods of the sources are described
by parameterized conjunctive views. The system checks whether a given query is
supported (i.e., feasible) and requires non-obvious rewriting algorithms, especially
when the set of indirectly supported queries is enhanced via additional processing
inside a mediator. A flag indicates whether the current query is feasible or not. If
it is, colors indicate how to reach another feasible query, which will be a syntactic
extension of the current one. The system also provides: i) guarantees of completeness (i.e., every feasible query can be built by the system’s suggested actions only),
ii) minimality (i.e., the minimal set of actions that preserves completeness is suggested by the system), and iii) rapid convergence (i.e., the shortest sequence of
actions from a query to any feasible query consists of the suggested actions).

"

"

"

1.2.4.3 Completion and Statistical Editing
The most appropriate way to handle missing or incomplete data depends upon
the type of mechanisms underlying the generation of missing data. Three cases of
missing data generation are classically identified in Statistics, as:
- Missing Completely at Random (MCAR): cases with complete data are indistinguishable from cases with incomplete data.
- Missing at Random (MAR): cases with incomplete data differ from cases with
complete data, but the pattern of data missingness is traceable or predictable
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from other variables in the database rather than being due to the specific
variable on which the data are missing.
- Non-ignorable: the pattern of data missingness is non-random and it is not
predictable from other variables in the database. In contrast to the MAR situation outlined above where data missingness is explainable by other measured variables in a study, non-ignorable missing data arise due to the data
missingness pattern being explainable - and only explainable - by the variable(s) on which the data are missing.
In practice it is usually difficult to meet the MCAR assumption. MAR is an
assumption that is more often, but not always tenable. The more relevant and
related predictors one can include in statistical models, the more likely it is that
the MAR assumption will be met. A non exhaustive list of methods for handling
missing data in data analysis is presented below. It covers some of the more widely
recognized approaches to handling databases with incomplete data.
- Listwise data deletion: if a record has missing data for any one variable used
in a particular analysis, the strategy is to omit that entire record from the
analysis.
- Pairwise data deletion: For bivariate correlations or covariances, statistics are
computed based upon the available pairwise data.
- Mean substitution: The variable’s mean value computed from available data
is substituted to fill in missing data values.
- Regression methods: A regression equation is developed on the basis of the
complete data for a given variable, treated as the outcome using all other
relevant variables as predictors. Then, for cases where data is missing, the
available data are used into the regression equation as predictors.
- Hot deck imputation: the most similar tuple to the tuple with a missing value
is identified and the most similar data value is substituted for the missing
value.
- Expectation Maximization (EM) approach: EM is an iterative procedure that
proceeds in two discrete steps. First, in the expectation (E) step, the expected
value of the complete data log-likelihood is computed. In the maximization (M) step, the expected values for the missing data obtained from the E
step are substituted and then the likelihood function is maximized as if no
data were missing to obtain new parameter estimates. The procedure iterates
through these two steps until convergence is obtained.
- Raw maximum likelihood methods (Full Information Maximum Likelihood - FIML):
all available data are used to generate maximum likelihood-based sufficient
statistics consisting of a covariance matrix of the variables and a vector of
means.
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- Multiple imputation: Similar to the maximum likelihood method, except that
multiple imputation generates actual raw data values suitable for filling in
gaps in the considered database.
The review of these methods by Little & Rubin (1987) conclude that listwise,
pairwise, and mean substitution methods for handling missing data are inferior
when compared with maximum likelihood based methods such as raw maximum
likelihood or multiple imputation. Regression methods are somewhat better, but
not as good as hot deck imputation or maximum likelihood approaches. The EM
method falls somewhere in between. It is generally superior to listwise, pairwise,
and mean substitution approaches, but it lacks the uncertainty component contained in the raw maximum likelihood and multiple imputation methods.

1.2.5 Improving Data Freshness
Various factors and metrics have been proposed for characterizing data freshness
depending on the type of the data management system: data integration and warehousing systems with materialized views (DIS/DW), virtual mediation systems
(VMS), and caching systems (CS) (Peralta, 2006). The traditional freshness definition is called currency (Segev & Fang, 1990; Theodoratos & Bouzeghoub, 1999).
It is related to view consistency when materializing data and describes how stale
is data with respect to the original data sources. Currency captures the difference
between query time and extraction time. Several proposals incorporate another
notion of freshness, called timeliness, which describes how old is data. Timeliness captures how often data changes or how often new data is created in a source
(the difference between query time and last update time) (Naumann et al., 1999).
Therefore, freshness represents a family of quality factors, each one best suiting a
particular problem or system architecture. For example, the freshness rate is the
percentage of tuples in a materialized view that are up-to-date and these that have
not been updated since data extraction time (Labrinidis & Roussopoulos, 2003).
For search engines that copy portions of the Web, remote information sources are
updated independently without pushing updates to clients that have a copy, so the
clients must periodically poll the source to detect changes and refresh its copy. Cho
& Garcia-Molina (2000) used the update frequency for measuring data freshness in
a caching context.
A complete study on freshness is given in (Bouzeghoub & Peralta, 2004; Peralta, 2006). Bouzeghoub & Peralta (2004) analyzed related research works in terms
of a taxonomy of the approaches for achieving data freshness in multi-source information systems. This taxonomy is based upon: i) the dynamic nature of data (i.e.,
stable, long-term-changing, frequently-changing data), ii) the architecture type of
the data management system, i.e., virtual mediation, materialized integration, or
caching systems), and iii) the synchronization policies between the queries sent by
the system to local passive data sources (pull mode) or the data sent by active data
sources (push mode). Based on this detailed analysis of data freshness and also on
data accuracy quality factors, Peralta (2006) proposed a framework together with
techniques and algorithms for the evaluation and enforcement of data freshness
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and data accuracy factors in data integration systems. The proposal includes a
graph-based representation of DIS processes and the specification of quality evaluation algorithms as graph propagation methods applicable to various DIS applications. An extensible quality evaluation tool that implemented the framework has
been prototyped. The framework components are specified in an abstract model,
which supports the dynamic incorporation of new components to the tool, especially the inclusion of new quality factors and their evaluation algorithms.
Although data freshness has been largely studied (Cho & Garcia-Molina, 2000;
Li et al., 2003; Segev & Fang, 1990; Zhuge et al., 1997), several problems still remain
either unsolved or insufficiently treated.
1.2.5.1 View Maintenance and Update Propagation
Many incremental algorithms for view maintenance have been introduced for centralized database systems and also in distributed environments (Hull & Zhou,
1996; Zhuge et al., 1997). Numerous works have formed a spectrum of solutions
ranging from a fully virtual approach to one end where no data is materialized and
all user queries are answered by interrogating the source data, to a full replication
at the other end where the whole data in the data source is copied to the data integration system so that the updates can be handled locally without consulting the
sources. The two extreme solutions are inefficient in terms of communication and
query response time in the former case, and storage space in the latter.
In the context of view materialization, a view is consistent if its state reflects an
actual source state at some “recent time” (Zhuge et al., 1997), so the goal is assuring a certain degree of data currency. The view maintenance problem consists of
updating a materialized view in response to changes arisen at source data. Most of
the work concentrates in assuring data warehouse consistency for different types
of views and refreshment strategies (Gupta et al., 1995). Another key problem concerns the selection of a set of views to materialize in order to optimize the query
evaluation and the maintenance cost (Theodoratos & Bouzeghoub, 1999; 2001). In
this context, freshness is implicitly considered when defining the update propagation processes.
Other works combine different properties and study the trade-off between
them, such as the trade-off between execution time and storage constraints
(Labrinidis & Roussopoulos, 2003).
1.2.5.2 Synchronization Policies
In caching systems, data is considered fresh when it is identical to data in the
sources, so freshness is represented by the currency factor. An important problem is defining the refreshment policies in order to keep cache data up-to-date.
Traditional cache proposals estimate the time-to-live (TTL) of an object to check
whether this object is valid or not and when to get it from its source. In (Cho &
Garcia-Molina, 2000), the authors study the synchronization policies for cache refreshment and experimentally verify their behavior. In (Li et al., 2003), the focus is
in the fine tuning of the caching policy, balancing response time and invalidation
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cycles for assuring data currency. In (Bright & Raschid, 2002), the authors propose
the use of latency recency profiles to adapt caching algorithms to user currency
requirements, accessing the remote site only when the expected currency is not
achieved.
The overview of Data Quality Research would not be complete without the
description of the academic tools and query language extensions that have been
proposed for handling data quality problems, correcting them and querying data
with quality constraints or priorities defined explicitly in the query statements or
integrated in the query planning.

1.3 Tools and Query Language Extensions
1.3.1 ETL Tools
Under the general acronym ETL, the Extraction-Transformation-Loading activities
cover the most prominent tasks of data preparation before the data warehousing
and mining processes (Rahm & Do, 2000; Vassiliadis et al., 2003). They include:
i) the identification of relevant information at the source side, ii) the extraction of
this information, iii) the transformation and integration of the information coming
from multiple sources into a common format and, iv) the cleaning and correction
of data.
Despite the specialized ETL tools (mainly dedicated to relational data) available
on the market, data preparation and cleaning processes remain complex, costly
and critical.
This area has raised a lot of interest from the research community (Rahm & Do,
2000; Vassiliadis et al., 2003) with a recent focus on semi-structured data (Weis &
Naumann, 2004). Several academic tools have been proposed for data transformation and consolidation: AJAX (Carreira & Galhardas, 2004; Galhardas et al., 2000;
2001), Potter’s Wheel (Raman & Hellerstein, 2001), ARKTOS (Vassiliadis et al.,
2001), BELLMAN (Dasu et al., 2002), Telcordia (Caruso et al., 2000).
AJAX (Carreira & Galhardas, 2004; Galhardas et al., 2000; 2001) is an SQL extension for specifying each data transformation necessary to the cleaning process
of relational data. The proposed transformation operators are mapping, view, matching, clustering and merging as defined in Table 1.4. The operators are combined in a
logical plan to be applied to the input dirty data for improving data accuracy and
format conformance. The transformations standardize data formats when possible and find pairs of records that most probably refer to the same real-world object.
A thresholded distance function is used to decide which pairs of values are to be
joined with the matching operator of AJAX. Associated to each logical plan, the
best physical plan is then chosen to improve the execution of data transformations
without affecting the required accuracy.
Potter’s Wheel (Raman & Hellerstein, 2001) is an interactive data cleaning system that integrates transformation (see Table 1.4) and discrepancy detection in a
single interface. Users can gradually build a transformation to clean the data by
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adding transforms as discrepancies are detected. Users can specify transforms and
transformation domains through graphical operations or through examples, and
see the effect instantaneously, thereby allowing easy experimentation with different transforms. Parsing strings using structures of user-defined transformation domains results in a general and extensible discrepancy detection mechanism. Such
domains also provide a basis for specifying Split transformations through example
values.
Table 1.4 presents the main ETL operators (e.g., format, add, merge, etc.) supported by Potter’s Wheel and AJAX systems with, in the first column, the name of
the operator and, in the second column, its definition.
ETL Operator
Format
Add, Drop, Copy
Merging

Matching
Split

Divide
Fold/Unfold

Clustering

Definition
Applies a function to every value in an attribute column
of a relational table (such as regular-expression based substitutions
and arithmetic operations or user-defined functions).
Allow users to add a new column, or to drop or copy a column.
At the value level, concatenates values in two columns, optionally interposing
a constant in the middle, to form a new column.
At the relation level, partitions an input relation according to various grouping
attributes, and collapses each partition into a single tuple using an arbitrary
aggregation function. User-defined aggregation functions can be expressed and used.
Computes an approximate join between two tables depending on a thresholded
similarity distance function.
Splits a column into two or more parts, and is used typically to parse
a value into its constituent parts. The split positions can be specified
by character positions, regular expressions, or by interactively
performing splits on example values.
Conditionally divides a column, sending values into one of two new columns
based on a predicate.
Flattens tables by converting one row into multiple rows, folding a
set of columns together into one column and replicating the rest. Conversely
Unfold unflattens tables: it takes two columns, collects that have the same
values for all the other columns, and unfolds the two chosen columns.
Groups the records of an input relation into a set of clusters computed
by either the GROUP BY operator or a distance function

Table 1.4: Main Data Transformation Operators for ETL
In the context of data warehouse cleaning, ARKTOS (Vassiliadis et al., 2001)
has been proposed for modeling and executing practical ETL scenarios by providing explicit primitives (such as, primary key violation, reference violation, NULL
value existence, uniqueness violation, and domain mismatch). For capturing the
common cleaning tasks, three functionalities have been designed: i) graphical and
declarative facilities for the definition of data warehouse transformation and cleaning tasks, ii) measurement of the quality of data through specific quality factors,
and iii) optimized execution of complex sequences of transformation and cleaning
tasks.
BELLMAN (Dasu et al., 2002) profiles the database and computes concise statistical summaries of the contents of the database, to identify approximate keys, set
resemblance frequent values of a field (often default values), joinable fields with
estimates of join sizes paths, and to understand database dynamics (changes in a
database over time).
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Kettle/Spoon2 is the open source ETL of the Pentaho Data Integration Suite that
provides basic transformation operators, filters, and cleaning primitives to realize
complete ETL scenarios with multi-source and multi-format datasets (XML, text,
RDBMS, files, etc.).
Both ETL tools and cleaning algorithms operate in a batch and off-line manner
but “active data warehousing” (also called “real time warehousing”) refers to a
new trend where higher levels of data freshness are required for data warehouses
that must be updated as frequently as possible. This raises interesting research
directions concerning the performance optimization and overloading issues of ETL
tasks (Karakasidis et al., 2005; Simitsis et al., 2005).

1.3.2 Record Linkage Tools
Several academic tools are more specifically dedicated to record linkage: e.g., Febrl
(Christen et al., 2004), IntelliClean (Low et al., 2001), Tailor (Elfeky et al., 2002),
ClueMaker (Buechi et al., 2003), and Telcordia (Caruso et al., 2000).
Febrl (Freely Extensible Biomedical Record Linkage)3 (Christen et al., 2004) allows
data standardization, segmentation, probabilistic cleaning, and “fuzzy” matching
of one or more files or data sources which do not share a unique record key or identifier. Febrl has particular probabilistic and rules-based cleaning and standardization routines, and various comparison functions for names, addresses, dates, localities, and telephone numbers, including approximate string comparisons, phonetic encodings, and geographical distance comparisons. Febrl includes two approximate string comparison methods (bag distance and compression based) and
provides several blocking methods, including the traditional compound key blocking used in many record linkage programs. Probabilistic record linkage routines
of Febrl are based on the classical Fellegi-Sunter model and a classifier allows a
flexible definition of the weight calculation.
IntelliClean (Low et al., 2001) is a rule-based cleaning system providing representation standardization, duplicate elimination, anomaly detection and removal
in dirty databases. Data records are first conditioned and scrubbed of any anomalies that can be detected at the pre-processing stage. Data type checks and format
standardization can be performed. Inconsistent abbreviations used in the data can
be resolved at this stage. Conditioned records are next fed into an expert system
engine together with a set of rules. Each rule will fall into one of the following
categories:
- Duplicate identification rules: These rules specify the conditions for two
records to be classified as duplicates.
- Merge/purge rules: These rules specify how duplicate records are handled. A
simple rule might specify that only the record with the least number of empty
fields is to be kept in a group of duplicate records, and the rest deleted. More
complex actions can be specified in a similar fashion.
2 Pentaho
3 Febrl,

Data Integration Suite, http://www.pentaho.com/products/data_integration/
http://datamining.anu.edu.au/software/febrl/febrldoc/
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- Update rules: These rules specify the way data is to be updated in a particular
situation.
- Alert rules: A user might want an alert to be raised when certain events occur.

Spoon/Pentaho

Potter’s Wheel

IntelliClean

FraQL

Flamingo

Febrl

Bellman

Arktos

Functionalities
Data Standardization
Data Transformation
Data Cleaning
Duplicate Elimination
Data Profiling
Data Analysis

AJAX

Tailor (Elfeky et al., 2002) is a toolbox for comparing record linkage techniques
and tools with a corresponding benchmarking process with tunable parameters.
The four layers evaluated by Tailor correspond to the main steps of the record
linkage strategy, namely the searching method, the comparison function, the decision model and the measurement (recall/precision) to estimate the performance
of the method.
Based on the online study of Galhardas4 , Table 1.5 presents the research prototypes and open source systems developed for data cleaning, data preparation and
analysis.

Table 1.5: Data Cleaning Prototypes

1.3.3 Extended Query Languages
Along with the development of Data Quality Research, several approaches have
been proposed for expressing in a simply and declarative way constraints on data
quality extending the query language (Benjelloun et al., 2005; Guo et al., 2004; 2005;
Sampaio et al., 2005; Widom, 2005).
As the very first prototype, Q-Data (Sheth et al., 1993) checks if the existing data
are correct and ensures data validation and cleanup by using a logical database language (LDL++). The system employs data validation constraints and data cleanup
rules.
More recently, Guo et al. (2004; 2005) have proposed a model for expressing currency and consistency constraints (C&C) in the queries on replicated and cached
data by the means of a new clause on data currency that extends SQL. A C&C constraint is a triple composed of:i) a currency bound, ii) a consistency class formed
by tables, and iii) grouping rules from a consistency class into consistency groups.
Both single-block and multi-block queries are supported in this approach. For example, consider the following relation:
4 Data

Quality Tools, http://web.tagus.ist.utl.pt/ nuno.campos/tfc/
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AUTHORS(authorID*, name, city, state, phone)

The following query will retrieve the authors identified by 1, 2 and 3 whose
values have been updated within the last 10 minutes (CURRENCY BOUND 10
min); these values have to be consistent since they are extracted from the same
snapshot of the table AUTHORS of the database (ON (A)) and such that the records
are present and complete in the cache ( BY $key E1.1: $key = authorID).
SELECT *
FROM Authors A
WHERE authorID in (1,2,3)
CURRENCY BOUND 10 min ON (A)
BY $key
E1.1: $key = authorID;

" )

 (Data Quality Query Language) (Sampaio et al., 2005) was designed to
query relational data supporting a data quality aware query processing framework. A number of simple construct operators extend SQL with the operator
“WITH QUALITY AS” to express quality requirements relating to a query, and
to measure with used-defined functions some quality dimensions. For example,
consider the following query:
SELECT *
FROM Authors
WHERE authorID in (1,2,3)
WITH QUALITY AS TIME_t_last(city)>’2006-04-01 12:00:00+00:00’
TIMELINESS(phone)>=’0.50’;

The result is built with taking into account the date of the last update of the
and also the timeliness of the value of the attribute
value on the attribute
that is computed by the user-defined function TIMELINESS(
).
Similarly to these approaches, our approach called XQUAL (Berti-Équille, 2001;
2003; 2004) proposes the syntax and the processing of SFW queries extended by an
operator called “QWITH”. We offer the users the way to declare and manipulate
measures and constraints on data quality at different granularity levels, namely
CELL, COLUMN, ROW, TABLE and DATABASE. As we’ll see in the next chapter
in details, XQUAL is based on the notion of contract that is declared by the user
with methods calls and user-defined functions declarations that are applied and
eventually combined for measuring certain aspects of data quality. An example of
the syntax of a contract type is such as:

(

*+$

*+$

CREATE CONTRACTTYPE completeness (
density FLOAT ON COLUMN
BY FUNCTION func_density IS JAVA NAME ’./XQLib/density.java’,
authors_coverage FLOAT ON AUTHORS
BY FUNCTION func_authors_coverage
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AS (SELECT sum((COUNT(A1.author_ID)/(select COUNT(*)
FROM AUTHORS)))
FROM AUTHORS A1
WHERE A1.name is not NULL group by A1.author_ID);

This contract type is composed of two user-defined factors characterizing completeness, as: i) density applied to every column of the database and computed by
a java program named density.java and ii) authors_coverage applied on AUTHORS
table and computed by a PL/SQL function named func_authors_coverage. When a
contract type is created, the declared functions are called and executed. The results
of each declared functions are stored is the repository as metadata associated to the
specified database object instances (e.g., ON AUTHORS) or declared granularity
levels, i.e., values (CELL), tuples (ROW), attribute domains (COLUMN), tables (TABLE), or the database (DATABASE). At runtime, extended queries called QWITH
queries are executed and the constraints declared in the QWITH part are checked
to build the query results accordingly.
SELECT *
FROM AUTHORS
WHERE author_ID in (1,2,3)
QWITH completeness.density > .85,
AND completeness.authors_coverage > .90;

Query processing of QWITH queries and user-defined functions will be described in details in Chapter 3.
In the context of semi-structured data, XClean (Weis & Manolescu, 2007) is a
modular, declarative system for native XML data cleaning. In XClean, cleaning
processes are modeled using a set of cleaning operators, that can be combined in
arbitrarily complex cleaning processes. XClean’s operators are: candidate selection
for selecting elements to be cleaned, scrubbing for removing errors in text (typos,
format, ...), enrichment for specifying data that supports cleaning, duplicate filtering
for filtering non-duplicate element pairs, pairwise duplicate classification for classifying pairs of elements as duplicates and non-duplicates, duplicate clustering for
determine clusters of duplicates, fusion for creating unique representation of an entity, and XML view for creating XML view of clean data. The operators specification
is expressed in a high-level operator definition language, called XClean/PL. Writing XClean programs is supported by a graphical user interface. An XClean/PL
program is compiled into XQuery, to be executed on top of any XQuery processor.

1.3.4 Quality-Driven Query Processing
Among the solutions proposed in the literature for query planning and optimization of the distributed queries, some approaches use data quality indicators and
metadata for selecting the best query plans to execute (Mihaila et al., 2000; Naumann, 2002; Naumann et al., 1999). In the context of mediation systems, Naumann
(2002); Naumann et al. (1999) proposed query correspondence assertions (QCAs) that
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are used to specify the mapping between the local data sources supported by the
wrappers and the global schema supported by the mediator. Quality scores are collected or pre-computed for characterizing the criteria that are specific to the quality
of the sources (e.g., reputation), to the user’s query (e.g., completeness) and to the
QCA (e.g., price). The Data Envelopment Analysis method (DEA) is used to prune
low quality sources from the query planning space based on the scores on sourcespecific criteria. QCAs are then used to create correct query plans for the Local As
View mappings (LAV), as the queries on the global schema are defined in terms
of queries on the local sources. The quality of both QCAs and plans is evaluated
with a procedure that is similar to cost model estimation in traditional DBMSs. A
corresponding execution tree is built for each query plan, with QCAs as leaves and
join operators as inner nodes, and also quality scores computed for each node. A
set of functions is used to merge the scores of the children nodes for join operator
and for computing the final quality score of the provided query result. The simple
additive method (SAW) is finally used to rank and select the best query plan to
execute. Alternative and ranked plans are semantically correct but they will not
necessarily provide equivalent results.
In the context of quality-driven query processing, (Braumandl et al., 2001) proposed to take into account data quality estimates when evaluating the user’s query
and deciding the best manner of carrying out the query (which sources to reach,
which server to use, etc). The authors also proposed mechanisms to follow the
execution of the query and, if necessary, to cancel it or change the query plan execution.
FusionPlex (Motro & Anokhin, 2006) is a system for integrating multiple heterogeneous data sources that uses data fusion to resolve factual inconsistencies among
the individual sources under the LAV mapping approach. To accomplish this, the
system relies on source features, which are metadata on the merits of each information source (e.g., data recentness, accuracy, availability, or cost). Local schemas
of the sources are assumed to be consistent whereas instances may represent the
same real-world entity differently from one source to another due to errors and inconsistencies. The query processing is based on query fragments and on contributing
views the sources offer to answer a given query. When the query fragments results
are overlapping, a so-called polyinstance is built and needs conflict detection and
resolution.

1.3.5 SQL-Based Conflict Resolution
MOMA (Mapping-based Object Matching system) (Thor & Rahm, 2007) is a flexible
and domain-independent framework for mapping-based object matching. The design of MOMA allows the combined use of multiple match algorithms both attribute and context matchers, for a given schema match problem. A key feature
of MOMA is that it is massively based on the notion of instance mappings. The
output of a match task is represented as a so-called same-mapping indicating which
input objects are considered semantically equivalent. MOMA provides a high flexibility to determine a tailored workflow for a given match task. In particular, it al39
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lows selection and combination of several matchers and the re-use and refinement
of previously determined mappings. But this high flexibility can make it difficult
even for experts to specify a suitable workflow and configuration. Similar to the
E-Tuner approach for schema matching (Sayyadian et al., 2005), MOMA therefore
provides self-tuning capabilities to automatically select matchers and mappings
and to find optimal configuration parameters. Initially the focus is on optimizing
individual matchers and combination schemes. For example, for attribute matching, choices must be made on which attributes to match, and which similarity function and similarity threshold to apply. For suitable training data these parameters
can be optimized by standard machine learning schemes, e.g. using decision trees.
In FusionPlex (Motro & Anokhin, 2006), the fusion process is controlled with
several parameters, such as: i) a vector of feature weights: each user defines an
individual notion of data utility, ii) thresholds of acceptance: users ensure minimal
performance of their data, excluding from the fusion process data that are too old,
too costly, lacking in authority, or numeric data that are too high, too low, or obvious outliers; and, ultimately, and iii) the particular fusion function to be used for
each attribute (for example, average, maximum, or simply any): users implement
their own interpretation of fusion.
HumMer (Bilke et al., 2005) provides a subset of SQL as a query language,
which consists of Select-Project-Join queries, and allows sorting, grouping, and
aggregation. In addition, it specifically supports a FUSE BY statement. This statement is an extension of an SPJ statement specially designed for easy specification
of data fusion. Conflict resolution is implemented as user-defined aggregation.
However, the concept of conflict resolution is more general than the concept of aggregation, because it uses the entire query context to resolve conflicts. The query
context consists not only of the conflicting values themselves, but also of the corresponding tuples, all the remaining column values, and other metadata, such as
column name or table name. This extension enables authors of FUSE BY statements to employ many different and powerful resolution functions. In addition to
the standard aggregation functions already available in SQL (min, max, sum,etc.),
the following list gives further examples of functions that may be used for conflict
resolution in HumMer. These functions cover most of the strategies to resolve data
conflicts mentioned in the literature.
- Choose(source): Returns the value supplied by the specific source.
- Coalesce: Takes the first non-null value appearing.
- First/Last: Takes the first/last value of all values, even if it is a null value.
- Vote: Returns the value that appears most often among the present values.
Ties could be broken by a variety of strategies, e.g., choosing randomly.
- Group: Returns a set of all conflicting values and leaves resolution to the user.
- (Annotated) Concat: Returns the concatenated values, including annotations,
such as the data source.
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- Shortest/Longest: Chooses the value of minimum/maximum length according
to a length measure.
- Most Recent: Recency is evaluated with the help of another attribute or other
metadata.

1.4 Research Projects
Several database-oriented projects dedicated to data quality have been proposed
in the past decade: the European DWQ Project (Data Warehouse Quality), the Italian
DaQuinCis Project (Santis et al., 2003) for data quality in cooperative information
systems, and the Trio Project (Widom, 2005). Other projects such as the TDQM
project (Wang et al., 1995), TQdM (English, 2002; 1999), guidelines and experiences
for data quality project management (Redman, 2001) dealing with methodological
and IT aspects of business and project management for ensuring or improving
information quality in the organizations and the information system design will
not be presented in this section. But we invite the reader to read Chapter 7 of
(Batini & Scannapieco, 2006) to have a detailed description of strategies adopted
in the main information quality management and assessment methodologies.

1.4.1 DWQ Project
The European DWQ Project (Data Warehouse Quality) (1996-1999) developed techniques and tools to support the design of data warehouses based on data quality
factors. Starting from a definition of the basic DW architecture and the relevant
data quality issues, the DWQ project goal was to define a range of alternative design and operational methods for each of the main architecture components of a
data warehouse and associated quality factors. Since usually a combination of enabling technologies is required, contributions of DWQ project concerned the DW
design (e.g., rich metadata representation and reasoning facilities) as well as the
operational level (e.g., viewing DW contents as views over the underlying information sources, refreshment techniques and optimal handling of views with aggregate functions). Formal models of the DW architecture and services have been
proposed together with associated tools for consistency checking, reuse by subsumption, view materialization strategies, and other components of the data warehousing software. In (Jarke et al., 1999) the authors have proposed an architectural
framework for data warehouses and a repository of metadata which describes all
the data warehouse components in a set of meta-models to which a quality metamodel is added, defining for each data warehouse meta-object the corresponding
relevant quality dimensions and quality factors. Beside from this static definition
of quality, DWQ project have also provided an operational complement that is a
methodology on how to use quality factors and to achieve user quality goals. This
methodology is an extension of the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) approach, which
permits to capture the inter-relationships between different quality factors and to
organize them in order to fulfill specific quality goals.
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1.4.2 DAQUINCIS Project
The Italian DaQuinCIS project (2001-2003) focused on studying how the cooperation among information systems can play a key role in improving the data quality
of individual information systems. More specifically, an integrated methodology
has been proposed for encompassing the definition of an ad hoc distributed architecture and specific methodologies for data quality measurement and error correction techniques (Santis et al., 2003). This methodology includes process- and
data-based techniques used for data quality improvement in single information
systems. The distributed architecture of DaQuinCIS system consisted of: i) the
definition of the representation model for data quality information that flows between different cooperating organizations via cooperative systems (CIS) and ii) the
design of a middleware that offers data quality services to the single organizations
with the data quality broker which poses quality-enhanced queries over the global
schema and selects data satisfying these requirements, the quality notification service which allows quality-based subscriptions for organizations to be notified on
changes of the quality of data, and the quality factory, which evaluates the quality
of internal data of each organization.

1.4.3 TRIO Project
The Trio project at Stanford InfoLab (Benjelloun et al., 2005; Widom, 2005) is a
database system that manages not only data, but also the accuracy and lineage
of the data. The goals of the Trio project are: i) to combine previous work on
uncertain, probabilistic and imprecise data into a simple and usable model; ii) to
design a query language as an understandable extension to SQL; iii) to build a
working system that augments conventional data management with both accuracy
and lineage as an integral part of the data. The Trio system aims at extending
traditional data management by introducing components such as accuracy and
lineage into both data and queries. As its query language, TriQL5 is designed as
an extension to SQL, for querying and modifying data in conformance with the
Trio data model, also called ULDB model (Uncertainty and Lineage DataBase). The
underlying data model consists of four new constructs: i) tuple alternatives (xtuple), representing uncertainty about the content of a tuple with alternative values
(or-sets), ii) maybe (“?”) annotations, representing uncertainty about the presence
of a tuple, iii) numerical confidence values, optionally attached to alternatives and
maybe x-tuples, iv) lineage, connecting tuple alternatives to other alternatives from
 function for the x-tuple represents the
which they were derived. A Boolean
lineage of each alternative and how has been derived.
TriQL queries return uncertain relations in the ULDB model, with lineage that
connects query result data to the queried data. It includes three built-in predicates
and functions: Conf, Maybe, and Lineage. Function Conf can be used to filter query
results based on the confidence of the input data; the Maybe and Lineage predicates
are incorporated into the query translation phase. Predicate Maybe is straight-



5 TriQL

,

: http://infolab.stanford.edu/ widom/triql.html
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forward: it translates to a simple comparison between the queried attribute and
the number of alternatives in the current x-tuple. Predicate Lineage(X,Y) is translated into one or more SQL subqueries that check if the lineage relationship holds:
schema level lineage information is used to determine the possible table level paths
from to .

 

1.4.4 QUADRIS Project
Ensuring and maximizing the quality of data in data integration systems requires a
clear understanding of the interdependencies between the various dimensions that
characterize the quality of data (QoD), the quality of the underlying conceptual
data model (QoM), and the quality of the processes (QoP) that manage or integrate
data. Restricted to a single level (i.e., data, model or process level), the improvement of one quality dimension (e.g., data accuracy, process performance or model
expressiveness) may have negative consequences on other quality dimensions at
the same level or on the other levels (e.g., improving the data model expressiveness
may improve data consistency up to a certain degree but in the same time it may
degrade the lisibility of the model; improving the cleaning processes with new,
more sophisticated and complex operations may degrade factors related to data
freshness by extending the delay between data extraction time and data loading
and diffusion times). In this context, the goal of the QUADRIS project6 (20052008) is to propose a framework for adopting quality improvement strategies on
one or many dimensions of QoD, QoM or QoP with considering collateral effects
and interdependencies between data quality factors and dimensions for each level
(data, model and process) and transversally.

1.5 Conclusions
1.5.1 Summary
In this chapter we have examined the relevant issues of data quality and we have
presented a non exhaustive review of the current solutions, ranging from data
quality dimensions specifications and measures, to techniques and tools that have
been proposed mainly in the DB community for evaluating and improving data
quality in different types of (multi-source) information systems.
We specifically reviewed the measures and algorithms designed respectively
for: i) detecting and eliminating duplicate data, ii) handling inconsistent data, iii)
managing imprecise or uncertain data, iv) handling missing or incomplete data,
and v) improving data freshness.
We have outlined the state of art and future development of the Data Quality
Research area presenting the large diversity and richness of the approaches. But
we would like to emphasize the gap between the solutions provided in the literature and the complexity and multidimensionality of the data quality problematic
6 QUADRIS:

http://www.irisa.fr/quadris/
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that can not be circumscribed by one-shot approaches addressing a simpler and
more abstract version of the problems undoubtedly occuring in real and operational data sets.

1.5.2 Ongoing Challenges
In the context of Data Quality Research, we have identified five topics with particularly challenging research directions, namely: 1) DB and IS quality-aware engineering, 2) QoD metadata modeling and management, 3) QoD-aware query languages
and processing 4) algorithmics, and 5) methodological aproaches.
1. Database and information systems design and engineering. The current methods for designing, (reverse-)engineering information systems have to be profoundly revised in order to integrate the evaluation and the control of the
various facets of data quality, conjointly with the evaluation and the control
of the quality of the conceptual data model and the quality of the system
design. The challenges in the design of (multi-source) information systems
concern:
- to specificy generic and reusable patterns for integrating as a part of the
system design, the techniques and tools for the evaluation and improvement of the quality of data,
- to specify metrics and methodologies to compare the quality of conceptual data models (and design alternatives) of IS and to control the
degree of consistency between the data models, the models of software
architecture, and the models of communication with respect to precise
data quality objectives,
- to design relevant UML profiles and patterns in order to help with the
automatic generation of modules in charge of checking and controlling
data quality aspects,
- to quantify the impact that has a data model (or system architecture) on
the quality of data to be managed by the system based on this model
(architecture),
- to develop tools as internal components of the system, to measure and
control the quality of data,
- to propose recommendations for the system design (or re-engineering)
according to the results of quality measurements.
2. Quality metadata modeling. Interesting research directions are:
- to study and define adequate semantic models for the representation of
the quality of data: there is currently no model that captures in a precise and easy way the semantics of all static and dynamic dimensions
of data quality, and allows carrying out relevant automatic checking.
Indeed, the existing models focus on one or two of these dimensions
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separately. The approaches which consist in basing the analysis on the
Cartesian product or on the ad-hoc composition of data quality dimensions do not make it possible to model, in a faithful way, the interdependencies between these dimensions. This led to vagueness of analysis
results, difficult to conciliate and whose practical utility is very low for
a complete data quality diagnostic. It is thus necessary to develop symbolic notations, abstract domains, and metadata which make it possible
to represent infinite sets of configuration to control the quality of data
in an effective way.
- to define formal methods and tools for validating metadata exchange
and fusion models, in particular, for ensuring the interoperability of
the applications, guaranteeing data quality, a fortiori if data is heterogeneous and multi-source, and to facilitate quality-driven data integration
and fusion of quality indicators.
3. Data and quality declaration and manipulation languages. Numerous challenges
are related to the development of quality-enhanced languages and query
processors able to integrate data quality awareness in the data management
system with adaptive techniques providing dynamic data quality controls
and optimizing quality-constrained queries and corrective actions on data.
4. Algorithmic approaches. Two main challenges can be identified, such as: i)
to propose powerful and effective approaches (in terms of recall and precision) to detect various and combined types of anomalies (for example, to
detect approximate duplicates despite partially complete records) with various degrees of approximation, ii) with statistical metadata computation, the
index may become much bigger than the data volume and it is very largely
higher than the integration capacities of the RAM. The algorithms of indexing must then take into account the various levels of memory hierarchy (register, masks, discs, RAM, etc.) or be distributed, or even, the index memory
must be distributed.
5. Methodological approaches and benchmarks: The challenges are to propose and
unify recommendations, formalisms, guidelines and benchmarks to integrate, evaluate, validate, and ensure the quality of data. No approach has
been proposed yet to compare and possibly unify existing methodologies
applied in different application domains for data quality improvement and
assessment. Some proposals are in favor of the development of a shared ontology on information quality, but pragmatic initiatives for setting up benchmarks are needed in order to evaluate and validate, in a more precise and
structured way, the contributions in this research field (Weis et al., 2006).
Added to these challenges specific to Data Quality Research, the following difficulties shared by other research fields have to be considered, such as:
- Heterogeneity and variety of abstraction levels: the data are often extracted from
different information sources, then integrated, whereas they have already
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various levels of abstraction (ranging from raw data to data aggregates). The
data are often integrated in a system which can thus contain data resulting
from a potential superposition of several statistical processes. This requires
a particular care in the use and the analysis of these data. Evaluation of the
quality of these data is very difficult.
- Scalability issues: Lots of techniques for measurement and detection of data
anomalies are not scalable for the currently available volumes of data. Although some statistical methods are well adapted to provide summaries
characterizing the quality of numerical data (usually for a single attribute),
they prove to be inoperative on multi-tables and multi-attribute or multidimensional data sets. For instance, mapping or embedding a set of data
objects into points in a low-dimensional vector space can make similarity
search more efficient for detecting potential duplicates (Hjaltason & Samet,
2003). But these techniques such as SparseMap, FastMap (Faloutsos & Lin,
1995), MetricMap and StringMap are designed for use in an offline setting
and do not satisfy the efficiency requirements of the online match operation
where the input tuples have to be quickly matched with target reference tuples before being loaded into a data warehouse.
- Management of complex data: very few metrics, theoretical and technical solutions exist today for detecting anomalies, approximate duplicates, or inferring missing data, checking consistency on multimedia data (combining
audio, text, video, and image).
- Meta level issues, one can wonder about the quality of metadata: the database
models a portion of the real world in constant evolution. However, in same
time, measurements reflecting the quality of data may become obsolete and
inaccurate. The process of quality evaluation and control of data must constantly be renewed according to the dynamics of the data and the modeled
real world.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION

2.1 Introduction
For ensuring data quality awareness in data management systems, one obviously
needs to consider two relative aspects in evaluating the quality of data (QoD): the
actual quality that can be evaluated at the data source and the expected quality
that is required by the users at the users’ views. This basically means that the
system has to measure actual QoD values, collect expected QoD values, compare
them, and determine if they match with respect to a user-defined constraints and
to a particular quality goal (e.g., get query results with no data quality problems,
clean the database, load valid data in the database, etc.).
As QoD is composed of various quality dimensions, the vision and goals of the
user in establishing his quality requirements are usually different from the vision
of the DBA in defining data quality measures that characterize certain factors and
dimensions of data quality with various measurement methods and implementation techniques.
Under these considerations, several tasks must be achieved to provide data
quality awareness, e.g., the selection, computation, and management of QoD measures, the flexible declaration of the user’s constraints with expected QoD values,
the comparison between the actual QoD measures and the expected QoD values,
and the definition of strategies to adopt in the case that actual QoD measures do
not satisfy constraints with respect to expected QoD values .
Based on my work in the field, the objective of this chapter is to present contributive solutions to these tasks for ensuring data quality awareness in data management systems. In this dissertation, a special focus is on:
1. the modeling and definition of measurable properties for characterizing aspects of actual QoD. Generic and user-defined functions can be defined and
implemented for measuring, describing or predicting relevant data quality
properties. For this purpose, we propose the flexible declaration and potential reuse of analytical functions associated to the main QoD dimensions.
These functions are interpreted by the query processor, executed for computing QoD measures, and used for the careful quality-aware query analysis, the preparation of alternative query evaluation plans at compile time,
and the selection of optimal quality-aware query plans at runtime. Measures
and descriptions of computation methods with their parameters are stored
as QoD metadata,
2. the appropriate indexing of QoD metadata,
3. the processing of queries extended by constraints on data quality,
4. the transparent and explainable presentation of results, so that the qualityaware query results can be understood and accepted by the users.
Each of these tasks represents a challenging field of research on its own that our
solutions do not pretend to cover entirely. They rather offer interesting perspectives for more research works and investigations.
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Outline of the chapter. Section 2.2 presents a running example used in this chapter to
illustrate our proposals. Section 2.4 presents the QoD metadata model we propose, as an
extension to Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM). Section 2.5 presents our general approach based on the design of analytic workflows dedicated to QoD evaluation. Analytical
functions used in these workflows for computing QoD measures and generating the associated QoD metadata are also presented. Section 2.6 describes the solution we’ve adopted
for indexing QoD metadata. Section 2.7 presents XQuaL, a declaration and manipulation
language extension we’ve designed for quality-aware query processing.

2.2 Illustrative Example
To motivate and illustrate the next sections of the chapter, we introduce a running example of a CRM database called CRM_DB. It is composed of three tables:
PRODUCT, PRICE_QUOTE, and CUSTOMER that are linked by one-to-many relationships through the PROD_ID and CUST_ID fields, as sketched in Table 2.1.
PRODUCT Table
PROD_ID
CUST_ID
P1
C1
P2
C2
P3
C2
P4
NULL

P_DESTINATION
Reading, UK
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US

ORDER_DATE
NOV-10-2006
NOV-10-2006
NOV-10-2006
NULL

SHIP_DATE
NOV-01-2006
NOV-20-2006
NOV-10-2006
NOV-10-2006

CUSTOMER Table
CUST_ID
FN
C1
Joe
C2
Joy
C3
John

LN
Smith
Smith
Smitt

CUST_CITY
Reading, UK
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, UK

SHIP_TAX
10.56
0.30
NULL

PRICE_QUOTE Table
PROD_ID
PRICE_DATE
P3
NOV-09-2006
P3
NOV-10-2006
P3
NOV-11-2006

OPN
70
72
75

MAX
86
85
90

MIN
65
67
70

STATUS
CLOSED
CLOSED
ACTIVE
CLOSED

PRICE
77
77
7777
7

CLO
78
79
81

Table 2.1: CRM_DB Example
At a first glance on CRM_DB database, several data quality problems may be
observed (or suspected). Null values occur in CUSTOMER and PRODUCT tables.
and
) are missing in Table PRICE_QUOTE. The price
Three records ( ,
(’7777’) of
in PRODUCT table is a probable outlier and it should be at least
in the interval [67, 85] given for the same day in PRICE_QUOTE table. Several
inconsistencies occur on STATUS values of PRODUCT table: the status should
be ’CLOSED’ if the SHIP_DATE is passed, otherwise ’ACTIVE’ if the shipping
is inconsistent.
date is planned after the current date, e.g., ’ACTIVE’ status for
SHIP_DATE values that are before the ORDER_DATE values are also incorrect,
e.g., ’NOV-01-2006’ for  . Of course, such constraints should have been specified
when creating the database schema. Nevertheless, as we’ll see further, relevant
constraints (e.g., correlations or frequent itemsets) may be inferred statistically and
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anomaly patterns may be detected as data values deviate from the statistical rules.
Join over FK attributes considered as correct. Ignoring these observations, we assume that the data are correct, fresh, consistent, complete and without duplicates,
the join of tables PRODUCT and CUSTOMER over the CUST_ID attribute would
result in a table consisting of 3 rows, as shown in Table 2.2. For the sake of simplicity, only PROD_ID, CUST_IDs, P_DESTINATION and CUST_CITY are projected
in the join result of tables PRODUCT and CUSTOMER, respectively renamed as P
and C.

   
PROD_ID
P1
P2
P3





P.CUST_ID
C1
C2
C2



C.CUST_ID
C1
C2
C2

P_DESTINATION
Reading, UK
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US

CUST_CITY
Reading, UK
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US

Table 2.2: Join over FK attributes considered as correct
Join over incorrect FK attributes. If a value of the joining field is incorrect, then,
assuming that referential integrity constraints have been enforced, the join would
result in a row that, while incorrect, at least should be there. To see this, suppose
row of PRODUCT table, the correct value
is replaced by an incorthat in the
rect value, say
. Then, the join operation would generate an incorrect row for a
correct one, as shown in Table 2.3.







PRODUCT Table
PROD_ID CUST_ID
P1
C1
P2
C2 

P_DESTINATION ORDER_DATE
Reading, UK
NOV-10-2006
Reading, NJ, US
NOV-10-2006

SHIP_DATE
NOV-01-2006
NOV-20-2006

STATUS
CLOSED
CLOSED

PRICE
77
77

P3
P4

Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US

NOV-10-2006
NULL

NOV-10-2006
NOV-10-2006

ACTIVE
CLOSED

7777
7

LN
Smith
Smith
Smitt

CUST_CITY
Reading, UK
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, UK

SHIP_TAX
10.56
0.30
NULL

C2 C3 
NULL

CUSTOMER Table
CUST_ID FN
C1
Joe
C2
Joy
C3
John

   







PROD_ID
P1
P2

P.CUST_ID
C1
C2

C.CUST_ID
C1
C2

P_DESTINATION
Reading, UK
Reading, NJ, US

P3


C3 


C3 

CUST_CITY
Reading, UK
Reading,
NJ,
US


Reading, NJ, US



Reading, UK



Table 2.3: Join over incorrect FK attributes
Join over non FK attributes considered as correct. If the joining field is not a
foreign key, then the result could contain for each incorrect joining value multiple
rows that would not exist. For instance, in Table 2.1, consider joining the two tables
over the P_DESTINATION field of PRODUCT table and the CUST_CITY field of
CUSTOMER table. The result would yield five rows, as illustrated in Table 2.4.
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PROD_ID
P1
P1
P2
P3
P4







P.CUST_ID
C1
C1
C2
C2
NULL

C.CUST_ID
C1
C3
C2
C2
C2

P_DESTINATION
Reading, UK
Reading, UK
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US

CUST_CITY
Reading, UK
Reading, UK
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US

Table 2.4: Join over non FK attributes considered as correct
Join over incorrect non FK attributes. Now assume that the value ’Reading, NJ,
US’ in the
row of PRODUCT table is incorrectly replaced by the value ’Reading,
UK’. The resulting join would now have six rows as shown in Table 2.5, two of
which would be incorrect.



PRODUCT Table
PROD_ID CUST_ID
P1
C1
P2
C2
P3
C2

P_DESTINATION
Reading, UK
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US

ORDER_DATE
NOV-10-2006
NOV-10-2006
NOV-10-2006

SHIP_DATE
NOV-01-2006
NOV-20-2006
NOV-10-2006

STATUS
CLOSED
CLOSED
ACTIVE

PRICE
77
77
7777

Reading, NJ, US

NULL

NOV-10-2006

CLOSED

7

LN
Smith
Smith
Smitt

CUST_CITY
Reading, UK
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, UK

SHIP_TAX
10.56
0.30
NULL

P_DESTINATION
Reading, UK

CUST_CITY
Reading,
UK


Reading, UK

P4



NULL

CUSTOMER Table
CUST_ID FN
C1
Joe
C2
Joy
C3
John

   
PROD_ID
P1

P.CUST_ID
C1

P3

C2

P1

C1

P3

C2

P2
P4

C2
NULL









C.CUST_ID
C1

C1 
C3
C3 

Reading, UK
Reading, UK
Reading, UK

C2
C2

Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US

Reading, UK



Reading,
UK

Reading, UK






Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US

Table 2.5: Join over incorrect non FK attributes
Another type of error in that field could lead to multiple missing rows. To see
this, consider the case where, in
row of the PRODUCT table, the value ’Reading,
NJ, US’ is incorrectly replaced by ’London’. In this case, the resulting join would
four rows instead of five.



 



Join over FK attribute of duplicates. Now consider that ,
, and
records
of CUSTOMER table have high probability of being duplicates. They may actually
refer to the same person who used to leave in UK but recently moved to New
Jersey, USA. To get a correct answer to the previous query joining FK attributes of
PRODUCT and CUSTOMER tables, one would first merge duplicates  and
and keep the single record
, for example, with considering timeliness of data
values for CUST_CITY, and then propagate
value as FK instead of  in 
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row of PRODUCT table. The correct answer is illustrated in Table 2.6 instead of
the one given in Table 2.2 for P1.
PRODUCT Table
PROD_ID CUST_ID


P_DESTINATION

ORDER_DATE

SHIP_DATE

STATUS

PRICE

P1
P2
P3
P4

Reading, UK
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US

NOV-10-2006
NOV-10-2006
NOV-10-2006
NULL

NOV-01-2006
NOV-20-2006
NOV-10-2006
NOV-10-2006

CLOSED
CLOSED
ACTIVE
CLOSED

77
77
7777
7

LN
Smith
Smith
Smitt

CUST_CITY
Reading, UK
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, UK

SHIP_TAX
10.56
0.30
NULL

C.CUST_ID


P_DESTINATION

CUST_CITY


C2 
C2
C2

Reading, UK

C1 C2 
C2
C2
NULL

CUSTOMER Table
CUST_ID FN
C1
Joe
C2
Joy
C3
John

   
PROD_ID
P1
P2
P3



P.CUST_ID
C2 
C2
C2





Reading, NJ, US

Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US



Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US



Table 2.6: Join over Deduplicated FK attributes
Join over non FK attributes of duplicates. The result of joining PRODUCT and
CUSTOMER over the non FK attributes P_DESTINATION and the CUST_CITY
once the duplicates have been removed in CUSTOMER table would be composed
of three rows (instead of five rows) as illustrated in Table 2.7.

   
PROD_ID
P2
P3
P4



P.CUST_ID
C2
C2
NULL





C.CUST_ID
C2
C2
C2

P_DESTINATION
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US

CUST_CITY
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US
Reading, NJ, US

Table 2.7: Join over Deduplicated non FK attributes
Considering the CRM_DB example, suppose we can characterize and compute
the accuracy probability of each joining attribute value. Intuitively, we could use
it to estimate the accuracy probability of the result of join over FK and non FK
attributes. The main idea is to compute the accuracy probability for each cell of
the tables to join and to propagate probabilities to the result considering the fact
that if the join is based on attribute values with high probabilities of being inaccurate, then the accuracy probability of the result should be proportionally penalized.
Similarly, we apply this intuitive idea to any other data quality dimension.

2.3 General Approach
From the CRM_DB example, several general observations can be made from the
user’s perspective:
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1. when querying the database, the user doesn’t want to ignore data quality
problems, but rather to be informed of; the system should provide this additional information when probable data anomalies are detected or when they
are previsible in the query result,
2. the user may want to exclude from the query result data that does not meet
data quality requirements in terms of freshness, accuracy, consistency, completeness, and uniqueness (i.e., absence of duplicates),
3. the user may want to choose the level of granularity or the database object
instances on which his data quality requirements and constraints will be applied,
4. the user should be able to declare his own data quality requirements as data
quality factors and measurement methods from a panel of functions he can
reuse, adapt or extend with new functions for evaluating various aspects of
QoD dimensions on the database
From the system perspective, in our approach, these requirements have been
translated into three main components for including quality-awareness in the data
management system: i) an extensible library of functions for measuring various
aspects characterizing aspects of QoD dimensions, ii) a metadata manager that
stores, indexes, searches and resfreshes QoD measures and related descriptive
metadata, and iii) a query engine that allows declaration and manipulation of data
and constraints on the associated QoD metadata.
Our general approach is centered on the design of analytic workflows and
based on five steps:
1. Definition or reuse of analytical functions for QoD evaluation. The analytic workflow first consists of the definition, selection, and reuse of the
functions that measure objectively several (possibly user-defined) factors for
characterizing QoD dimensions of database object instances.
2. Computation of QoD measures. The computed measures are stored and
managed as QoD metadata in a repository. Several QoD measures characterize one QoD dimension, which they are associated to.
3. Definition of probabilistic and approximate constraints on QoD measures.
Because actual QoD measures have to be compared to QoD values expected
by the user, constraints on actual QoD measures are declared and used for
searching actual QoD metadata that best satisfy the constraints or that are
the most similar to expected QoD values.
4. Constraints checking and probabilities assignment. Checking the constraints on the QoD measures associated to one QoD dimension results in
the computation of the probability that the QoD dimension is acceptable (exactly or with a certain degree of approximation). The computed probabilities
are also stored in the metadata repository and refreshed by the system as the
constraints may change.
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5. Quality-extended query declaration. Probabilities assigned to QoD dimensions are used in the query processing to build quality-aware results that are
in conformance with the QoD constraints defined by the user.
In our approach, the central components of a quality-aware data management
system are: i) the QoD metadata manager, ii) the analytical function library and
analytic workflows manager, and iii) the quality-extended query engine.
In the next sections, we zoom in on the main features of these key components,
starting with a focus on the conceptual model underlying the management of QoD
metadata in the repository (Section 2.4). Then, we present in details the analytical
functions we use in the design of analytic workflows dedicated to QoD evaluation
(Section 2.5). Since QoD measures and descriptive metadata are stored in the metadata repository, we present the method adopted for indexing and searching these
metadata (Section 2.6). Finally, the syntax of XQuaL, a query language extension
is presented (Section 2.7).

2.4 Modeling Quality Metadata
Metadata plays an important role in information systems as it usually contains
data dictionary with the definitions of the databases being maintained and the relationships between database objects, data flows, data transformations, and data
usage statistics. One important problem is to handle complexities of the different
views of metadata (possibly integrated from disparate sources) and to provide the
infrastructure with standard access mechanisms and application programming interfaces that enables users to control and manage the access, interchange, and manipulation of data and metadata as well. Defining and managing new kinds of
metadata is also an important requirement in the design of a metadata repository.
In the last decade, several specifications, e.g., MDIS - Metadata Interchange Specification, CWM - Common Warehouse Metamodel 1 (OMG, 2003; Poole et al., 2003), languages, e.g., Telos (Mylopoulos et al., 1990), and implementations, e.g., Microsoft
Repository (Bernstein et al., 1999), CWM MetaStore (Poole et al., 2003) have been
proposed for these purposes.
The storage and exploitation of metadata requires an appropriate modeling
framework that allows data representation with the logical and physical views
gathering the complete set of metadata describing the available data resources
expressed in different paradigms (e.g., object-oriented, relational, XML, or multidimensional data) and also the transformations and data mining processes that
may be applied on these data resources.
In this context, considering our modeling requirements, it appears to be particularly relevant to use and extend CWM metamodel for the management of QoD
metadata: first, because CWM metamodel covers the description of the complete
range of resources available through different technologies and secondly, because
CWM integrates the complete description of data mining functions and processes
that we instantiate in our analytic approach for QoD evaluation.
1 CWM

Specification, v1.1, http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/formal/cwm.htm
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2.4.1 The CWM Metamodel
Today, as a metadata integration standard for data warehouse field proposed by
Object Management Group (OMG), CWM has been accepted as a prevailing standard for interchanging metadata between warehouse tools, warehouse platforms
and warehouse metadata repositories in distributed heterogeneous environments.
Considering the OMG metadata model architecture, CWM is a complete M2level layered metamodel divided in a number of different but closely related metamodels. CWM metamodel is based on the use of shared metadata expressed with
the following technologies:
• MOF (Meta Object Facility), an OMG metamodeling standard that defines an
extensible framework for defining models for metadata, and providing tools
to store and access metadata in a repository,
• UML (Unified Modeling Language), an OMG modeling standard that defines a
rich, object-oriented modeling language,
• XMI (XML Metadata Interchange), an OMG metadata interchange standard
that allows metadata to be interchanged as streams or files with an XML
format.
CWM is organized in 21 separate packages for metadata generation and management grouped into five stackable layers as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Management
Analysis
Resources

Warehouse
Process

Warehouse
Operation
Data
Mining

Transformation OLAP
ObjectOriented

Relational

(ObjectModel)

Foundation

Information
Business
Visualization Nomenclature

RecordOriented

Multi
Dimensional

XML

Business Data
Keys
Type
Software
Expressions
Information Types
Index Mapping Deployment

ObjectModel
(Core, Behavioral, Relationships, Instance)

Figure 2.1: CWM Packages
These layers cover the complete Information Supply Chain (ISC) for business intelligence applications. The layers of the CWM integrate together different sorts of
packages:
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1. the Foundation layer contains general services that are shared by other
packages, defining business information, data types, expressions, indexing
scheme, type mapping and software deployment,
2. the Resources layer contains data metamodels (object-oriented, relational,
record-oriented, XML, and multidimensional) used for the description of
data sources,
3. the Analysis layer provides metamodels supporting logical services that may
be mapped onto data stores defined by Resources layer packages. For example, the Transformation metamodel supports the definition of transformations
between data warehouse sources and targets. Data Mining metamodel offers
a complete description of the elements involved in a data mining process
(e.g., mining functions, settings, parameters, etc.),
4. the Management layer metamodels support the operation of data warehouses
by allowing the definition and scheduling of operational tasks (Warehouse
Process package) and by recording the activity of warehouse processes and
related statistics (Warehouse Operation package).
As illustrated in Figure 2.1, each layer uses respectively the core model elements (e.g., data types, index, expressions), the resources available in different
technologies and formats (object-oriented, relational DB, record-oriented, multidimensional or XML), the operations and transformations used for data analysis,
and the management of the data warehouse.
In this section, we present how we extend and instantiate the CWM metamodel
to include and associate QoD metadata to the Data Instance metamodel. We illustrate our proposition by examples in the relational context, but this approach can
be easily applied to any other type of resource using the appropriate packages of
CWM metamodel from the Resources layer.
CWM has been specified for data integration systems and particularly data
warehousing systems but it can be easily applied to any other MSIS and also to
conventional and centralized DB.
Our examples are based on CWM Relational metamodel that is presented in
Figures A.1 and A.2 in Annexes, pages 152-153). For a complete and detailed description of CWM metamodel, the reader is invited to read the detailed CWM specification2 (OMG, 2003; Poole et al., 2003).
Example 1. Considering the CRM_DB database, the instance of the CWM logical model
is given in Figure 2.2. It characterizes the relational database object instances of CRM_DB
database.
A key aspect of our approach is to privilege the use analytical functions to
compute QoD measures and generate QoD metadata for characterizing various
aspects of QoD dimensions. As we’ll see in Section 2.5, analytical functions are basic counts, summary statistics, and data mining techniques. Their results provide
2 CWM

Specification, v1.1, http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/formal/cwm.htm
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(local) :
Catalog

CRM_DB :
Schema
PRODUCT:
Table

P_IDPK :
PrimaryKey

PROD_ID:
Column
P_DESTINATION :
Column
ORDER_DATE :
Column
SHIP_DATE :
Column
STATUS :
Column
PRICE :
Column
CUST_ID :
Column

CUSTOMER :
Table

C_IDPK :
PrimaryKey

PRICE_QUOTE:
Table

PC_IDPK :
PrimaryKey

PROD_ID:
Column

CUST_ID:
Column

PRICE_DATE:
Column

FN :
Column

OPN :
Column

LN :
Column
CUST_CITY:
Column
SHIP_TAX :
Column
P_IDFK :
ForeignKey

MIN:
Column
MAX :
Column
CLO :
Column

C_IDFK :
ForeignKey

Figure 2.2: Relational Metamodel of CRM_DB
additional descriptive information that is manifest in inherent patterns or relations
between the data and that can be used for QoD evaluation.
As previously mentioned, CWM metamodel includes a relevant Data Mining
metamodel that is composed of seven conceptual areas: A Core Mining metamodel
(upon which the other areas depend), and metamodels representing the data mining subdomains of Clustering, Association Rules, Supervised, Classification, Approximation, and Attribute Importance. Each area is represented by the Data Mining
metamodel packages. Each package defines the basic Mining Model from which
all model objects inherit as the result of a mining build task. The Mining Model
metamodel is illustrated in Figures A.3 in Annexes, page 154. Each Mining Model
has a signature that defines the characteristics of the data required by the model.
In our approach, we instantiate CWM Mining model with a panel of functions that
characterize various aspects of QoD dimensions.

2.4.2 CWM Extension for QoD Metadata Management
Because QoD measures can only be computed from instances of database objects
with respect to a particular quality goal, we have extended CWM Data Instance
metamodel that describes the instances of various model of resources (e.g., objectoriented, XML, relational, multidimensional, record-oriented). Figure 2.3 illus57
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trates CWM Data Instance metamodel with specialization for relational resource
instances.
Data values may be stored in one of two alternative ways. The Slot class is a
generic container that can hold either DataValue or Object instances what ever the
resource type is. One way of storing a data value is to create a Slot instance and
place a DataValue instance ’in’ the Slot via the SlotValue association. The alternate
way is to create an instance of DataSlot, storing the value into its dataValue attribute.
The former method is more general while the latter creates fewer total objects.
Modeling the relational resource instances, Figure 2.3 shows how a Rowset inherits from Extent, from the Foundation package. It represents all the data comprised in a ColumnSet. A RowSet can only be owned by a ColumnSet or any derived
class. A RowSet contains Rows. Row inherits from Object. Its structure is defined
by the corresponding ColumnSet and its Columns from the relational metamodel
given in Annexes, Figure A.1 and A.2. (pages 152 et 153). Each Row is divided into
ColumnValues, which match the value of a relational table, at the intersection of a
row and a column. ColumnValue inherits from DataValue from ObjectModel.
ModelElement
(from Core)

Instance

Extent

1
0..1

* / classifier : Classifier

*

Classifier
(from Core)

1

*

StructuralFeature
(from Core)

1
value 0..1
valueSlot

0..1

*

RowSet
(from Relational)
*
DataValue
value : String

Object

0..1

*

Slot
/ object : Object
/ value : Instance
/ feature : StructuralFeature *

*

*

Attribute
1 (from Core)

/ slot : Slot
DataSlot

0..1
ColumnSet
(from Relational)

ColumnValue
(from Relational)

Row
(from Relational)

dataValue : String
/ dataType : DataType

Figure 2.3: CWM Relational Data Instance Metamodel (OMG, 2003)
The quality extension we propose coherently supplements the CWM Data Instance metamodel. QoD measures that correspond to specific quality requirements
and goals are defined over the Extent of a specific element of the CWM instance
metamodel. In our case for the relational resource layer, a QoD measure can be
defined over one specific database object instance, namely over the schema, table,
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column, rowset, columnset, column, row, and slot (i.e., attribute value).
QoDMeasure class incorporates the name of the measure, the resulting measured value, the method that is employed for computing the measure, the computation timestamp, and the constraint with the expected value. The measurement
methods are defined as classes from other packages of CWM metamodel: QoD
measures may be computed from MiningFunctions, Triggers, stored Procedures, or
Constraints.
Quality dimensions are used as the vocabulary to define abstractly various aspects of quality, as the user may perceive it. Of course, each user might have a
different vocabulary, different preferences and goals underlying quality specifications in the various dimensions of quality. In order to aggregate the QoD measures
related to one quality dimension, we define the QoDDimension class composed of
the associated QoDMeasures. QoD dimension has a name, a scoring method, and a
acceptability value. The scoring method is used to compute the acceptability value
with possibly weighting the degree of constraint satisfaction of the QoD measures
associated to the QoD dimension and compared to expected values. Acceptability
of a QoD dimension evaluated from a data object instance is the probability that
each value of its associated QoD measures satisfies the specified constraint.
QoDMeasure

QoDDimension
dimensionName : String
/acceptability : DataValue
/scoringMethod : Method
1

measureName : String
/ measuredValue : DataValue
+/QoDmeasure
Extent
1
/ timestamp : Time
(from Instance Model)
/ measurableObject : Extent
1..*
*
/ measureMethod : Method +/measuredObject
/ expectedValue: Constraint
1
1
Method
(from Behavioral)
/ body : ProcedureExpression
/ specification : Operation

MiningModel
(from Data Mining)
function : MiningFunction
algorithmName : String
/ settings : MiningFunctionSettings
/ modelSignature : ModelSignature
/ modelLocation : Class
/ keyAttribute : Attribute
keyValue : Any

Trigger
(from Relational)

Procedure
(from Relational)
type : ProcedureType
0..1

/behavioralFeature
/parameter

Constraint
body : BooleanExpression
/ constrainedElement : ModelElement

*
SQLParameter
(from Relational)

Figure 2.4: QoD Extension to CWM Data Instance Metamodel
Example 2. For PRODUCT table of CRM_DB example, an instantiation of the extended
CWM metamodel includes QoD measures stored as QoD metadata in the metadata repository. For the sake of clarity, only a subset of QoD measures is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
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Each QoD measure is associated to only one QoD dimension and one database object instance. For example, for PRICE column, nullValues% is a QoD measure associated to
Completeness QoD dimension. This QoD measure is calculated at a given time (May
15th, 2006) by procedure plsql_id6 and returns the value 75% whereas the expected value
for this measure equals 100%.
updateFrequency:
QoDMeasure

FRESHNESS_TABLE_PRODUCT :
QoDDimension

updateRatio:
QoDMeasure
COMPLETENESS_TABLE_PRODUCT :
QoDDimension

nullValues%:
QoDMeasure
PRODUCT:
Table

P_IDPK :
PrimaryKey

PROD_ID:
Column
SHIP_DATE :
Column
STATUS :
Column
PRICE :
Column

outlierRatio:
QoDMeasure
ICpriceShipDate%:
QoDMeasure

ACCURACY_TABLE_PRODUCT :
QoDDimension
CONSISTENCY_TABLE_PRODUCT:
QoDDimension

ICshipDateStatus%:
QoDMeasure
ACCURACY_COLUMN_PRICE :
QoDDimension
outlierRatio:
QoDMeasure
COMPLETENESS_COLUMN_PRICE :
QoDDimension
nullValues%:
QoDMeasure

P_DESTINATION :
Column

nullValues%:
QoDMeasure

ORDER_DATE :
Column

nullValues%:
QoDMeasure

CUST_ID :
Column

nullValues%:
QoDMeasure

75:
DataValue
=100:
Constraint
plsql_id6:
Procedure
2006-05-15:
Time

Figure 2.5: Example of QoD Metadata Associated to CRM_DB PRODUCT table
In this example, we observe that QoD measures associated to one DB object
instance are computed by user-defined functions (e.g., plsql_id6 procedure), they
are associated to one QoD dimension. QoD dimensions may have many associated measures. A constraint is based on the comparison between actual and expected values for each QoD measure composing the QoD dimension. The degrees
to which these constraints are satisfied are aggregated in order to compute the acceptability value assigned to the QoD dimension. This represents the probability
that the QoD dimension is acceptable considering that the values of its associated
QoD measures are in conformance with expected values defined in their respective
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constraints.
In the example, FRESHNESS_TABLE_PRODUCT, the acceptability of freshness
dimension for PRODUCT table may be computed by a scoring function taking as
input the values of two QoD measures (updateFrequency and updateRatio)).
Once the constraint defined in each of these QoD measures are checked (comparing actual QoD measure values with expected values), the degree of satisfaction of
the constraint is used as input by the scoring function to compute the acceptability
value of the dimension for the database object instance PRODUCT.

2.5 Computing Quality Metadata
To evaluate the quality of data and the quality of possible query results, measures
that characterize the quality of database object instances are computed and compared to expected values specified in the QoD measure specification. Again, each
QoD measure is associated to one particular QoD dimension. QoD measure values
are results from functions, we called analytical functions, that can be precomputed
or computed on-demand after the arrival of a query.
The consideration of data quality requirements (expressed as constraints with
expected values) may drive the query planning and it can be taken into account
for building advantageously a quality-aware query result.
On-demand computation within the query execution is superior to precomputation in that suitable query plans may be determined using the latest QoD
measurement of the database object instances. However, the delay incurred in
computing QoD measures and determining a suitable quality-optimal query plan
on-demand may be unacceptable. Quality measures precomputation (or off-line
computation) overcomes the drawback of long delay of on-demand computation.
In addition, quality measures precomputation may be preferred over on-demand
computation for scalability issues, when the data volume or the number of quality
metadata and constraints is very large.
The work presented in this section mainly focuses on the off-line computation
techniques for QoD measurement.
For QoD evaluation, we mainly focus on QoD measures generated by non supervised techniques for data analysis, ranging from basic counts, statistics, and
synopses computation to sketch-based computation and data mining techniques.
These techniques are used to characterize several properties of data distribution
and data quality. The resulting QoD measures and the detailed description of the
analytical function (e.g., settings, parameters, etc.) are stored as QoD metadata in
the repository.
For the sake of clarity and for the progressive description of our approach, we
propose a classification of the analytical functions we use in four levels based on
the function abstraction level and its computation cost:
Level I - QoD Profiling Functions are simple counts computed from the
database dictionary, look-up tables, control, log or trace files, usually with
single-pass algorithms. These metadata can be used to characterize some
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aspects of database completeness and freshness depending on the level of
granularity of the database object instances (i.e., value, record, column, table
or database in the relational context).
Level II - QoD Constraint-Based Functions can be specified as a set of global
or application-specific integrity rules and consistency constraints or inferred
rules from statistical techniques that characterize the most plausible relationships between data instances or that compute the deviations from the rules.
These constraints are verified at runtime. Constraint violations indicate errors or dubious data.
Level III - QoD Synopses Functions are statistical summaries, aggregates or
parametric estimations computed as approximate answers with deterministic error bounds or probabilistic guarantees that the approximate answer is
the actual one. Basic synopses are samples, equi-depth histograms, quantile
computation. Advanced synopses are computed from sketch-based computation techniques (e.g., V-optimal histograms, wavelets). They are useful to
quickly reveal unlikely values that are artifacts or inconsistent patterns from
samples of very large data sets before going into deeper and more expensive
analysis.
Level IV - QoD Exploratory Mining Functions are data mining results obtained from techniques such as clustering, association rule discovery, and
decision trees. These techniques have the same goal as the previous methods, in the sense that they can be used to detect data glitches (e.g., outliers,
duplicates, anomaly patterns, and dubious data), but their computation and
maintenance costs are much higher.
In the following subsections, we review the analytical functions we use to compute relevant QoD metadata for each of the aforementioned levels.

2.5.1 Level I: QoD Profiling Functions
Data quality profiling is the process of analyzing quantitatively a database to identify and prioritize data quality problems. The results include simple summaries
(mainly counts) describing completeness of fields and records, data freshness, and
data problems existing in records (e.g., invalid format).
The structure and internal relationships of the database are analyzed to determine basically:
- the tablespaces, tables and fields used, and the keys (PK and FK),
- the number of rows, distinct values, extreme values, and popular values for
each field,
- relationships between tables (i.e., functional dependencies),
- columns copied or derived from other columns, and data lineage,
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- how tables and columns are populated and changed, using history logs,
- the access frequency of the tables and columns (e.g., to identify the most
cache intensive SQL statements).
Table 2.8 provides examples of the basic Level I functions we use for computing measures related to the following data quality dimensions: completeness (CP),
consistency (CT), and freshness (F). The computed measures are respectively associated to the instances of the level of granularity which the measure is computed
from.
DQD
CP

Function
nullValues%

Output
Returns a percentage that represents the quantity of null values in the instances of the DB object

DB Objects
D,T,R,A

CT

Rare Value
Extreme Value

Returns the rare values of the attribute
Returns the extreme values of the attribute

A
A

F

Extraction
(Currency)

Returns a decimal that represents the quantity of hours passed
between the time when the instance of DB object instance has
been extracted from its original source.
Returns a decimal that represents the quantity of hours passed
between the time when the instance of DB object has been delivered and the time when DB object instance has been created.
Returns a decimal that represents the quantity of hours passed
between the time when the instance of DB object has been delivered and the time when it has been updated.
Returns a number of updates of the instance of DB object since
the extraction time from its original source.
Returns a decimal that represents the percentage of DB subobject instances that have not been updated since the extraction
time.
Returns a decimal that represents the percentage of DB subobject instances that have been not updated since the creation
time.
Returns a decimal that represents the average quantity of
hours passed between the starting times of the loading processes (period between loadings).
Returns a decimal that represents the average quantity of
hours that passes between the starting times of the loading
processes and their ending times.
Returns the date and time when the last loading process was
started for the instance of DB object.
Returns the date and time since the last update time for the
instance of DB object.
Returns a decimal that indicates the number of updates since
the creation time for the instance of DB object.
Returns a decimal that indicates the number of loadings since
the creation time for the instance of DB object.

D,T,R,V

Period

Age
Last Update
(Timeliness)

Period

Obsolescence
Freshness Ratio
Update Ratio
Average Loading Period
Average
Duration

Loading

Last Loading Time
Last Update Time
Update Frequency
Loading Frequency

D,T,R,V
D,T,R,V
T,R,A,V
D,T,R,A
D,T,R,A
D,T,R
D,T,R
D,T,R,V
D,T,R,V
D,T,R,V
D,T

Table 2.8: Examples of Level I Basic Functions
As previously mentioned, we use five granularity levels for the assignment of
QoD metadata to relational database object instances. They correspond to the main
structural elements of the relational model: metadata are thus associated to each
DB object instance depending on its granularity level, namely the value ( ), record
( ), attribute ( ), table ( ) and database ( ) granularity levels (see the last column
in Table 2.8).
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2.5.2 Level II: QoD Constraint-Based Functions
In order to enhance accuracy and correctness of data through integrity checking,
we use three types of constraints:
i) conventional integrity constraints (IC) including key constraints, referential
constraints, and attribute domain consistency constraints defined in the
database schema,
ii) consistency constraints (CC) defined by ad-hoc and application-specific rules,
iii) statistical constraints (SC) defined by the conformance of data values to statistical or probabilistic models (e.g., linear regression model).
A database, as a model of some parts of the real world, is expected to faithfully
reflect reality. Therefore, it is likely to see statistical relationships existing among
attributes of a relation as they are often embodied in the real world. Unlike conventional integrity constraints used for consistency checking, which specify the
ranges of legal attributes values (perhaps with regard to legitimate combinations
of attribute values), statistical constraints manifest embedded relationships among
attributes values. They may be used to detect potential errors not easily detected
by the conventional ICs or attributes dependencies.
The term accuracy is frequently used to describe many different aspects related
to the data itself. Semantic correctness, syntactic correctness, precision and fuzziness are some of the concepts related to accuracy (Peralta, 2006). In our context,
we consider the definition of accuracy as the probability of an attribute value to be
correct and we mainly use SCs to verify and evaluate the accuracy over attributes
values of the database.
attribute values. One can
In order to illustrate this idea, consider a set of
estimate the corresponding value and draw inference about whether a combination of and values is likely or unlikely to be correct. Under a linear regression
model, an estimator of can be computed together with a confidence interval
and a confidence level. The confidence interval is an interval of plausible values
for the parameter being estimated and the confidence level is the degree of plausibility of such an interval, noted . Since statistical constraints are probabilistic
constraints, the determination of accuracy can be practiced at various degrees of
. A most plausible interval (for numerical dependent
strictness for , 
attribute) or a most probable set of values (for categorical dependent attribute) can
be computed. This interval (or set of values) is expected to cover the set of correct
. As increases, the more strict the system is or the
values with probability 
smaller the discrepancy between attribute value and expected value will be tolerated. For numerical dependent attributes, the decision rule is that if the attribute
value of a tuple does not fall within the interval defined by: 
 
 ! ,
then it is inaccurate with , the number of explanatory attributes of involved in
the relationship; , the number of sample tuples considered; , the estimated dependent attribute value of explained by values, perhaps with some function
performed on it; ! , the standard error of , and    , the distribution with
parameters
and
.
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Example 3. In CRM_DB example, a statistical constraint
may indicate the most
probable SHIP_TAX charged to a customer buying a product depending on the distance to
shipping destination P_DESTINATION and the PRICE value of the product. Assume that
it has been found that SHIP_TAX (the dependent attribute) is closely related to a function
on P_DESTINATION and PRICE (the explanatory attributes).
The SHIP_TAX relationship can be approximated by:

_
 
_
 
.

&'

/ 

0 &'  122 0 1

Generic examples of Level II Functions we use for characterizing aspects of
consistency (CT) and accuracy (AC) dimensions are given in Table 2.9.
Function
IC Violation
SC Violation

Semantic Correctness
Syntactic Correctness

Control Charts

Frequency Table
Cumulative
Distribution
Function (CDF)

Output
Returns a Boolean that is true when IC associated to the DB
object instance is not satisfied.
Returns a Boolean and a set of parameters: the Boolean is
true when SC associated to the DB object instance is not
satisfied.

DB Objects
D,T,A,R,V

Returns a decimal number between 0 and 1 that represents
the probability that the instance of DB object is correct and
correctly represents the real world.
Returns a decimal number between 0 and 1 that represents
the percentage of format discordances, syntactical errors
and misspellings of the instance of DB object.

R,V

Return univariate and bivariate plotted statistical summaries collected from several samples with acceptable
bound (" -limits) that defines the control regions and out
of control regions with potential outliers (e.g., R-Chart,#chart)
Considering two attribute domains divided into intervals,
frequency table presents the counts of data values that fall
into the corresponding intervals
Returns the proportion of data values $  whose value 
falls below any given value  of the attribute , such as the
estimate is:

A

 

% 

D,T,A,R,V

D,T,A,R,V

A
A

 
 

Table 2.9: Examples of Level II Functions
To complete Table 2.9, we provide several ways on how to define various
SCs. For example, to monitor the relationship between two attributes that should
roughly be linearly correlated with each other, the well-known Pearson correlation
coefficient can be used to describe this relationship.
The regression control chart contains a regression line that summarizes the linear relationship between the two variables of interest. Around the regression line
a confidence interval is established within which we would expect a certain proportion (e.g., 95%) of samples to fall. Outliers in this plot may indicate samples
where, for some reason, the common relationship between the two variables of
interest does not hold. Other types of quality control charts may be used. They
are often classified according to the type of characteristics they are supposed to
monitor, e.g.:
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- in X-bar chart: the sample means are plotted in order to control the mean
value of a variable.
- in R chart: the sample ranges are plotted in order to control the variability of
a variable.
- in S chart: the sample standard deviations are plotted in order to control the
variability of a variable.
Frequency or one-way tables represent the simplest method for analyzing categorical (nominal) data. They are often used as one of the exploratory procedures
to review how different categories of values are distributed in the data sample.
Customarily, if a data set includes any categorical data, then one of the first steps
in the data analysis is to compute a frequency table for those categorical variables.
Crosstabulation is a combination of two (or more) frequency tables arranged such
that each cell in the resulting table represents a unique combination of specific
values of crosstabulated variables. Thus, crosstabulation allows us to examine frequencies of observations that belong to specific categories on more than one attributes. By examining these frequencies, we can identify relations between crosstabulated variables. Only categorical (nominal) variables or variables with a relatively small number of different meaningful values should be crosstabulated. Note
that in the cases where we do want to include a continuous variable in a crosstabulation (e.g., PRICE), we can first recode it into a particular number of distinct
ranges (e.g., low, medium, high). The values in the margins of the table are simply
one-way frequency tables for all values in the table. They are important in that
they help us to evaluate the arrangement of frequencies in individual columns or
rows. The differences between the distributions of frequencies in individual rows
(or columns) in the respective margins informs us about the relationship between
the crosstabulated attributes. This information can be used for specifying SCs and
detect potential data anomalies.
Other tests, univariate, bivariate, and multivariate statistics can be used to characterize data distribution properties, preliminarily to the evaluation of consistency
and accuracy by means of SCs. These are included in the set of Level II QoD functions whose examples are presented in Table 2.10.

2.5.3 Level III: QoD Synopses Functions
Response times and scalability issues are very important for quickly generating
summaries and statistical metadata over very large data sets with multiple variables. That’s the reason why we’ve considered the techniques proposed for approximate query processing, focusing on specific forms of aggregate queries. The
crucial advantage of these techniques is the employed data reduction mechanism
to obtain synopses of the data. The methods explored in our context include sampling, histograms, and string similarity sketches. They provide preliminary analysis results or reduce the scope of the analysis as they are a very useful way to
characterize aspects of QoD dimensions such as uniqueness (for approximate duplicate detection) and consistency (for outlier detection).
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Function
Measures of location
Measures of dispersion
Skewness coefficient
Kurtosis coefficient
Homoscedasticity
Normality tests

Measures
of
relationships

attribute

(M)ANOVA tests

Factor Analytic Methods

Definition
Typical Values that are representative of the population (mean, median, mode)
Values that quantify the extent of spread of the attribute around the
core or typical value (variance, co-variances, dispersion matrix, standard and absolute deviation, quantile, range, IQR)
Value that quantifies the form and symmetry of the attribute value
distribution
Value that quantifies the form and flatness of the attribute value distribution
Variance equality of an attribute on several samples: e.g., Levene test
(nonnormality robust), Bartlett test for normal distribution, or Fisher
test.
Nonparametric tests that validate (or not) the hypothesis that the
attribute value distribution is a normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk,
Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Lilliefors, Cramer-von Mises, AndersonDarling tests)
Simple summaries such as counts and sums used to infer interrelationships between attributes: e.g., correlation coefficient for linear association between two attributes, Q-Q plots for characterizing
the shape of an attribute distribution, nonparametric Chi-Square test
for characterizing the independency of two categorical attributes or
exact Fisher test and contingency table.



For 
data samples (with normality and homoscedasticity),
ANOVA method tests the equality of means of continuous variables
that can be dependent (ANOVA) or independent (MANOVA). It generalizes the Student test and is used to compare data sets.
Methods form a correlation matrix of similarities among cases. Classical factor analysis is then performed on the $  $ correlation matrix. Data are assigned to clusters based on their factor loadings.

Table 2.10: Example of Statistics for Specifying SCs on Attributes Values
- Sampling-based techniques are based on the use of random samples as synopses for very large data sets. Random samples of a data collection typically
provide accurate estimates for aggregate quantities (e.g., counts or averages)
when they are difficult to compute accurately with limited memory.
- Histogram-based techniques have been studied extensively in the context
of query selectivity estimation and, also, as a tool for providing approximate
query answers. Certain classes of histograms can provide higher-quality approximate answers compared to random sampling, when considering lowdimensional data (with only one or two variables). It is a well-known fact,
however, that histogram-based approaches become problematic when dealing with high-dimensional data sets. Simple statistics such as the mean
and variance are both insufficiently descriptive and highly sensitive to data
anomalies in real world data distributions. Most database management systems maintain order statistics, i.e., quantiles on the contents of their database
relations. Medians (half-way points) and quartiles (quarter-way points) are
elementary order statistics. More generally, the -quantiles (for small realvalued
) of an ordered sequence of
data items are the values with
 . Quantiles can summarize massive database
, for  
rank
& 
relations more robustly than simple statistics or histogram-based approaches
and they provide a quick similarity check in coarsely comparing relations,

34
32

2
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which may be very useful for data cleaning.
- Wavelet-based techniques provide a mathematical tool for the hierarchical
decomposition of functions. Briefly, the idea is to apply wavelet decomposition to the input data collection to obtain a compact data synopsis that comprises a selected small collection of wavelet coefficients. Wavelets can be very
effective in handling aggregates over high-dimensional data, while avoiding
the high construction costs and storage overheads of histogram techniques.
These techniques and variants have not been used in our study, but they
constitute an interesting perspective for extending our library of analytical
functions for QoD measurement.
- String similarity sketches provide quick way to compare textual fields and
find textually similar attributes, for example with computing min hash samples on the q-grams of the attribute values, rather than the attributes values
themselves. A min hash sample of an attribute returns a small number of
hash values (signatures). The resemblance of two attributes can be computed
from the comparison of the signatures of the two attributes, as the size of the
intersection of the set of unique values of the attributes divided by the size of
their union. Various techniques and string similarity distance functions may
be used for computing set resemblance (see Table A.1 in Annexes, pages 150
and 151).
Table 2.11 presents examples of Level III functions we use for computing data
synopses as a preliminary step to detect anomalies in very large data sets or approximates duplicates.

2.5.4 Level IV: QoD Mining Functions
Most existing work in the detection of outliers and deviation analysis lies in the
field of statistics (e.g., mean and variance, upper or lower outliers in an ordered
sample). Statistical measures such as average, standard deviation, and range to
identify outliers are very often employed. However, the main problem with these
approaches is that in a number of situations, the user simply does not have enough
knowledge about the underlying data distribution. For this reason, nonparametric
statistical methods and non-supervised techniques (clustering and association rule
mining) have been privileged in our approach for characterizing such anomalies
in data sets.
2.5.4.1 Classification
Classification is a grouping method based on the measure of resemblance or dissimilarity of the characteristics of the DB object instances. In general, a classification analysis can be carried out by first dividing the tuples into distinct groups
based on their dependent attribute values. Then the dissimilarity (or resemblance)
coefficient of a tuple with respect to each individual group is computed. Based on
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Function
Counting
Sampling

Description
Estimate of the frequency of a value in a sample. In simple random sampling,
each element has an equal probability of being selected. Other probalities
are used in stratified sampling, multistage sampling, systematic or clustering
sampling.
Estimate of the mean from a sample '  '     ' of $ values randomly
selected in of the attribute domain ( in the interval )    )  

Sample mean



 

    .

 ' and sample standard deviation "

with )





 

DB Objects
D,T,A

D,T,A

Method that randomly permutes row and applies a hash function *  that
indexes the first row with 1 for each attribute  with the following property:
  +
 * 
* + .
The similarity of two attributes  and + is based on the observations of minhash signatures similarity. Let       + be the fraction of permutations where Minhash signature values agree ( 
 *  ),
  + .
we observe empirically that      +

D,T

Equi-spaced
Histograms
Equi-depth
Histograms

Approximations of the frequency distribution of the values of the attribute
domain divided into intervals (or bins) of equal length.
Approximations of the frequency distribution of the values of the attribute
domain divided into buckets such that counts per bucket are equal.

A

String Similarity
Sketches

Dimensionally reduced representation of strings with q-gram vectors used for
computing q-gram similarity, L2 distance of the frequency distribution of the
q-grams of an attribute. The q-gram vector ,-  of the attribute  is a
normalized count of number of times a q-gram appears in the attribute, such
as:
    
,-  
   
where . is the  q-gram, $/00 ' ( the number of times the element
' occur in ( .
 
Measure of how similar two attribute domains  and + are, as: 1
.
 

D,T,A

Min
Sampling

Hash





 

 

    
 
    


A

 

  

Set resemblance











D,T,A

Table 2.11: Examples of Level III Synopses Techniques
the dissimilarity coefficients, the membership probability of a tuple belonging to a
group can be estimated.
Consider  
 be a set of numerical explanatory attributes and

be
the
 

 
 values of a given tuple  .
Let  

be
the
centroid
of the * group, where  are the mean

*
group (  
). The centroid vector indicates the
 values of the
average characteristics of the concerned group. The dissimilarity of a tuple  with
respect to the * group is usually measured by the squared-distance, defined as
 -statistic:





   
   

   



 



6

               
where  is the inversed covariance matrix of the

   



*









group.
Both the centroid  
  and the covariance matrix  of a group
can be obtained from (a sample of) the relation.
The larger the  -statistic, the farther away, in the generalized distance sense,
the point  
  is from the centroid
 
  of the reference
group. Thus, the tuple may be said to be more deviant from the average member
of the group.
Conversely, a small  -statistic indicates that the tuple resembles the group
closely. With the computed   value and the frequency of each group population, one can further calculate the membership probability of a tuple and provide

6

   



6

6
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metadata that characterizes certain aspects associated to the accuracy dimension
(e.g., to find probable outliers) or to the uniqueness dimension (e.g., to determine
probable duplicates).
Table 2.12 presents the description of the main classification techniques (with
the underlined ones we used).
Function
Hierarchical
Agglomerative
Methods
(top-down)

Hierarchical
Divisive
Methods

Iterative
Partitioning
Methods

Density
Search
Methods

Description
1) For each observations pairs, compute the similarity measure, 2) Use the linkage rules (e.g., single
linkage, complete linkage, and average linkage) to
cluster the observation pairs that are the most similar, 3) Continue hierarchically comparing/clustering
observations-to-observations, observations-to-clusters,
clusters-to-cluster until no additional clustering is feasible via the clustering rules. Hierachical methods differ only in their definition of between-cluster similarity.
They do not scale well:  
Initially all data are assigned to a single cluster. This
cluster is divided into successively smaller chunks using either a monothetic or a polythetic strategy. Monothetic clusters are defined by certain variables on which
certain scores are necessary for membership. Polythetic
clusters are groups of entities in which subsets of the
variables are sufficient for cluster membership.
1) Begin with an initial partition of the data set into a
specific number of nonempty clusters, 2) Compute seed
points as the cluster centroids (for K-means) or medoids
(representative objects for K-medoids) of the current
partition, 3) Allocate each data point to the cluster with
the nearest seed point (centroid or medoid), 4) Compute
new centroids of the clusters; alternate steps 2 and 3 until no data points change clusters.
Algorithms search the feature space for natural modes
in the data that represent volumes of high density.
Strategies include a variant of single-linkage clustering
and methods based on multivariate probability distributions.

 

Methods
AGNES
(Kaufman
&
Rousseeuw, 1990),
BIRCH
(Zhang
et al., 1996)

DB Objects
D,T,A

DIANA
(Kaufman
&
Rousseeuw, 1990)

D,T,A

K-means,
K-medoidsPAM,
CLARA
(Kaufman
&
Rousseeuw, 1990)

D,T,A

Two-Way Joining

D,T,A

Table 2.12: Examples of Level IV Classification and Partitioning Methods
When a data set is partitioned into clusters, a data point can be then identified
by its cluster membership and various characteristics that may define the cluster properties (e.g., cluster center, diameter, etc.). These properties are stored as
descriptive metadata in the repository as they describe the parameters of the functions and the criteria for evaluating the classification result quality as presented in
Table 2.13.
Outlier detection is an important issue in data clustering. Numerous work have
proposed hierarchical, density-based, and distance-based clustering methods that
gather data into clusters, detect and handle (or reject) outliers. However, most
of them only consider numerical data. They regard the entire data record as a
whole and they usually do not consider the deviation of one attribute value with
respect to other attribute values. Many outlier detection algorithms have been
proposed to find abnormal data, but they usually assume that the data is uniformly
distributed which, in general, is not true. Clustering also requires a fair amount of
domain expertise and experience with the algorithms and the tuning parameters,
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Output Metadata
R-Squared (RSQ or   )
Semi-partial R-Squared (SPRSQ)
Pseudo  (PST2)
Cubic Clustering Criterion (CCC)
Pseudo F

Description
Variance proportion that is explained by clusters (interclass inertia)
 ,  for good classification (for any type of methods).
Measure of the R-squared reduction when regrouping two clusters: a
peak for k clusters and a hollow for k+1 clusters is expected for a good
hierarchical classification for k+1 clusters.
Measure of the separation between two clusters recently merged: a peak
for k clusters and a hollow for k+1 clusters is expected for a good hierarchical classification of k+1 clusters
Indicator that represents the risk that the classification (Ward method
or K-means) can be affected by outliers (if  2 ). CCC is not
applicable to hierarchical clustering methods.
Measure of the separation between  clusters over
observations



   %
.










Cluster Characteristics

Data points Characteristics

Pseudo F is not applicable to hierarchical clustering methods.
For each cluster#, the cluster characteristics include intra-class inertia,
the closest cluster#, the distance between the closest cluster, the radius
as the max distance between the centroid of the cluster and the farest
point, the coordinates of the centroid.
For each data point, the distance to its centroid and the cluster#

Table 2.13: Descriptive Metadata for Partitioning Methods
and might prove to be computationally expensive.
2.5.4.2 Association Rule Mining
Association rule discovery may be used to specifically search and find inconsistencies and contradictions that occur frequently or that follow a certain pattern.
In the particular context of QoD evaluation, we used association rule mining to
discover four types of anomaly patterns: i) patterns of null values, ii) patterns of
duplicates, iii) patterns of contradictions over overlapping data sets, and iv) patterns of dubious values. Dubious data refers to data values that appear legitimate
on their own. But, upon examination together with other related attribute values,
their values become questionable.
More formally, let be a set of literals. An association rule is an expression
with
, where
and
 .
and
are conjunctions of variables such as the extension of the LeftHand Side
of the rule is:
  
and the extension of

of the rule is
 
.
the Right-Hand Side

The support of a rule measures the occurrence frequency of the pattern in the
data set (i.e., how frequently items appear together) while the confidence is the
measure of the strength of implication (i.e., how frequently they conditionally appear). The problem of mining association rules is to generate all association rules
that have support and confidence greater than user-specified minimum support
and confidence thresholds. Other interestingness measures have been proposed in
the literature for knowledge quality evaluation with the purpose of supplying alternative indicators to the user in the understanding and use of the discovered
rules.
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In our context, the semantics of the rules we are interested in can be defined as
follows:
- Patterns of null values: a certain combination of attribute values may lead frequently to null values for a particular attribute. We are looking for interesting
with
 
and the extension
rules such as:

of
only having
values.

/

)/  /
2#))

)/

555

- Duplicate detection patterns: a certain combination of attribute values that
are similar may frequently lead to the detection of duplicates, i.e., we are



.
looking for interesting rules such as:
 is the combination of attributes and range of values composwhose values are frequently similar. The comparing the extension of
ison distance between similar values is greater than a similarity threshold
defined for each attribute domain.
is a Boolean function indicating
belong to a set of matching criteria, then the
that if the attributes of
records are considered to be duplicates.

8 )/

8 )/  &*8 

)/

)/

&*8

8 &&''  &*8 78'

For example,



 will not be among the
interesting patterns for detecting duplicates whereas:

8 &&'' 8 2  8 +$  &*8  
can be used to prevent duplicates by selecting the relevant attributes for preclustering their values. Moreover, the records that support the following
rule:

8 &&'' 8 2  8 +$  8 

would be worth examining in order to prevent tuples that are similar on the
matching criteria and should refer the same real world entity but they don’t.
- Patterns of contradictions for overlapping data sets: we are looking for interesting

.
 correrules such as:
sponds to the attributes whose values are identical and known to refer the
same real world object and they should have similar description values for
attributes but they don’t. We are interested in
matching attributes
that imply frequent conflicts (as non similar values) over
attributes values. If matching tuples for the best rules have frequent conflict on certain
attribute values, then the tuples are considered contradictory. For example,
when two overlapping databases DB1 and DB2 have to be merged at the instance level (suppose the mappings at the schema level have been resolved),
it is interesting to determine the combinations of attributes that frequently
generate conflicting values. For instance, consider the following rule:

+% )/  8 / +% )/

/

)/

/

+% 5#915&&''   5)125&&''  
8 5#915*+$   5)125*+$ 

This rule indicates that for the same real world entity (the same customer
 identified in DB1 and DB2), the two sources agree on the address but do
not on the phone numbers, showing the fact that they do not manage phone
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numbers the same way. Although both may have inaccurate or out-of-date
phone numbers, one source may be more reliable that the other.
- Patterns of dubious values: we observe that dubious data values can be detected via data correlation (among other statistical techniques), which measures the relationship between associated variables. Such correlations can be
also captured by using interval association rules. In our work, we use interval association rules to identify dubious data for both equality predicates

) as well as range predicates (
 
(

 ). Data is first
partitioned into meaningful clusters, i.e., intervals for numeric attributes or
, then interval associfixed values for categorical attributes composing
ation rules are generated such as:



8



8 8
)/

8'& )/   2$1 *& 8 / .

If the value of the tuples frequently deviates from the predicted value with respect to a particular
function (e.g., linear regression), then data is considered as dubious data.

The aforementioned rules will be selected if their support and confidence val
ues are greater than predefined thresholds,
0 
33 
and they will be stored together with the detailed description of their parameters
as descriptive metadata in the repository (e.g., minimum support and confidence
thresholds, numbers of rules, algorithm name, number of items, etc.).

$7 **  9

9

2.5.5 Designing Analytic Workflows for QoD Evaluation
Once we have defined the panel of analytical functions that can be possibly used
for QoD evaluation, an important step of our approach is to organize, plan and execute a relevant sequence of tasks depending on the specific goal driving the QoD
measurement activities. For this purpose, we define and design analytic workflows.
Definition 2.5.1. Analytic workflow. An analytic workflow can be described in terms
of several sets of parameters interacting with each other. These include:

:

- a goal ( ),



- a set of tasks ( ),



- a set of resources ( ),



- a set of resource allocations ( ),

)
An analytic workflow, ! , is then a function of all the sets interacting with each other,
as: !  :    ).
The goal : of an analytic workflow is defined for a data instance resource in
- a set of limitations ( ).

order to characterize it and to analyze a variety of data quality issues for a specific
purpose. A goal has three components: i) the data instance resource, e.g., a set
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of rows, ii) the data quality issue, e.g., accuracy, and iii) the purpose, e.g., detect
anomalies.
The set of tasks ( ) are the building blocks of a whole analytic workflow. The
user defines the set of tasks for evaluating relevant aspects of data quality for a
specific domain, application or goal. These tasks can be defined at different levels based on which the worklfow is to be modeled. Tasks can be broken down
into smaller tasks through task refinement. This activity continues until a satisfied
level of abstraction has been achieved for that particular analytic workflow being
modeled.
The set of resources ( ) include the set of inputs of the analytic workflow, such
as the set of DB object instances to analyze, the set of analytical functions to be
applied for QoD evaluation, and the set of output QoD metadata including QoD
measures (outputs of analytical functions) and descriptive metadata (detailed description of the settings and parameters of the functions).
Output from one analytical function could serve as input to other functions,
the same resource can serve either as input or output, or both depending on which
task it applies to.
The set of resource allocations ( ) defines the relationship of the tasks and the
relationship of the resources, as well as the task/resource allocations. These relationships are given at the time the resources and tasks are defined.
The set of limitations ( ) defines any limitations or restrictions imposed on the
tasks and resources. Such restrictions may include scheduling restrictions (with
precedence constraints in task planning), resource restrictions (e.g. resources
and are mutually exclusive), resource allocation restrictions, (e.g., a function
cannot be applied for task ), and so on.
Once sets of resources and their relations are defined in the analytic workflow
model, the data and functions become inputs to the tasks and QoD metadata become output.
Depending on the layer of task representation, this weight can be used to represent different parameters. For example, if the task duration is the parameter that
we are interested in, then we can use the weight of the edge, , to represent the
task duration of the vertex which the edge is incident to, i.e. vertex  .







)




7







Example 4. For example, Figure 2.6 presents the analytic workflow designed for evaluating the quality of CRM_DB data. This includes several tasks of evaluation by user-defined
measures on four QoD dimensions, namely freshness, accuracy, consistency and completeness at different granularity levels (e.g., cell, row, rowset, column, table, database). Data
object instances are the inputs of tasks. Each task may be composed of several subtasks
with allocated analytic functions for the computation of the QoD measures of our example. Summary statistics for numerical values (e.g., for PRICE of PRODUCT table) are
computed, out-of-range data values may also be detected with univariate statistics and percentiles (IQR) (e.g., by function ’plsql_func_iqr_ratio.sql’ for the subtask t121
named outlierRatio composing the task t12:AccuracyEval that evaluates the accuracy at the TABLE granularity level of CRM_Db. The percentage of null values for
each table are computed by function ’plsql_func_nullValues%’ for the parent task
t14:CompletenessEval. The execution of each allocated function generates QoD mea74
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T:QoD Eval

CRM_DB
t1:QoDEval_TABLE
t2:QoDEval_COLUMN
t11:FreshnessEval
t3:QoDEval_ROWSET
t4:QoDEval_ROW

t111:updateFrequency

Q

plsql_func_updateFrequency.sql
t5:QoDEval_CELL
t112:updateRatio
plsql_func_updateRatio.sql
t12:AccuracyEval
t121:outlierRatio
Legend

plsql_func_iqr_ratio.sql
input
task

Database

allocated
function

Q

t13:ConsistencyEval

output

Q
QoD
matrix
subtask

Metadata
Repository

t131:SCpriceShipTax%
product_price_regression.sas

Q

t14:CompletenessEval
t141:nullValues%

Q

plsql_func_iqr_nullValues.sql

Figure 2.6: Example of Analytic Workflow for QoD evaluation of CRM_DB

sures whose values compose QoD matrices (represented in the figure as {Q}) as descriptive
metadata.
The detailed description of each task involving at least one analytical function
is stored as descriptive metadata in the repository. This detailed description of
analytical functions can be specified with PMML, the Predictive Model Markup
Language3 as illustrated in Table A.2 in Annexes (page 155).
PMML is an XML standard for specifying the parameters and preliminary
transformations of data mining models. PMML and CWM Data Mining metamodel
are complementary in that PMML specifies the detailed content of mining models,
whereas CWM Data Mining metamodel specifies data mining process metadata
such as settings and scoring output.
Analytic workflows combine multiple analytical functions as the ones presented in the previous section (from Level I to Level IV). As illustrated in Tables A.3
and A.4 in Annexes (pages 156-157) by two examples for detecting outliers or data
that significantly deviate from statistical rules, functions may be implemented in
different ways depending on the set of limitations specified in the workflow. Of
course, many other functions can be added to the library.
3 PMML

Version 3.1: http://www.dmg.org/v3-0/GeneralStructure.html
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2.5.6 Computing and Assigning Probabilities to QoD Dimensions
The panel of analytical functions used for computing QoD measures and generating QoD metadata gives relevant indications for characterizing potential data
quality problems and understand anomaly patterns. Some are preliminary inputs
to other tasks in the analytic workflow.
Considering the set of QoD metadata generated by analytical functions associated to the evaluation of one QoD dimension over DB object instances, a probability that a data quality problem exists can be assigned to this QoD dimension.
This probability indicates the degree to which the considered QoD dimension is
acceptable with respect to the set of constraints (and expected values) defined on
its associated QoD measures computed by analytical functions at a given time for
a particular database object instance.
Consider a collection of DB object instances , a set of metadata  , and a set
of analytical functions   
3 associated to the QoD dimension noted
.
Each
function
computes
from
a
DB
object instance measures that are stored in

the repository and associated to the QoD dimension  .

7  7 

"

$
7 $

"



Definition 2.5.2. Quality Matrix. Given , a DB object instance in ,  , a QoD
measure computed from by the function   associated to QoD dimension  . Considering QoD dimensions and analytical functions, the complete quality evaluation of
matrix, as:

.
the object is represented as a
 


$

$

*

*

"$ $   
  3 

"$ $  
 ... . . . ... 
  3

"

(2.1)

Example 5. Consider the PRODUCT table and a set of QoD measures that are computed
for characterizing freshness (F), accuracy (A), completeness (CP), and consistency (CT)
dimensions. An example of quality matrix computed from PRODUCT table is:

"$ #  



  
 
  


   

    
In our approach, we adopt a probabilistic semantics for exploiting QoD measures obtained from descriptive and predictive analytical functions. There are of
course different ways of assigning such probabilities.
The way we adopted is based on conditional probabilistic and approximate constraints to compute the acceptability value of a QoD dimension evaluated from a
Db object instance.
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Definition 2.5.3. QoD dimension Acceptability of a DB object instance indicates
the likelihood  that the QoD dimension  is acceptable for the database object instance
given the constraints on its associated QoD measures  being satisfied with respect to
the expected values  within a tolerance  . Acceptability of QoD dimension  on the
DB object instance , noted   is defined as:

Æ

$

9
$

 $

"




"

 $   " $   9     Æ5

(2.2)



Æ

 is a scoring method that combines all the measures obtained from the analytical functions that characterize the considered QoD dimension  for the database
object instance.  may be defined as the weighted sum of distances between actual
and expected measure values associated to QoD dimension  , as:
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  also denoted  is null when the QoD measure
 exactly satisfies the constraint. If the constraint is not satisfied even with the approximation
tolerance noted  , then  equals 1; otherwise  is computed as the normalized
distance between the expected value and the actual QoD measure value for the
object instance .


$

&

&

Definition 2.5.4. Quality Acceptability of a DB object instance. Quality acceptability of a Db object instance is defined as the vector of probabilities over the QoD
dimensions as:

 $ 
*8( $  




 $

(2.3)

Table 2.14 gives a generic procedure to compute and assign probabilities to
database object instances.
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Algorithm AssignQoDProbabilities
Input:
a collection of database object 
a set of quality dimension 
,  ,      , 
a set of metadata 
a set of functions associated to quality dimension , 
applied to a database object instance , %  
         
 the expected value and 4  the approximation for metadata  in 
a set of approximate constraints on metadata for quality dimension , 





  





  4     

a normalized weight 5 assigned to constraint   , as

 5





Output:
For every database object  in  ,
a conditional probability    is associated to quality dimension ,  ,



 

 




3/ ,   

  4 

Main Procedure:
For each    ,
For each quality dimension 
 :
For each analytical function 
   3:
Execute   :  

/* each function execution leads to the storage of QoD measure   in the repository */
For each  :
Check the constraints   :
if  is true, then:
if 4
, then: 
else 
$    
else 
Compute   
5  

 





















Table 2.14: Assigning Probabilities to QoD Dimension for a DB Object Instance
This is the evaluation process we applied to each QoD dimension in order to
determine the probability that the QoD dimension is acceptable with respect to a
set of constraints with expected values and a tolerance interval. This evaluation
process is triggered by the analytic workflow (represented as {Q} in Figure 2.6)
and it is also one of its main output result.

2.6 Indexing Quality Metadata
2.6.1 Requirements
For quality-aware query processing, we use the existing index structure for data
but we need to index associated QoD metadata and process range or similarity
search on QoD metadata to find the quality measures that best match quality requirements (usually expressed as one-sided range constraints) and get the corresponding DB object instances. The problem addressed in this section is how to
efficiently access data and metadata to efficiently support quality-aware query
processing. Since we do not want to limit ourselves to a particular domain, the
solution we seek for metadata indexing should satisfy the following requirements:
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- Adaptability: Current DBMSs do not allow specific indexes to be “pluggedin”. For classical data, the B+tree has been widely accepted as the standard
index structure offered by RDBMSs. Our objective is not to change the current data index of existing databases but rather index generated QoD metadata with the appropriate index structure because quality requirements are
expressed as similarity search or range queries over associated QoD measures. Such queries can be better performed with multidimensional index
structures (e.g., R-tree). Nevertheless, when we access data, we need to access associated QoD metadata simultaneously.
- Flexibility: We would also retain the possibility to submit queries over only
a subset of QoD metadata at different granularity levels of the database, as
well as to vary at query time the relevance of some QoD criteria (i.e., weights
or different constraints on QoD metadata from one query to another) for producing on-demand “customizable quality”-aware results.
- Extensibility: The solution should be able to deal with different metric
spaces, because QoD measures have to be compared with expected values
of the user-defined constraints using various distance functions and can not
be limited to vector spaces. The solution should be able to index QoD measures by using many distance functions.
Fulfilling all these requirements constitute a challenging research direction in
the area of multidimensional indexing and meta-indexing. In this dissertation,
we only present the operational solution we’ve adopted so far for indexing QoD
metadata.

2.6.2 Range-Encoded Bitmap Index for QoD measures
For data sets with a moderate number of dimensions, a common way to the answer
multidimensional and ad-hoc range queries is to use one of the multidimensional
indexing methods (e.g., R-Trees or kd-trees). These approaches have two notable
shortcomings. Firstly, they are effective only for data sets with modest number of
dimensions (< 7). Secondly, they are only efficient for queries involving all indexed
attributes. However, in many applications only some of the attributes are used
in the queries. In these cases, the conventional indexing methods are often not
efficient.
The compressed bitmap index can be very efficient in answering onedimensional range queries (Stockinger, 2002; Wu et al., 2006). Since answers to
one-dimensional range queries can be efficiently combined to answer arbitrary
multidimensional range queries, compressed and bitmap indices are known to be
efficient for any range query. There are a number of indexing methods, including B*-tree and B+-tree that are theoretically optimal for one-dimensional range
queries, but most of them cannot be used to efficiently answer arbitrary multidimensional range queries.
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In our context of QoD measure indexing, we use range-encoded bitmap index
with binning strategy to reduce the number of bitmaps. Range encoding requires
at most one bitmap scan for evaluating range queries.
The basic idea of binning is to build a bitmap for a bin rather than each distinct attribute value. This strategy disassociates the number of bitmaps from the
attribute cardinality and allows one to build a bitmap index of a prescribed size,
no matter how large the attribute cardinality is. A clear advantage of this approach
is that it allows one to control the index size.
However, it also introduces some uncertainty in the answers if one only uses
the index. To generate precise answers, one may need to examine the original data
records (i.e., the QoD measure value) to verify that the user’s specified conditions
defined in the sided constraint are satisfied (candidate check).



As illustrated in Table 2.15, the values of the QoD measure  are given in the
second leftmost column. The identifier of the DB object instance which the 
measure value is associated to is given in the fist column. The range of possible
values of  is partitioned into five bins     , etc. A “1-bit” indicates
that the measure value falls into a specific bin. On the contrary, a “0-bit” indicates
that the measure value does not fall into the specific bin.





OID#
1
2
3
4
5



values
32.4
82.7
79.2
65.3
55.6

0
[0;20)
0
0
0
0
0

1
[20;40)
1
0
0
0
0

2
[40;60)
0
0
0
0
1

3
[60,80)
0
0
1
1
0

4
[80;100)
0
1
0
0
0

bitmap identifier
bin ranges

Table 2.15: Range-Encoded Bitmap Index with Binning for QoD Measures

Take the example of evaluating the following query: “Give the most accurate
PRODUCT price value”. The query is equivalent to the selection the DB object
instance values of PRICE attribute in PRODUCT table from our CRM_DB example
and search for accuracy measures  in the interval  . The correct result
should be the OID# 2.



For the query: “Give PRODUCT price values with accuracy measure greater
than 70%”. The query searches in the interval   and  . We see that
the range in the query overlaps with bins 3 and 4. We know for sure that all rows
that fall into bin 4 definitely qualify (i.e., they are hits). On the other hand, rows
that fall into bin 3 possibly qualify and need further verification. In this case, edge
bins are 3 and 4. The DB object instances that fall into edge bins are candidates and
need to be checked against the constraint on accuracy measure.
In this example, there are two candidates, namely OID# 2 from bin 4 and OID#
3 from bin 3. The candidate check process needs to read these rows from disk and
examine their values to see whether or not they satisfy the user-specified conditions.
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2.7 Extending the Syntax of a Query Language
2.7.1 Declaration of Quality Requirements
In (Berti-Équille, 2003; 2004), we have proposed a first version of XQuaL, a generic
query language extension to SQL for describing and manipulating in a flexible
way data and associated QoD metadata. Our approach consists of including data
quality requirements that extend the traditional select-from-where query (SFWquery) with constraints on QoD measures.
A quality-extended query, called QWITH query is a SFW-query followed by
a QWITH operator used to declare data quality constraints required by the user.
Data quality constraints are expressed by means of quality contract types and quality
contracts:
- A quality contract type defines a set of quality dimensions, measures and
functions associated to a particular database object instance or a granularity
level of the database. A quality contract type is instantiated once the QoD
measures are computed by analytical functions call or declaration; the results
are then stored as QoD measures and assigned to the database object instance
or granularity level (i.e., value, record, attribute, table, database).
- A quality contract is a set of constraints (usually one-sided range constraints)
defined on the dimensions declared in the related contract type.
2.7.1.1 Declaration of Quality Contract Type
The syntax of creation of a quality contract type is given in Figure 2.7. A contract
type is assigned to the schema of the database and it is composed of a set of named
dimensions with the type declaration of the output QoD measure computed by a
named analytical function that is declared or invoked.
Measures are stored in the QoD metadata repository and they are assigned to:
- a global granularity level, i.e., the considered database, table, column, record
or value, respectively expressed by ON CELL, COLUMN, TABLE, ROW,
DATABASE statement,
- a specific DB object instance, i.e., an existing table, column, record (ROWID),
set of records (ROWSET) or cell (COLUMN.ROWID) expressed by ON <table_name>.[<column_name>].[<rowid>] statement.
For each row in the database, the ROWID pseudocolumn returns a row’s address. ROWID values contain information necessary to locate a row, i.e., the data
object instance number, the data block in the datafile, the row in the data block
(first row is 0), and the datafile (first file is 1). The file number is relative to the
tablespace. A ROWID value uniquely identifies a row in the database.
The function may be a PL/SQL procedure or a call specification of a Java, C or
SAS program (se Figure 2.8):
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contract_type ::=
OR REPLACE

schema

CREATE

.

CONTRACTTYPE

ct_name

,
(

dimension

)
;

,
ROWSET
dimension ::=

.

column
rowid

.

table
,
CELL
ROW
d_name

datatype ON

BY FUNCTION

COLUMN
TABLE
DATABASE

AS

pl/sql_subprogram

IS

call_spec

function

;

Figure 2.7: Syntax of Quality Contract Type Creation

- ’pl/sql_subprogram’ is the declaration of the procedure in a PL/SQL subprogram body.
- ’call_spec’ is used to map a Java, SAS or C method name, parameter types,
and return type to their SQL counterparts.
- In ’Java_declaration’ or ’SAS_declaration’, ’string’ identifies the name
of the implemented method.
The creation of a contract type associated to a current database object instance
implies the execution of the declared analytical functions, i.e., computation and
storage of the resulting QoD measures and descriptive metadata in the repository.
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call_spec ::=

SAS_declaration

LANGUAGE

Java_declaration
C_declaration

C_declaration ::=
NAME

p_name

C

WITH
LIBRARY

PARAMETER

(

CONTEXT

lib_name

parameters

)

Java_declaration ::=
JAVA

NAME

‘

string

‘

‘

string

‘

SAS_declaration ::=
SAS

NAME

Figure 2.8: Syntax of Call Specification in Quality Contract Type Declaration

2.7.1.2 Declaration of Quality Contract

The syntax of creation of a quality contract is given in Figure 2.9. Each contract
declaration refers to an existing contract type. It defines the constraints on each
contract type dimension with simple or composed expressions using basic binary
operators.

The creation of contract instances assigned to selected granularity levels of the
database is a necessary step before submitting a quality-extended query.
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contract ::=
OR REPLACE

schema

CREATE

.

CONTRACT

c_name

,
(
OF

constraint

)

ct_name

;

constraint ::=
schema

,
.

ct_name
d_name

op

expr

;

op ::= ( = | != | <> | > | < | <= | >= )
expr ::= ( simple_expr | compound_expr )
simple_expr ::= ( NULL | string | number | true | false)
compound_expr ::=
*
+
expr

-

expr

/
||
(

expr

)

Figure 2.9: Syntax of Quality Contract Creation
Example 6. Consider again the CRM_DB example. Using XQuaL, we declare four quality contract types for characterizing freshness, accuracy, completeness, and consistency on
the instances of CRM_DB database. Table 2.16 presents the creation script of these quality
contract types.
Each contract type is composed of a list of named measurable dimensions (e.g., age
for the contract type named FRESHNESS), the type of the output result FLOAT, the granularity level which the measure is associated to, noted ON CELL, COLUMN, ROW, TABLE,
and the identifier and name of the function that computes the measure following the BY
FUNCTION statement.
The contract type FRESHNESS has five dimensions, named age, timeliness,
lastUpdateTime, updateFrequency, and updateRatio. These functions have
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CREATE CONTRACTTYPE FRESHNESS(
age FLOAT ON CELL BY FUNCTION func_age IS LANGUAGE JAVA
NAME ’./XQLib/func_age.java’,
timeliness FLOAT ON CELL,ROW BY FUNCTION plsql_func_timeliness,
lastUpdateTime date ON ROW BY FUNCTION plsql_func_lastUpdateTime,
updateFrequency FLOAT ON TABLE BY FUNCTION plsql_func_updateFrequency,
updateRatio FLOAT ON TABLE BY FUNCTION plsql_func_updateRatio);
CREATE CONTRACTTYPE ACCURACY(
outlierStatus boolean ON CELL BY FUNCTION sas_outlier_check IS LANGUAGE SAS
NAME ’./XQLib/sas_outlier_check.sas’,
outlierRatio FLOAT ON ROW, COLUMN, TABLE BY FUNCTION plsql_func_iqr_ratio,
approximateDuplicate FLOAT on CUSTOMER.ROWSET BY FUNCTION plsql_func_sim_sketch);
CREATE CONTRACTTYPE COMPLETENESS(
nullValues% FLOAT ON ROW, COLUMN, TABLE, DATABASE
BY FUNCTION plsql_func_nullValues%);
CREATE CONTRACTTYPE CONSISTENCY(
ICshipDateStatus boolean ON PRODUCT.ROWSET BY FUNCTION plsql_IC1,
ICorderShipDate% FLOAT ON PRODUCT BY FUNCTION plsql_IC2,
ICshipDateStatus% FLOAT ON PRODUC BY FUNCTION plsql_IC3,
SCpriceShipTax% FLOAT ON PRODUCT BY FUNCTION regression IS LANGUAGE SAS
NAME ’./XQLib/product_price_regression.sas’);

Table 2.16: Examples of Quality Contract Type Declaration
been previously defined in Table 2.8. For instance, the type of the measure computed for the dimension updateFrequency is real and it is computed by the
PL/SQL function identified by plsql_func_updateFrequency applied on each
table ON TABLE of the CRM_DB database. age of data values is computed by a
Java program named ’func_age.java’.
In ACCURACY contract type, outlierStatus is a Boolean value returned by
the SAS function named ’sas_outlier_check.sas’ derived from the one given
in Table A.4 in Annexes (page 157). outlierStatus is true if the value of the
cell belongs to the set of outliers. outlierRatio computed by the function
plsql_func_iqr_ratio counting the fraction of the number of outliers over the
total number of values for a given (set of) attribute domain(s). This function is
derived from sql_func_iqr given in Table A.3 in Annexes (page 156).
In
COMPLETENESS
contract
type,
the
PL/SQL
procedure
plsql_func_nullValues% returns a percentage of missing values for each
row, column, table, and for the whole database.
In CONSISTENCY contract type, ICshipDateStatus is a Boolean value returned
by the PL/SQLfunction ’plsql_IC1’. The constraint returns true if the status is
’CLOSED’ when the shipping date is passed or ’ACTIVE’ if the shipping date
is planned after the current date for each row of PRODUCT table. Two integrity and one statistical constraints are also declared on PRODUCT table. They
are implemented with PL/SQL procedures assigned to PRODUCT table and return the percentage of rows that do not satisfy the constraint: for example, for
ICorderShipDate%, the constraint checks if the date of product order is before the
date of product shipping; for SCpriceShipTax%, a statistical constraint is based on
the result of the logistic regression given in Table A.2 in Annexes (page 155). It
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returns percentage of rows whose values significantly deviate from the computed
estimators.
Example 7. Based on the contract type structure, the user can instantiate his data quality requirements and define constraints. Table 2.17 gives user-defined examples of quality contracts, respectively named fresh, accurate, complete, and consistent whose
definition is based on their respective contract types: Freshness, Accuracy, and Completeness. Contract instances describe the constraints that have to be checked on the
dimensions declared in the corresponding quality contract type. age of data values defined
in fresh contract, instance of FRESHNESS contract type has to be lower than .42 hours.

CREATE CONTRACT fresh OF FRESHNESS(
age < .42,
timeliness > .50,
lastUpdateTime > ’2007-JAN-01’,
updateFrequency >= 5,
updateRatio > .50);
CREATE CONTRACT accurate OF ACCURACY(
outlierStatus = false,
outlierRatio < .05,
approximateDupplicate <.50);
CREATE CONTRACT complete OF COMPLETENESS(
nullValues% <= .80);
CREATE CONTRACT consistent OF CONSISTENCY(
ICshipDateStatus=true,
ICorderShipDate% <.05,
ICshipDateStatus% <.05,
SCpriceShipTax%< .05);

Table 2.17: Example of Contract Declaration
Declaring quality contract types, our objective is to incorporate a set of analytical functions for precomputing QoD measures that can be easily extended by other
user-defined functions. The call and execution of functions is triggered immediately after the validation of the contract type declaration. Constraints are checked
on the defined granularity levels or particular database object instances immediately after the validation of the contract declaration. The result of constraints
checking indicating that the constraints are satisfied is stored as QoD temporary
matrices in the metadata repository.
The corresponding values of the QoD matrix of PRODUCT table is given as
example in Example 5.
Example 8. Suppose the quality contracts given in Table 2.17 are applied to CRM_DB.
For each CRM_DB object instance, the constraints declared in the quality contracts are
checked. For each granularity level, Figure 2.10 illustrates in red color the DB object
instances that do not satisfy exactly the constraints expressed in the previous contracts
(i.e., whose acceptability probabilities are in ]0,1]).
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Checking Freshness on CELLS, ROWS and TABLE of PRODUCT
PROD_ID

CUST_ID

P_DESTINATION

ORDER_DATE

SHIP_DATE

STATUS

PRICE

P1

C1

Reading, UK

NOV-10-2006

NOV-01-2006

CLOSED

77

P2

C2

Reading, NJ, US

NOV-10-2006

NOV-20-2006

CLOSED

77

P3

C2

Reading, NJ, US

NOV-10-2006

NOV-10-2006

ACTIVE

7777

P4

NULL

Reading, NJ, US

NULL

NOV-10-2006

CLOSED

7

Checking Accuracy on CELLS
PROD_ID

CUST_ID

P_DESTINATION

ORDER_DATE

SHIP_DATE

STATUS

PRICE

P1

C1

Reading, UK

NOV-10-2006

NOV-01-2006

CLOSED

77

P2

C2

Reading, NJ, US

NOV-10-2006

NOV-20-2006

CLOSED

77

P3

C2

Reading, NJ, US

NOV-10-2006

NOV-10-2006

ACTIVE

7777

P4

NULL

Reading, NJ, US

NULL

NOV-10-2006

CLOSED

7

Checking Consistency on ROWS
PROD_ID

CUST_ID

P_DESTINATION

ORDER_DATE

SHIP_DATE

STATUS

PRICE

P1

C1

Reading, UK

NOV-10-2006

NOV-01-2006

CLOSED

77

P2

C2

Reading, NJ, US

NOV-10-2006

NOV-20-2006

CLOSED

77

P3

C2

Reading, NJ, US

NOV-10-2006

NOV-10-2006

ACTIVE

7777

P4

NULL

Reading, NJ, US

NULL

NOV-10-2006

CLOSED

7

Checking Completeness on COLUMNS and ROWS
PROD_ID

CUST_ID

P_DESTINATION

ORDER_DATE

SHIP_DATE

STATUS

PRICE

P1

C1

Reading, UK

NOV-10-2006

NOV-01-2006

CLOSED

77

P2

C2

Reading, NJ, US

NOV-10-2006

NOV-20-2006

CLOSED

77

P3

C2

Reading, NJ, US

NOV-10-2006

NOV-10-2006

ACTIVE

7777

P4

NULL

Reading, NJ, US

NULL

NOV-10-2006

CLOSED

7

Figure 2.10: Checking QoD Constraints on CRM_DB Granularity Levels



At this stage, when the set of constraints declared in the contracts are checked
on the DB object instance , a temporary matrix
is generated from the quality
 associated to . Each element of the temporary matrix indicates the
matrix
degree of satisfaction of the related constraint:  in [0,1].
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with
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if
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if

 =false
 =true and   
 =true for non null 
$

As we previously mentioned, a probability can be assigned for the object with
respect to the particular QoD dimension declared in the contrat. This probability,
we called quality acceptability of DB object is computed based on a scoring function (e.g., weighted sum) to represent the relative importance of the QoD measures
associated to the QoD dimension. Although, in line of principle, any kind of scoring function would do the job, in this work we only consider monotonic scoring
functions.
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Example 9. To complete Figure 2.10 that illustrated in red color the DB object instances
that do not satisfy the constraints expressed in the declared contracts. Table 2.18 gives the
computed probabilities of some DB object instances of CRM_DB (illutrated with various
nuances of red). Again, null probability means acceptable QoD dimension; 1 means unacceptable. We suppose that the probabilities of the other CRM_DB object instances are
null.

Acceptability

 
 
   
   

CELL(’7777’)
0
1
-

PRODUCT Table
ROW(’P1’)
ROW(’P3’)
.4
0
0
.143
0
0
1
1

ROW(’P4’)
0
.06
.286
1

CUSTOMER Table
CELL(’C2’)
ROW(’C2’)
0
0
.6
.5
0
0

Table 2.18: Examples of Acceptability Values per QoD Dimension

2.7.2 Manipulation of Data and Quality Metadata
Once declared, one (or several) contract(s) or constraints may be used in the QWITH
part of the XQUAL queries and applied to cells, rows, attributes, tables or the
database declared in the query. The syntax of a quality-extended query is given
in Figure 2.11.
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AND

qwith_query ::=
schema

.

QWITH

contract

.

dimension

constraint
sfw_query
,
.
table

column
.

rowid

CELL
APPROXIMATE
ROW
ON
;

Figure 2.11: Syntax of QWITH queries
’sfw_query’ represents the classical SELECT-FROM-WHERE statement of the
query. In the QWITH statement, pre-declared contract instances are identified and
the constraints defined in the declared contracts are checked on ROW or CELL
granularity levels specified after the statement ON.
Two alternatives are possible for constraints checking in the QWITH declaration:
- Exact (default). only DB object instances that exactly satisfy the constraints
declared in the contracts are used in the query processing.
- Approximate. DB object instances that satisfy the constraints within a non null
approximation range of the expected values are used in the query processing.
Example 10. Consider the query that retrieves all the products whose PRICE is greater
than $10. QoD metadata of PRODUCT table involved in this query have been defined
by means by the quality contract types and instances previously declared in Tables 2.16
and 2.17.
But different quality-aware queries as illustrated in Table 2.19 may be defined based
on the declared quality contracts checking freshness, accuracy, completeness, and consistency requirements at different granularity levels of CRM_DB. In Table 2.19, the third
column indicates the result obtained with EXACT constraint checking together with the
acceptability values of the result for the QoD dimensions considered in the QWITH part
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of the query. Of course, these queries lead to different results depending on the constraints
imposed on the QoD dimensions evaluated from database object instances.
Query#
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Query
SELECT PROD_ID, PRICE
FROM PRODUCT
WHERE PRICE > 10
QWITH fresh;

Results

P2,77
P3,7777







 


 
 

 
 
 
 

   66 77 :0
  66 7777 :0
  7 P2 :0
  7 P3 :0
   +6 PRODUCT
   66 P1 :0
  66 77 :0
  66 P2 :0
  66 77 :0






SELECT PROD_ID, PRICE
FROM PRODUCT
FROM PRODUCT
WHERE PRICE > 10
QWITH accurate ON CELL;

P1,77

SELECT PROD_ID, PRICE
FROM PRODUCT
WHERE PRICE > 10
QWITH fresh ON ROW;

P2,77
P3,7777

  7 P2 :0
 7 P3 :0

SELECT PROD_ID, PRICE
FROM PRODUCT
WHERE PRICE > 10
QWITH fresh ON CELL
AND consistent ON ROW;

P2,77

  66 77 :0
 66 P2 :0
   7 P2

P2,77









:.5




 
 

 :0

Table 2.19: Examples of Simple QWITH Queries with EXACT Constraint Checking
Mode
2.7.2.1 Exact Constraint Checking
In the EXACT mode for checking constraints, only DB object rows and cells that
satisfy exactly (with  ) all the constraints defined in the contracts invoked in
the QWITH query will be considered for elaborating the query result, respectively:



- For Q1 query, the complete contract fresh is defined on three granularity levels (CELL, ROW, TABLE) as given in Table 2.16. The constraints expressed in
Table 2.17 are checked for each cell and each row involved in the SPJ query
processing. Probabilities resulting from the checking are given in the last
column of Table 2.18. In the exact constraint checking mode, only the row
and cell instances involved in the query with null probability will be considered for building the query result. Consequently,  row will be excluded
   
(   *
in Table 2.18). Invoking a contract that has been
declared on TABLE (or COLUMN) granularity level does not actually change
the elaboration of the query result but only the presentation of the probabilities associated to the table involved in the query.



! 



5


1))

because its PRICE
- For Q2 query, the query result will not include product
value (e.g., ’7777’) has a non null probability of being inaccurate with respect
    in
to the contract accurate applied on CELL ( 00
Table 2.18). The result presentation also includes the probabilities of every
cell returned in the result.
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- For Q3 query, the query result will not include  product because  row
has a non null probability of being out-of-date with respect to the contract
   
fresh ((   *
in Table 2.18) due to the non satisfaction of
at least one of the constraints declared on timeliness and lastUpdateTime
values.



! 


5



product rows will not be included in the
- For Q4 query,  and
result because they have non null probabilities of being inconsistent
   
with respect to consistent contract (e.g.,
0  

    in Table 2.18) due to the non satisfaction of
0  
the constraint on ICshipDateStatus measure. None of the cells is rejected
by invoking the contract fresh.





! 

! 

Example 11. Consider a query that retrieves the list of product identifiers and the city
of their purchaser, PROD_ID and CUST_CITY joining PRODUCT and CUSTOMER
, and
tables on CUST_ID field. A “quality-blind” query would return ,
PROD_IDs. Different join quality-aware queries may be formulated with respect to the
previous quality contracts checked in the EXACT mode.

 

Query#

Q5

Q6

Query
SELECT PROD_ID, CUST_CITY
FROM PRODUCT P,
CUSTOMER C
WHERE
P.CUST_ID=C.CUST_ID
QWITH accurate ON ROW;
SELECT PROD_ID, CUST_CITY
FROM PRODUCT P,
CUSTOMER C
WHERE
P.CUST_ID=C.CUST_ID
QWITH fresh ON ROW
AND complete ON ROW;

Results







:0
:0

P1, ’Reading, UK’

  7 P1
 7 C1

P2, ’Reading, NJ, US’

  7 P2 :0
 7 C2 :0
   7 P2
   7 C2
  7 P3 :0
 7 C2 :0
   7 P3
   7 C2

P3, ’Reading, NJ, US’






























:0
:0
:0
:0

Table 2.20: Examples of Join QWITH Queries with EXACT Constraint Checking
Mode
For the sake of clarity, we suppose that all probabilities of CUSTOMER table
 C2    and
are null except the ones given in Table 2.18, as 00
 C2   .
00



!



5

1))

5

- In Q5 query, the join of PRODUCT and CUSTOMER tables only consider the
joining rows that have a null probability of being inaccurate with respect to
the contract accurate, then
and
joins will be excluded from
the final join result because the probability of
row with respect to contract

    (see Table 2.18).
accurate is
00



 
 

! 
5

- In Q6 query, the join of PRODUCT and CUSTOMER tables only consider
the rows of both tables having null probability with respect to the contracts
   
fresh and complete.  will then be rejected (   *
in
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Table 2.18). The probabilities of each row involved in the query are presented
in the result.
2.7.2.2 Approximate Constraint Checking
In the APPROXIMATE mode, DB object rows and cells that satisfy approximately
the constraints defined in the contracts of the QWITH query, i.e., having a probability in [0,1[, will be considered for elaborating the query result. In our example, we arbitrarily fixe  % for numerical expected values expressed in the
constraints. Several examples of QWITH queries with APPROXIMATE constraint
checking mode are given in Table 2.21.

 



- For Q7 query,
will be included in the query result as it satisfied approximately the constraints on outlierRatio measure defined in the accurate
 P3 :0.143.
contract with probability 00





!

- For Q8 query,  will not be rejected as it satisfied approximately the constraints on timeliness or lastUpdateTime measures defined in the fresh
 P2 :.4. It is presented at the end
contract with a probability   *
of the result list ordered by increasing freshness acceptability values.





!



- For Q9 query,
and
rows will be included in the result (by opposition
to Q5 query) considering non null probabilities are still acceptable.
Query#

Q7

Q8

Q9

Query
SELECT PROD_ID, PRICE
FROM PRODUCT
WHERE PRICE > 10
QWITH accurate ON ROW
APPROXIMATE;

Results









P1,77
P2,7777
P3,7777

  7 P1
 7 P2
 7 P3

SELECT PROD_ID, CUST_CITY
FROM PRODUCT P,
CUSTOMER C
WHERE
P.CUST_ID=C.CUST_ID
QWITH fresh ON ROW
APPROXIMATE;

P2, ’Reading, NJ, US’

 

 

 


SELECT PROD_ID, CUST_CITY
FROM PRODUCT P,
CUSTOMER C
WHERE
P.CUST_ID=C.CUST_ID
QWITH accurate ON ROW
APPROXIMATE;

P1, ’Reading, UK’

P3, ’Reading, NJ, US’
P1, ’Reading, UK’

P2, ’Reading, NJ, US’
P3, ’Reading, NJ, US’

:0
:0
:0.143

7  P2 :0
7  C2 :0
7  P3 :0
7  C2 :0
7  C1 :0
7  P2 :.4

 

 

 


7  P1 :0
7  C1 :0
7  P2 :0
7  C2 :.5
7  P3 :0
7  C2 :.5

Table 2.21: Examples of QWITH Queries in the Exact Constraint Checking Mode

2.7.3 Quality-Extended Query Processing
The processing of QWITH queries includes the four following steps, as illustrated
in Figure 2.12:
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1. Query Parsing - In this first step, the processor parses the SQL string representing the query and generates a tree representing the tables, attributes and
expression that form part of the query. It also parses the QWITH part of the
query.
2. Metadata Discovery and QoD Checking - In this second step, the processor accesses the catalog in search for the metadata describing the tables, types, analytical functions, contract types and contracts that are needed to solve the
two parts of the query. At this stage the query is validated to make sure it is
syntactically and semantically correct. The processor fetches the QoD matrix
of each DB object instances at the ROW and CELL granularity levels that will
be considered in the query processing. This step results in a query tree that
is annotated by temporary QoD submatrices for the rows and cells strictly
involved in the query.
3. Query Optimization - The query optimizer embedded in the processor generates an execution plan to solve the SQL query. Depending on the mode (EXACT or APPROXIMATE), temporary QoD submatrices associated to query
tree nodes are used to prune the rows that will not be considered for the final
result because they don’t satisfy the constraints expressed in the contracts.
4. Query Plan Execution - The processor starts executing the query plan. All
these results and associated probabilities are then send to the processor for
further presentation processing, and then processor forwards the final values
to the user.

2.8 Conclusion
2.8.1 Summary
Since, realistically, it is difficult to evaluate with certainty the quality of data in a
large database, we propose an analytical and probabilistic approach that allows
the evaluation of the quality of database object instances and takes into account
this evaluation for elaborating and presenting query results. Since it is also important to accommodate ad-hoc queries with taking into account possible data quality
requirements, which of course, a priori are unknown, our objective is to evaluate
data quality in the context of known uses (e.g., at the query time).
In this chapter, we address this by proposing a complete approach based on the
use of various functions, statistics, and data mining techniques that are combined
into analytic workflows dedicated to QoD evaluation for quality-aware query processing. Analytical functions generate measures that are intended to characterize
user-defined aspects of QoD dimensions. These measures are stored as metadata
and indexed in a repository. They are checked at the query time with respect to
user-defined constraints that are associated to the database object instances and
defined by means of contracts. Several QoD measures may be associated to one
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QWITH query
Step 1: Query Parsing

QoD-aware Query Tree
Logical Algebra

Stored database:
PRODUCT Table
CUSTOMER Table
PRICE_COT Table
Catalog

Step 2: Metadata Discovery

Memo Structure
Data and QoD Metadata
Search Space

Metadata Repository:
QoD Metadata Catalog
- Contract types
- Contract instances
- Approximations
- Analytical functions
and workflows

Step 3: Optimization

Plan
Physical Algebra
Step 4: Query Plan Execution

Query Execution
Engine

Query Output

Figure 2.12: Quality-Extended Query Processing
QoD dimension. A scoring function is used to compute the probability that a given
QoD dimension is acceptable with respect to a quality contract defining the set of
(usually one-sided range) constraints on its associated QoD measures.
The query result is elaborated only with the database object instances (rows
and cells) whose QoD measures match (exactly ou approximately) the constraints
defined in the invoked contracts.
The main contributions presented in this chapter concern the key elements of
the analytic approach adopted in XQuaL. In particular, the chapter put the emphasis on our work related to:
- QoD Metadata modeling. The proposed QoD metadata model is an extension
to CWM metamodel. This metamodel is used to organize and store metadata
generated by analytic workflows for QoD evaluation. They are stored in
the metadata repository and currently indexed with ranged-encoded bitmap
index.
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- QoD Evaluation. We design analytic workflows dedicated to QoD evaluation and use several types of analytical functions in order to evaluate various
aspects of QoD dimensions. The results of analytical functions are stored
in the metadata repository as QoD measures characterizing data distribution properties, data quality problems, anomaly patterns, and any useful information for QoD evaluation at different granularity levels of the database
(CELL, ROW, COLUMN, TABLE, DATABASE).
- QoD-aware query language. In this chapter, we present a query language extension, XQuaL, that allows the user to declare quality contracts, assign analytical functions for QoD evaluation, and express quality requirements as
constraints with expected values. When querying the database with XQuaL,
the user may extend his queries with a QWITH operator that invokes the existing quality contracts and constraints. When the QWITH part of the query
is processed, depending on the mode (EXACT or APPROXIMATE) for checking the constraints defined on each QoD measure, the query engine builds a
query tree whose nodes are annotated with the probabilities that the database
object instances (rows and cells) involved in the QWITH query have acceptable QoD dimensions with respect to the user-defined contracts invoked in
the query.

2.8.2 Research Perspectives
Many issues and research perspectives are raised by our proposals and in the following section, the more salient ones are exposed.
2.8.2.1 QoD metadata and analytic workflow modeling
During the metadata creation based on CWM, metadata may evolve in use, the inconsistencies of metadata, such as: content conflicts or the violation of constraints
in the metamodel, redundancies of metadata, or inconsistencies arise inevitably.
Nevertheless, CWM metamodel offers interesting perspectives for reasoning on
metadata (Zhao & Huang, 2006). In particular, inconsistencies could be detected
to improve the reliability of metadata, and also, the reliability of designed analytic
workflows for QoD evaluation.
2.8.2.2 Design of analytic workflows
QoD evaluation can be based on the results of typically data-centric analyses.
They require a sequence of activities and components for data retrieval, computation, and visualization, assembled together into a single executable data analysis
pipeline. The components may be part of the data management system, part of
another application (invoked through system calls, executing SQL or SAS scripts,
etc.), or even external, accessed via web services. In addition to providing users
with a mechanism to compose and configure themselves components, and analytical functions dedicated to the detection of data anomalies and to QoD eval95
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uation, our research perspectives are to design and support end-to-end analytic
workflows for QoD evaluation, e.g., through tools for accessing external resources
(data sources or functions), archival of intermediate results, QoD measures and
descriptive metadata, and monitoring of analytic workflow execution. In this context, we also want to propose various alternatives assisting the user in the design
of analytic workflows depending on resource limitations with possibly proposing
workflow templates and frames for QoD evaluation.
2.8.2.3 Multidimensional indexing of QoD metadata
The constraints specified in the contract are currently one-sided range constraints
or equality constraints over numerical or Boolean fields as totally ordered metadata. To extend and refine the proposal to partially ordered metadata in other metric spaces, we need to manipulate a indexing method with the two main following
advantages: i) the method should operates in a generic metric space where information on data distribution are not necessarily required to derive the access cost
model and predict the access performance, ii) the method should not be limited
to a particular distance type by opposition to vector (Cartesian) space requiring
the Euclidean distance, as we want to compare expected and actual QoD measure
values possibly in different metric spaces.
2.8.2.4 QWITH query optimization
Since QWITH query optimization is an ongoing work with burning issues, a deliberate choice has been made to not include in this dissertation the detailed description of my proposals (not yet finalized) concerning: i) the heuristics used for building algebraic annotated QWITH query trees, ii) the technique for query rewriting,
iii) the QWITH query cost model, and iv) an algorithm for relaxing the constraints
of QWITH queries.

These aspects constitute the immediate perspectives of research and development for improving the QWITH query engine.
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3.1 Introduction
The quality of data mining results and the validity of results interpretation essentially rely on the data preparation process and on the quality of the analyzed
data sets. Indeed, data mining processes and applications require various forms of
data preparation, correction and consolidation, combining complex data transformation operations and cleaning techniques. This is because the data input to the
mining algorithms is assumed to conform to “nice” data distributions, containing
no missing, inconsistent or incorrect values. This leaves a large gap between the
available “dirty” data and the available machinery to process and analyze the data
for discovering added-value knowledge and decision making.
In error-free data warehousing systems with perfectly clean data, knowledge
discovery techniques can be relevantly used as decision making processes to automatically derive new knowledge patterns and new concepts from data.
Unfortunately, most of the time, this data is neither rigorously chosen from
the various information sources with different degrees of quality and trust, nor
carefully controlled and evaluated on the various quality dimensions. Deficiencies
in data quality are a burning issue in many application areas, and become acute
for practical applications of data mining and knowledge discovery (Pearson, 2005).
Metadata are usually excluded (or largely ignored) from the classical data analysis
process.
In this dissertation, we consider two dual aspects in the use of data mining
techniques:
1. The first aspect concerns the appropriate use of statistical and data mining
techniques in order to: i) measure or estimate factors characterizing data
quality dimensions, ii) detect potential data quality problems, and iii) discover anomaly patterns in the data sets. For these purposes, we’ve designed
relevant analytic workflows for data quality measurement. This aspects has
been presented in Chapter 2.
2. The second aspect concerns the evaluation and improvement of data mining
results in an application-driven decisional context with taking advantage of
metadata that characterize data quality. This aspect is presented in this chapter with emphasis on association rule discovery and how QoD metadata may
improve the results evaluation, interpretation, and usage with data quality
awareness.
Among traditional descriptive data mining techniques, association rules discovery (Agrawal et al., 1993) identifies intra-transaction patterns in a database and
describes how much the presence of a set of attributes in a database’s record (or a
transaction) implicates the presence of other distinct sets of attributes in the same
record (respectively in the same transaction). The quality of association rules is
commonly evaluated by the support and confidence measures (Agrawal et al.,
1993). The support of a rule measures the occurrence frequency of the pattern
in the rule while the confidence is the measure of the strength of implication. The
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problem of mining association rules is to generate all association rules that have
support and confidence greater than user-specified minimum support and confidence thresholds. Besides support and confidence, other measures for knowledge
quality evaluation (called interestingness measures) have been proposed in the
literature with the purpose of supplying alternative indicators to the user in the
understanding and use of the new discovered knowledge (Lavrač et al., 1999; Tan
et al., 2002; Vaillant et al., 2004). But, to illustrate the impact of low-quality data
over discovered association rule quality, one might legitimately wonder whether a
1
so-called “interesting” rule, noted
is meaningful when 30% of the
data are not up-to-date anymore, 10% of the
data are not accurate, 15%
data are inconsistent with respect to a set of constraints, and there are
of the
3% of approximate duplicates in the whole data set.

)/

)/  /

)/

/

The contribution of this chapter is threefold:
1. a step-by-step method for integrating data quality awareness in the KDD
process is proposed,
2. a method for scoring the quality of association rules that combines QoD measures is described,
3. a probabilistic cost model for estimating the cost of selecting legitimately interesting association rules based on data with acceptable quality is defined. The
model gives the thresholds of three decision areas for the predicted class of
the discovered rules (i.e., legitimately interesting, potentially interesting, or not
interesting).
Our experiments on the KDD-Cup-98 data set confirmed our original assumption that is: interestingness measures of association rules are not self-sufficient
and the quality of association rules depends on the quality of the data which the
rules are computed from. Data quality includes various dimensions (such as data
freshness, accuracy, completeness, etc.) which should be combined, integrated,
explored, and presented together with data mining results.
Outline of the chapter. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2
presents a quality-aware KDD framework. In the context of quality-aware association
rule mining, Section 3.3 describes a probabilistic decision model that can be used for postprocessing the discovered association rules with tacking into account the quality of data
they are discovered from. Section 3.4 presents an experimental study on quality-aware
association rule discovery from the KDD-Cup-98 data set that shows the relevancy of our
approach with respect to the cost of selecting rules (wrongly considered as interesting)
when they are based on low-quality data. Section 3.5 provides concluding remarks and
perspectives.
1 with

the following semantics: Left-Hand Side implies Right-Hand Side
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3.2 Data Quality Awareness for KDD Process
This section describes a pragmatic framework for data quality awareness preceding and during a classical knowledge discovery process. The grand view of the
framework is depicted in Figure 3.1. This framework is divided into two parts:
upstream and downstream of the KDD process (respectively left-hand and righthand sides of Figure 3.1). It consists of five steps from U1 to U5 for KDD upstream activities and seven steps from D1 to D7 for KDD downstream activities,
as they are described in the next sections.

3.2.1 KDD Upstream Quality-Aware Activities
In the KDD downstream side, main activities are parts of a quality-oriented data
warehousing process. As previously presented in Chapter 2, this process has the
particularity to compute QoD measures and store them in a repository as QoD
metadata (with many other metadata describing the complete warehousing process). This can be based on the CWM metamodel and its quality management
package extension we proposed in Chapter 2.
The first upstream step denoted U1 in Figure 3.1 consists of: i) selecting the
data sources from which data will be extracted by automatic and massive import
procedures and ii) defining a clear, consistent set of data quality requirements for
the input data sources, the data warehouse, and if possible with respect to the
decisionsal tasks and risks along the whole information supply chain.
In the U2 step, it is necessary to provide the basis for computing QoD measures characterizing relevant data quality dimensions depending on the quality
goals and quality requirements specified in the first step U1 . Data items do not
have the same importance, they may not be equivalent neither from a strategic
nor from a decisional point of view for a company, and they do not have to be
considered in a uniform way but prioritized fo any processing activity (e.g., for
scheduling and planning ETL tasks or data mining activities). The data quality
measurement step U2 should provide precise and complete specifications of data
quality measurement procedures in conformance with data quality requirements
and goals expressed in step U1 .
In our case, these specifications are expressed via quality contract types and instanciated with constraints declared in quality contracts instances. Once executed,
the QoD measurement methods called in the contracts generate QoD measures that
are stored as QoD metadata in the metadata repository of the system as illustrated
in Figure 3.1. From a more technical and system-centered perspective, different
levels of periodic QoD measurement and control can be implemented in a data
warehouse as listed from A. to J. in Figure 3.2. The U2 step is applied before and
after loading the multi-source data inside the data warehousing system. In the
first case (pre-loading), this step consists of computing QoD measures from raw
data extracted from the local sources into the data staging area with pre-validation
methods that may be declared in the contract types (see H. in Figure 3.2). QoD
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metadata on local data sources may be used to drive the data loading process (for
example, for loading only the most accurate and up-to-date data in the data warehousing system). In the second case (post-loading), QoD measures are computed a
posteriori from the data that have been already integrated and stored in the system.

Data Source U1
Selection
Data Quality
Requirements

D7
D6
U2

D5

Data Quality
Measurement
Data Gathering
and Loading

Data
Staging
Area

U3

D4

D3
U4

Detection &
Handling
Anomalies
QoD
Thresholds
QoD Costs

D2
U5

Recommendations
and Corrective
Actions

Upstream the KDD Process:
Warehousing

D1

Mining Methods &
Thresholds Selection

Data Preparation
Formating
Coding

Quality
Metadata
Repositroy

DB/DW
system

Data Quality
Awareness

Decision Strategies

Knowledge Fusion

Knowledge Evaluation
and Validation

Mining Result
Visualization

Generalization

Optimization
j-measure

Crossvalidation
bootstrap

Chi-2 Test
Poisson Test

Production Rules
Graphics
Confusion Matrix

Association Rules
Linear Classification
Clustering
Decision Trees
Instance-based
Learning

Downstream the KDD Process:
Mining

Figure 3.1: General Framework of Data Quality Awareness for the KDD Process

The U3 step consists of possibly cleaning and reconciling data of the staging
area with appropriate ETL tools and record linking strategies and loading them
into the data warehouse. Different ETL operators are used for formatting the
records, mapping or merging the matching records to load and store in the data
warehousing system.
The goal of the U4 step is: i) to check QoD measures and detect data quality problems on integrated data with respect to pre-defined acceptance thresholds
using post-validation programs (see I. in Figure 3.2), ii) to maintain and refresh
the QoD metadata, and iii) more globally, to analyze the causes and costs of data
quality problems.
Based on QoD metadata stored in the repository, the purpose of the U5 step is
to propose corrective actions and recommendations for data quality improvements
both on the data extracted from the sources and temporarly stored in the data
staging area and on the integrated data in the system.
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Figure 3.2: Different Levels for Measuring Data Quality

3.2.2 KDD Downstream: Quality Metadata Exploitation
Starting the KDD process, the classical first step is data preparation noted D1 for
downstream of the KDD process in Figure 3.1. It consists of a succession of tasks,
such as:
i) selecting data sets and object instances. Ideally, this task should be done with
considering a stratification of the data sets with respect to the data quality
required for a specific decisional context,
ii) selecting and weighting the variables and features,
iii) (re-)coding data,
iv) analyzing missing values. This task can be based on the measures stored in
the metadata repository that are related to completeness dimension. Different kinds of missing values may also be distinguished (e.g., unknown, not
applicable or nonexistent),
v) detecting data anomalies: again, this task may could take advantage of the
QoD metadata stored in the repository as they characterize potential data
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quality problems (e.g., outliers, accuracy or consistency anomalies detected
by statistical constraints). When setting up the methods and data to use for
the analysis, it’s very important to be aware of the side-effects of the strategy
that will omit (or include) outliers or missing data from the analysis,
vi) homogenizing the data files,
vii) discretizing the continuous attributes, and
viii) using (if needed) quantization strategies for real variables (e.g., defining
quartiles or deciles) or high-dimension reduction techniques, as their results
may have already been computed and stored in the metadata repository.
The next steps D2 and D3 in Figure 3.1 consist of selecting the mining methods, configuration parameters and thresholds and, therefore the knowledge representation for visualizing the mining results (e.g., decision tables, decision trees,
classification rules, association rules, instance-based learning representation or
clusters).
For quality-awareness, these steps (in particular D3 ) should also provide the
visualization of a relevant set of data quality measures previously computed in
step U2 .
The added-value of QoD metadata consists in their exploitation and timely presentation together with mining results. QoD metadata are additional explanatory
information for evaluating the quality and validity of discovered knowledge. They
are useful for validating a single mining process (step D4 ) or a combination of the
results of several mining techniques (step D5 ). They also may drive the generalization of results and the decision strategies (steps D6 and D7 ).

3.2.3 Ilustrative Example in Marketing
The principle of marketing is matching products and advertising to customers.
The initial set of goals of marketing are to interpret data from a variety of sources
that may include census data, life-style clusters, consumer panels (with looking
inside shopping bags for instance) and point-of-sale information. The outcome
of this interpretation is a market segmentation which is then used as a basis for
product positioning and further market planning and execution. Each consumer
household may also use a special identification card at specific stores each time a
purchase is made. Use of this card triggers a detailed record of the purchases made
and is then stored. This detailed purchase information may then be related to other
details about the household, previous purchases, and previous promotions and
advertisements that members of the household were exposed to. If the information
obtained in marketing research is to help decision making, it should be relevant,
cost-effective, timely, and valid.
Consider some of the problems that may arise in a typical scenario. A marketing research team sets up a booth in a busy shopping mall. People are given a
demonstration or sample of a new product and are then asked how it compares to
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competitor products. This information may be collected either as a questionnaire
or through a formal interview. This information is presumably relevant because
the shoppers are a fairly typical cross-section of people who buy the product in the
mall. The marketing researchers may actually screen people according to criteria
such as age, gender, or type of clothing, etc. Data are stored in tables as illustrated
in Table 3.1.
CUSTOMER Table
CUST_ID
FN
C1
Joe
C2
Joy
C3
John

LN
Smith
Smith
Smitt

GENDER
M
NULL
F

INTERVIEW_CAMPAIGN Table
PROD_ID
CUST_ID
P1
C1
P2
C2
P3
C2
P4
C3

TV_VIEWER
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE

REBATE_CLAIM
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE

PRODUCT_SALES_VIEW Table
PROD_ID
CASH_REBATE
P1
12
P2
12
P3
16
P4
100

MONTH
JULY-04
DEC-04
OCT-04
OCT-04

SALES
4526
5630
5447
3267

AGE
NULL
30
33

CUST_CITY
Reading
Reading, NJ
Reading

CUST_COUNTRY
UK
US
NULL

Table 3.1: Marketing Example
The first upstream step of our approach U1 in Figure 3.1 consists of: i) selecting the relevant sources of data (e.g., product and purchase data extracted from
CRM_DB, point-of-sale data collected by bar code scanning, and census data), and
ii) defining a clear, consistent set of data quality requirements for the marketing
database. For the example, the considered data quality dimensions for the input
data sets are the following:
- Data consistency measure is defined in this example as the percentage of values that satisfy a set of pre-defined integrity constraints on one (or a set of)
record(s) (e.g., the values “FN = ’John’, LN=’Smitt’, gender = F” of record
does not satisfy a constraint between the gender and the first name). The
constraints may involve additional knowledge (e.g., a thesaurus or a dictionary of first names and gender conformance).



- Data completeness measure is defined as the percentage of data fields having
non-null values.
- Data accuracy measure is defined as the percentage of data having values that fall within their respective domain of allowable values (e.g., the
CASH_REBATE has to be in ]0,20]).
- Data timeliness measure is defined by a decimal that represents the quantity
of hours elapsed since the last time the data has been updated.
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In the U2 step, the measures, statistical controls or EDM summaries characterizing data quality dimensions are computed and stored in the metadata repository.
The U3 step consists of linking records and aggregating data before loading
data into the marketing database. Before integration, the records coming from
CRM_DB may be transformed with respect to the schema of MARKETING_DB
presented in Table 3.1.
The goal of the U4 step is to detect the problems of data quality using postvalidation programs (see I. in Figure 3.2). Then the quality dimensions such as
consistency, completeness, accuracy, and freshness are computed.
In the U5 step, two corrective actions may be proposed to avoid the usage of
one of the input data sources or to improve the way the answers of the questionnaire are collected and entered in the database.
The approach proposed in the framework is to combine the data quality awareness with the data mining process itself. The quality measures stored as QoD metadata in the metadata repository are used and combined to characterize the quality
of the discovered association rules (decision trees or clusters), resulting from a data
mining process. There are as many repeated downstream processes as the number
of data mining models. Different mining objectives can lead to different models
and different quality measures.
Starting the KDD process, the first step of data preparation noted D1 in Figure 3.1 consists of selecting the data sets, and variables, (re-)coding and normalizing the data, and analyzing missing values (using the pre-computed completeness
measure). For instance, deviations from the standard and from typical correlations
are detected (completing the accuracy measure).
For the next steps D2 and D3 in Figure 3.1, consider that association rule discovery has been selected as one of the mining methods for prediction. An example
of applied rule-based prediction is the prediction of demand for stock items on the
basis of historical marketing data. In this case, the premise of a predictive rule is a
set of conditions such as promotional and advertising campaigns undertaken, and
the conclusion of the rule is the number of orders for a given item within a time
period (e.g., available in PRODUCT_SALES_VIEW table). Here is an example of
discovered rule:

   8 _+    AND
   6    AND
    - _- 7    
THEN
   + _6   
IF

WITH confidence: 100% AND
applicable months: July 2004, Sept. 2004,
Oct. 2004, Nov. 2004, Dec. 2004, Jan. 2005.

The interpretation of this rule is “if an active rebate between $10 and $15 is in
place and the number of product sales are currently between 3,000 and 6,000 and
between 300,000 to 600,000 TV viewers are reached, then further sales between
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5,000 and 8,000 taking advantage of the rebate can be expected”. This rule can
be discovered from historical sales data for products. By using this rule one can
perform better material resource planning, anticipate demand, and know when to
run rebate programs.
Data quality specific issues which can affect a predictive rule are: i) the historical time period from which the rule is discovered (timeliness), ii) the lack of
completeness or consistency of some of the analyzed data fields, iii) the presence
of invalid, inaccurate or incorrect data that may are considered in the rule discovery process. In this particular example, consistency, completeness, and accuracy of
the data values of each attribute involved in the rule can be characterized by percentages as previously defined. Then, the rule interpretation makes a sense if and
only if data the rule has been computed from are 100% consistent, 100% complete,
and 100% accurate. If it is not the case, adding QoD metadata would certainly help
decision makers to cautiously and appropriately use the discovered rules.
Predictive stability and validity are not just problems for rule-based prediction.
It affects all forms of prediction. One strategy for dealing with these problems is to
continuously test and update rules. Rules should be scored according to how well
they predict new data. Rules that fall below a certain level of performance should
be discarded and replaced by new rules that provide a better level of prediction.
- One way of selecting new rules in this situation is to deliberately discard
the data that supported the faulty rule and carry out rule discovery on the
same conclusion in order to identify the replacement rule. Thus rule-based
prediction requires continuous testing, validation, and refinement in order
to be maximally effective.
- Another complementary way is to first scrutinize data involved in the faulty
rule, and then exploit data quality measures computed from the data sets
composing the premise and the conclusion of the rule in order to characterize
and understand the quality of the data which the rule has been computed
from. These metadata may explain why the rule even with good confidence
may be faulty and useless for prediction.

3.3 Quality-Aware Rule Mining
Our assumption is that the quality of an association rule depends on the quality
of the data which the rule is computed from. In order to prove this assumption,
this section presents the formal definitions of our approach that uses precomputed
QoD measures and combines them for determining the quality of association rules.

3.3.1 Preliminary Definitions for Association Rule Quality





Let be a set of literals, called items in the set of database object instances,
. An association rule is an expression
, where
and
 .
and
are conjunctions of variables such as the
extension of the Left-Hand Side
of the rule is:


)/  /  )/

/
)/

)/  /
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and the extension of the Right-Hand Side
of the rule is:
 
.

Let

 be the
dimensions of data quality (e.g., data completeness, freshness, accuracy, consistency, etc.). As defined in Chapter 2, a probablility
may be associated to each QoD dimension based on the satisfaction of constraints
on QoD measures. Any scoring function combining the QoD measures associated
to one QoD dimension may also be used. We denoted QoD score, the value assigned to the evaluation of one QoD dimension.
Let     be the QoD scores associated to the quality dimension computed from the set . The structure, that keeps the probability values of all quality
dimensions for each data set is called quality vector denoted
). The set of all
possible quality vectors is called quality space .

;  





;





Definition 3.3.1. The quality of the association rule is defined by a fusion function
denoted  specific for each quality dimension that merges the components of the quality
vectors of the data sets constituting the extension of the right-hand and left-hand sides of
the rule. The quality of the rule is defined as a -dimensional vector such as:
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The average quality of the association rule denoted
 can be computed by
a weighted sum of the quality vector components of the rule as follows:


; 
with
ized:
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(3.2)



the weight of the quality dimension . We assume the weights are normal




(3.3)

 


    

; 



Definition 3.3.2. Let be the domain of values of the quality score   for the data set
on the quality dimension . The fusion function denoted  is commutative and associative
. The fusion function may have different definitions depending on
such as:  :
the considered quality dimension in order to suit the properties of each quality dimension.
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Based on the main data quality dimensions (e.g., freshness, accuracy, completeness, and consistency), Table 3.2 presents several examples of fusion function allowing the combination of quality measures per quality dimension for two data
sets noted and in the rule
.

(

(


1

Quality
Dimension
Freshness

Fusion
Function 

2

Accuracy

. '  . !

3

Completeness

. '
. !
. '  . !

4

Consistency

. ' . !











Quality Dimension of
the rule '  !

The freshness of the association rule
is estimated pessimistically as
the lower score of freshness of the
two data sets composing the rule.
The accuracy of the association rule

is estimated as the probability
of accuracy of the two data sets 
and of the rule.
The completeness of the association rule

is estimated as the probability
that one of the two data sets
of the rule is complete.
The consistency of the association rule

is estimated optimistically as
the higher score of consistency of the two
data sets composing the rule.






. ' . !



Table 3.2: Fusion Function Examples for Scoring Quality Dimensions of Association Rule

3.3.2 Probabilistic Decision Model for Quality and Cost Optimal
Association Rule Mining
In this section, we present our approach that was initially inspired from the approach of Verykios et al. (2003) who first defined a Bayesian decision model for
record matching. We’ve extended the previous approach so that it considers the
misclassification problem that may occur in the classification decision. We apply
our approach in the totally different context for association rule selection considering the quality of the data which the rule is computed from is probably acceptable
with respect to each dimension that characterizes data quality. The underlying
key concept is the notion of data quality acceptability. Data quality with respect
to one specific dimension is acceptable (or not) based on the measures that have
been computed from data and that are in conformance with precise constraints.
Some measurement procedures may fail in detecting certain errors and anomalies
or their scope does not cover the range of possible data quality problems. This
problem of misclassification is considered in our approach and applied for postprocessing of discovered association rules.
Based both on good interestingness measures and on the actual quality status of
the data sets composing the left-hand and right-hand sides of the rule, we consider
that selecting an association rule (among the top N) is a decision that designates
the rule as:
- legitimately interesting (noted

), the rule has good support and confidence
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measures and it is worth being selected considering the acceptable quality
of data which the rule is computed from and the cost of the decision if it is
made based on the rule,



- potentially interesting (  ), the rule has good support and confidence measures and it is potentially worth being selected depending on the quality of
data it is computed from and the cost of decision,



- not interesting (  ), the rule has good support and confidence measures but
it is not worth being selected because it relies on data with low quality (non
acceptable) and the cost of the decision.
Consider the data item
-



-



-



-



 )/  / of a given association rule, we use:

 denotes the probability that the quality of data
Unacceptable due to Erroneous or “low-quality” data,

will be classified

 denotes the probability that the quality of data will be classified as
Acceptable with Correct data (i.e., in the range of acceptable values),
 represents the probability that the quality of data
Acceptable with “actually erroneous” (
) data,

1

is classified as

 represents the probability that the quality of data is classified as
Unacceptable with “actually Correct” (
) data (see Figure 3.3).

#

Quality evaluation

PUC(x)

(w.r.t one dimension)

PAE(x)

PUE(x)

PAC(x)

Erroneous
Range

Correct
Range

X
(Data object
instances)

Figure 3.3: Classification Probabilities

;  
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For

, an arbitrary average quality vector of the rule 
defined on the data sets in
, we denote by
 or   the
conditional probability that the average quality vector corresponds to the data
), that is with acceptable quality dimensions.
sets that are classified as correct (
Similarly, we denote by
 or   the conditional probability that
the average quality vector appropriately reflects the data sets that are classified
erroneous (
).

#1

)/  /

 ;  #1 7 ;
;
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&

We denote by the decision of the predicted class of the rule, i.e., legitimately
interesting (  ), potentially interesting (  ), or not interesting (  ), and by the actual
status of quality of the data sets upon which the rule has been computed.
Let us denote by

  and

  correspondingly, the


joint and the conditional probability that the decision  is taken, when the actual
status of data quality is (i.e.,
,
,
,
).
We also denote by  the cost of making a decision  for classifying an association rule with the actual data quality status of the data sets composing the two
parts of the rule.







'

&  '
 &  '

 #1 1 #



Example 12. As an illustrative example, Table 3.3 shows tentative unit costs developed
by the staff of the direct marketing department on the basis of consideration of the consequences of the decisions on selecting and using the discovered association rules in both
cases: with and without misclassification. In Table 3.3,

 is the cost of a confident decision () for the selection of a legitimately interesting rule based on data with acceptable quality data ( ).
-  is the cost of a neutral decision ( ) for the selection of a potentially interesting
rule based on low-quality data (#1 ).
-  is the cost of a suspicious decision ( ) for the selection of a rule that is not
legitimately interesting because it is based on data with low-quality but actually
detected as correct (# ).

-

Decision
for Rule Selection







Cost#

Data Quality
Status

0 
0
0 
0 
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0














Cost($)
without
misclassification
0
1000
0
0
50
50
0
0
500
0
0
0

Cost($)
with
misclassification
0
1000
1000
500
50
50
500
500
500
0
500
1000

Table 3.3: Example of Costs of Various Decisions for Classifying Association Rules
Based on Data Quality
Based on the example presented in Table 3.3, we can see how the cost of decisions could affect the result of the selection among interesting association rules.
And we need to minimize the mean cost that results from making such a decision.
The corresponding mean cost is written as follows:
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5 &   '     5 &   '      5 &   '   
5 &   '  #1   5 &   '  #1   5 &   '  #1 
 5 &   '  1    5 &   '  1    5 &   '  1 
 5 &   '  #    5 &   '  #    5 &   '  # 





(3.4)
From the Bayes theorem, the following is true:

 &   '     &  '  5 '  
where   
and   #1 1 # .
The mean cost  in Eq. 3.4 based on Eq. 3.5 is written as follows:









  
  
  
  
  
  

(3.5)

&  '      '        &  '      '   
&  '      '        &  '  #1    '  #1 
&  '  #1    '  #1      &  '  #1    '  #1 
&  '  1    '  1      &  '  1    '  1 
&  '  1    '  1      &  '  #    '  # 
&  '  #    '  #      &  '  #    '  # 
(3.6)

;

Let us also assume that is the average quality vector drawn randomly from the
space of all quality vectors of the item sets of the rule. The following equality holds
   :
for the conditional probability



 &  '
 &  '   

. 

7 ;

(3.7)

 #1 1 #

and 
.
where  
 is the probability density of the quality vectors when the actual quality status
is .
We also denote the a priori probability of
or else

 as  , the a


 
, the a priori probability of

 
priori probability of
 and the a priori probability of 
     .






.
Without misclassification region

 could be simplified as 
For the sake of clarity, we define three variables denoted  ,  and  as:

7

<

 ' #


 '  <
<
 ' 1
 ' #1  < < <
 ' #1
<
= =
=

<
=  77

(3.8)
<


<
=  77
(3.9)

<
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  < 
  <   <


=  77

<


(3.10)

;

By using Eq. 3.7 and by dropping the dependent vector variable , Eq. 3.6 becomes:

  <  7 



. 



. 



. 

    =    =    = 
    =    =    = 

    =    =    = 


(3.11)

Every point ; in the quality space  belongs to the partitions of quality  or
 or  that correspond respectively to the partitions of the decision space: ,






or  or  in such a way that its contribution to the mean cost is minimum. This
will lead to the optimal selection for the three sets of rules which we denote by  ,
 , and  .





3.3.2.1 Cost Optimal Selection of Rule with Misclassification
In the case of misclassification, Eq. 3.11 will lead to the optimal selection for the
three sets of rules which we denote by  ,  and  . In order to minimize the
cost, a point is assigned to one of the three optimal areas as follows:
To  if:

 

;
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The three decision areas for rule selection are then defined as follows:
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In the case of misclassification these inequalities give rise to three different
threshold values , and (respectively for legitimately, potentially and not interesting rules) in the decision space as illustrated in Figure 3.4.

,>

?

,          =      =     
>           =       =    
?          =      =    

(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)

Figure 3.4: Decision Areas for Rule Post-Selection
3.3.2.2 Cost Optimal Selection of Rule without Misclassification
For the sake of simplicity, let us now consider the case of the absence of the mis , and  are null. We also
classification region.  ,  ,  , and  , 

assume that the a priori probability that a vector belongs to
is equal to the a
priori probability that the same vector belongs to
.  is equal to ! and we
can thus simplify the inequalities above:

7

7

=

=

<
<

#1 =

<     and, 7  <     
  ;  77

  <    
7   <   


(3.15)

<     and, 7  <     
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  <    
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  <    
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The inequalities (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17) give rise to three different threshold
values , and (respectively for legitimately, potentially and not interesting rules)
in the decision space that define concretely the decision regions based on the cost
of rule selection decision with the following relationship:

,>

?




,   < <      >   < <      ?   < <    

(3.18)

Additionally to the interestingness measures these thresholds can be used for
quality awareness in association rule mining for a predictive selection of legitimately interesting rules based on the data quality scores.

3.4 Experiments on Quality-Aware Rule Mining
In order to evaluate our decision model (in both cases with and without misclassification), we built an experimental system. The system relies on a data generator
that automatically generates data quality measures. This system also allows us to
perform controlled studies so as to establish measures and variations for each data
quality dimension computed both on data sets and discovered association rules.
In this section we present a set of experiments using the KDD-CUP-98 data
set from the UCI repository2 . The KDD-Cup-98 data set contains 191,779 records
about individuals contacted in the 1997 mailing campaign. Each record is described by 479 non-target variables and two target variables indicating the “respond”/“not respond” classes and the actual donation in dollars. About 5%
of records are “respond” records and the rest are “not respond” records. The
KDD-Cup-98 competition task was to build a prediction model of the donation amount. The participants were contested on the sum of actual profit
actual donation $0.68) over the validation records with predicted donation
greater than the mailing cost $0.68 (see (Wang et al., 2005) for details). Because
we ignored the quality of the data collected during this campaign, we generated
synthetic data quality measures.
In this experiment, our goal is to demonstrate that data quality variations may
have a great impact on the significance of KDD-Cup-98 results (i.e., the top ten
discovered “respond” rules and profit predictions). Although data quality indicators do not affect the top ten list of discovered association rules, they significantly
change the reliability (and the quality) of the mining result and also the cost of the
decisions relying on these rules.
The names, definitions, generated quality indicators for four data quality dimensions (i.e., freshness, accuracy, completeness, and consistency), average quality scores, and estimated probabilities per variable of the KDD-Cup-98 data set are
given in Table 3.4. For the sake of simplicity, we generated the quality dimension
scores such as they are uniformly representative of the quality dimension of the



2 http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup98/kddcup98.html
for
the
http://www.kdnuggets.com/meetings/kdd98/kdd-cup-98.html for the results
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;

values in the attribute domain. The average quality per variable in Table 3.4 is
computed from the equi-weighted function given in Eq. 3.2.

7

7 ;
 ; 7

 ;

 in our formalism) is the probability den in Table 3.4 (also noted 
sity that the data set has acceptable quality and correct data when the average
quality score of the variable is
.  (also noted 
) is the probability
density that the data set has unacceptable quality due to erroneous data when
the average quality score of is
.



Variable

Definition

AGE904
CHIL2
DMA
EIC16
EIC4
ETH1
ETH13
ETHC4
HC6
HHD1
HU3
HUPA1
HVP5
NUMCHLD
POP903
RAMNT_22
RFA_11
RFA_14
RFA_23
RHP2
TPE11
WEALTH2

Average Age of Population
% Children Age 7 - 13
DMA Code
% Employed in Public Administration
% Employed in Manufacturing
% White
% Mexican
% Black  Age 15
% Owner occupied structures built since 1970
% Households w/ Related Children
% Occupied Housing Units
% Housing Units w/2 thru 9 at the address
% Home Value   
Number of children
Number of Households
Dollar amount of the gift for 95XK
Donor’s RFA status as of 96X1 promotion date
Donor’s RFA status as of 95NK promotion date
Donor’s RFA status as of 94FS promotion date
Average Number of Rooms per Housing Unit
Mean Travel Time to Work in minutes
Wealth Rating

"

7 ;

Fresh.
0.50
0.16
0.49
0.03
0.17
0.21
0.52
0.84
0.47
0.61
0.07
0.76
0.99
0.44
0.77
0.37
0.59
0.60
0.34
0.66
0.20
0.24

Accur.
0.21
0.99
0.58
0.56
0.37
0.76
0.77
0.52
0.96
0.95
0.40
0.85
0.88
0.23
0.52
0.95
0.34
0.69
0.01
0.72
0.26
0.82

Quality
Compl.
0.39
0.75
0.16
0.33
0.87
0.50
0.87
0.32
0.74
0.27
0.18
0.96
0.38
0.53
0.74
0.95
0.34
0.24
0.23
0.08
0.78
0.41

Cons.
0.73
0.71
0.95
0.61
0.15
0.53
0.79
0.35
0.11
0.08
0.57
0.93
0.95
0.50
0.61
0.75
0.76
0.10
0.63
0.26
0.32
0.58



0.46
0.65
0.55
0.38
0.39
0.50
0.74
0.51
0.57
0.48
0.30
0.88
0.80
0.42
0.66
0.76
0.51
0.41
0.30
0.43
0.39
0.51

!



0.90
0.95
0.95
0.98
0.90
0.55
0.90
0.95
0.98
0.96
0.94
0.95
0.94
0.96
0.87
0.84
0.95
0.95
0.97
0.98
0.85
0.87

0.05
0.10
0.01
0.01
0.20
0.15
0.60
0.45
0.03
0.41
0.53
0.52
0.05
0.17
0.15
0.25
0.12
0.13
0.55
0.20
0.05
0.05

Table 3.4: Quality Measures and Estimated Probabilities of Selected Attributes of
the KDD-Cup-98 Data Set

The top ten a priori association rules discovered by (Wang et al., 2005) are given
in Table 3.5 with the confidence, the support (in number of records), and the quality
scores. Table 3.5 shows the score per quality dimension and the average quality
score for each association rule. The scores are computed from the definitions of the
quality dimensions given in Table 3.2 and the data quality scores previously given
per attribute in Table 3.4.
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Rule#
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10

Association Rule

(Conf.;
Supp.)

Quality

ETHC4=[2.5,4.5], ETH1=[22.84,29.76],
HC6=[60.91,68.53]
RFA_14=f1d, ETH1=[29.76,36.69]
HHD1=[24.33,28.91], EIC4=[33.72,37.36]
RFA_23=s2g, ETH13=[27.34,31.23]
EIC16=[11.25,13.12], CHIL2=[33,35.33],
HC6=[45.69,53.30]
RHP2=[36.72,40.45], AGE904=[42.2,44.9]
HVP5=[56.07,63.23], ETH13=[31.23,35.61],
RAMNT_22=[7.90,10.36]
NUMCHLD=[2.5,3.25], HU3=[66.27,70.36]
RFA_11=f1g, DMA=[743,766.8],
POP903=[4088.208,4391.917],
WEALTH2=[6.428571,7.714286]
HUPA1=[41.81+,], TPE11=[27,64,31.58]

(0.11; 13)

Fresh.
0.21

Accur.
0.38

Compl.
0.79

Cons.
0.53

0.48

(0.17; 8)
(0.12;12)
(0.12;16)
(0.16;11)

0.21
0.17
0.34
0.03

0.52
0.35
0.01
0.53

0.62
0.90
0.90
0.77

0.53
0.15
0.79
0.71

0.47
0.39
0.51
0.51

(0.16;7)
(0.14;10)

0.50
0.37

0.15
0.65

0.44
0.68

0.73
0.95

0.46
0.66

(0.08;31)
(0.25;8)

0.07
0.24

0.09
0.08

0.61
0.72

0.57
0.95

0.34
0.50

(0.23;9)

0.20

0.22

0.99

0.93

0.59

.

Table 3.5: The Top 10 "Respond" Rules with Confidence, Support and Quality
Scores

In the next subsections, we study the impact of data quality variations on the
decision cost of rule selection respectively in the two cases: with and without misclassification. We use the decision costs arbitrarly defined in Table 3.3 for classifying the rules based on the quality of their data.

3.4.1 Quality and Cost of Association Rules without Misclassification
First, we identify the value of the a priori probability that implies the largest amplitude of decision costs for rule selection based on Table 3.3 and Eq. 3.11 for the
top ten rules discovered by (Wang et al., 2005). Figure 3.5 shows this case for
the a priori probability     in the absence of misclassification region (i.e.,


    ).

<

<

<

5

By using Eq. 3.18, we compute the values of the three decision thresholds for
rule selection with the a priori probability    . We obtain the following
thresholds:    ,    , and 
. In order to be consistent with
the conditional independency of the quality vector components we also need to
take the logarithms of the thresholds values. By doing this we obtain:

,



5

>

5

?

,  5,  >  5  and

<



5

5

?   5 

.

Based on the values for these thresholds, we can assign each rule to one of the
three decision areas. Table 3.6 shows the profit per rule predicted by (Wang et al.,
2005), the decision cost of rule selection computed from Table 3.3 and the decision
area per rule.
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Figure 3.5: Decision Costs for Rule Selection with a Priori Probability in [0.1,0.5]
without Misclassification
Rule#
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10

Profit($)
81.11
61.73
47.07
40.82
35.17
28.71
24.32
19.32
17.59
9.46

Cost ($)
53
109.5
113
130
34.7
109
62.8
190
49.6
40.8

Decision Area
potentially
not
not
not
potentially
not
potentially
not
potentially
potentially

Table 3.6: The Top 10 “Respond” Rules with Profit, Cost, and Decision Area for
    without Misclassification

<

5

We observe that only 5 rules (i.e., R1, R5, R7, R9, R10) are potentially interesting
among the top ten rules considering the quality of data they are computed from.
With data quality-awareness, the other rules (R2, R3, R4, R6, R8) are not interesting
despite a good rank in the top ten list. It’s also interesting to notice that the profit
per rule predicted by (Wang et al., 2005) may be considerably counterbalanced by
the cost of the rule computed from low-quality data (although it depends from
initial costs defined in Table 3.3). The second best rule R2 whose predicted profit
is $61.73 has a cost of $109.5 and thus is classified as not interesting due to the low
quality of its data sets.
Let us now introduce different variations on the average quality of the data
sets composing the rules. Based on the costs in Table 3.3, Figure 3.6 shows the
behavior of the decision cost for rule selection when data quality varies from the
initial average quality down to -10%, -30%, and -50% and up to +10%, +30% and
+50% for the a priori probability     without misclassification.

<

5
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Figure 3.6: Decision Costs for Rule Selection with Different Data Quality Variations
without Misclassification for the a Priori Probability    

<

5

Figure 3.7: Amplitude of Cost Variations Depending on Data Quality Variations
without Misclassification for the a priori Probability    

<

5

In Figure 3.6 we observe that the quality degradation of the data sets composing the rules increases the cost of these rules with various amplitudes shown in
Figure 3.7 (with a maximal quality degradation noted qual-50% and a maximal
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quality amelioration noted qual+50%). Data quality amelioration implies a stabilization trend of the decision cost for legitimately interesting rule selection.
Another interesting result is shown in Figure 3.8 where the decisions for rule
selection change simultaneously with the data quality variations. Among the top
ten interesting rules discovered by (Wang et al., 2005) with the initial data quality
(noted Init Qual), 5 rules (R1, R5, R7, R9 and R10) are potentially worth being
selected based on their average data quality and 5 rules are not interesting (R2,
R3, R4, R6 and R8). While increasing data quality up to +30%, 3 rules become
legitimately interesting (R5, R7 and R9).

Figure 3.8: Decision Status on Rule Selection for Data Quality Variations without
Misclassification for    

<

5

3.4.2 Quality and Cost of Association Rules with Misclassification

7

7

7

In the case of misclassification (with      ) we observe that the amplitude of the decision cost per rule depending on the a priori probability is reduced
(see Figure 3.9) and the rule costs are stratified per rule.
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Figure 3.9: Decision Costs for Rule Selection with a Priori Probability in [0.1,0.5]
with Misclassification

<

5

While keeping the a priori probability     and using Eq. 3.13, 3.12 and
3.14, we compute the values of the three decision thresholds for rule selection with
misclassification and we obtain:    ,   , and  . Based on
the values for these thresholds, we can assign the rules to one of the three decision
areas (see Table 3.6).

,

Rule#
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10

Profit($)
81.11
61.73
47.07
40.82
35.17
28.71
24.32
19.32
17.59
9.46

5

>

Cost ($)
415.70
248.40
315.90
356.00
469.80
308.30
455.80
325.00
592.30
305.10

5

?

5

Decision Area
potentially
potentially
not
not
potentially
potentially
legitimately
not
potentially
potentially

Table 3.7: The Top 10 “Respond” Rules with Profit, Cost, and Decision Area for
    with Misclassification

<

5

<

5

In the case of misclassification with the a priori probability     it’s interesting to notice that the cost per rule may be increased from 1.7 times to 13.5 times
(respectively for R8 and for R5) compared to the case of correct classification. This
is mainly due to the cost of: i) confident decisions for rule selection computed from
low-quality data that are incorrectly classified, and ii) suspicious decision for rule
selection computed from correct-quality that are incorrectly classified. With different variations on the average quality of the data sets composing the rules (from
-10%, -30%, down to -50% and from +10%, +30% up to +50%) and based on the
costs given in Table 3.3 in the case of misclassification, we study the behavior of
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the decision cost for rule selection.

Figure 3.10 shows that the costs are relatively stable with smaller amplitudes
and more distinct and staggered cost ranges than in the case without misclassification (see Figures 3.10 and 3.11 compared to Figures 3.6 and 3.7) except at the
maxima of data quality variations (i.e., ) when the misclassification has more
impact on decision costs.



Figure 3.10: Decision Costs for Rule Selection with Different Data Quality Variations with Misclassification for the a Priori Probability    

<

121
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Figure 3.11: Amplitude of Cost Variations Depending on Data Quality Variations
with Misclassification for the a Priori Probability    

<

5

In Figure 3.12 only R7 is legitimately interesting among the top ten rules discovered by (Wang et al., 2005) with the initial data quality (noted Init Qual). Three
rules are not interesting (R8, R3 and R4) and the other 6 rules are potentially interesting. Misclassification globally attenuates the “verdict” that classifies each rule
correspondingly to one of the decision areas for the legitimately, potentially or not
interesting rules. Some rules (e.g., R8) keep the same behavior with or without
misclassification when data quality varies.

Figure 3.12: Decision Status on Rule Selection for Data Quality Variations with
Misclassification for    

<

5
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3.5 Conclusion
3.5.1 Summary
The quality of discovered association rules is commonly evaluated by interestingness measures (commonly support and confidence) with the purpose of supplying indicators to the user in the understanding and use of the new discovered
knowledge. Low-quality data sets have a very bad impact over the quality of the
discovered association rules, and one might legitimately wonder if a so-called “inis meaningful when 10% of the
data are
teresting” rule noted
data are not accurate, 10% of the
not up-to-date anymore, 15% of the
data are inconsistent, and there are 3% of approximate duplicates in the data set.
This chapter first presents a framework for integrating quality awareness in the
knowledge discovery process. For the particular case of association rule mining,
we propose to integrate data quality measures and estimate the cost of selecting
interesting rules that are based on unacceptable data quality. In this study, our
probabilistic model computes the cost of selecting legitimate versus non legitimate
interesting rules. Experiments on the challenging KDD-CUP-98 data set show that
variations on data quality may have an important impact on the cost and quality
of discovered association rules. This confirms our approach and our argumentation in favor of the integrated management of data quality metadata into the KDD
process for ensuring the quality of data mining results.

)/  /

/

)/

)/

3.5.2 Research Perspectives
The observations made on this set of experiments offer two immediate interesting
research perspectives for both association rule mining and data quality improvement:
- a first direction would be to propose a post-filtering rule process based on
data quality metadata and optimal decision costs for rule selection,
- a second direction concerns the optimal scheduling of data quality improvement activities (with data cleaning techniques and ETL tools) in the data
preparation KDD step. Cleaning tasks could relevantly be driven and target specific data sets depending on the cost and criticality requirements of
mining results.
To make the correct decisions based on the knowledge discovery results that
may be available in a timely manner, automatic means are needed to determine accurate data sources and to be able to detect malicious or compromised data sources
to prevent them from influencing the decision making processes. Thus, mining
techniques should be aware of completeness, accuracy, trustworthiness and interdependency of data sources for ensuring critical data and decisions. Using relevant QoD metadata constitutes a necessary step in KDD post-processing in order
to improve and guarantee the quality of data mining results.
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As a part of the validation of our approach on quality-aware rule mining, our
future plans regarding this work are to study the optimality of our decision model
and to propose error estimation.
As a mid-term objective, we’ll extend and adapt this idea to another type of
data mining techniques: the clustering methods. To achieve this objective, an indepth and careful comparative study of the robustness of the clustering methods
with respect to specific data quality problems (e.g, outliers, duplicates, and missing
data) is required. As a prospective work, this study has been initiated by Ravi Jain
(INRIA Rennes Post-Doc position since February, 2007).
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

4.1 Introduction
This chapter illustrates how data quality awareness has been integrated in three
domain-specific applications. For taking into account various dimensions of data
quality relevant for these domains, several tools that have been implemented for
three different types of multi-source information systems, namely, a data integration and warehousing system, a data mediation system, and a data stream monitoring prototype system.
The contributions presented in this chapter are parts of operational cases studies and ongoing developments that have been conducted thanks to several collaborations respectively with:
- the French public institute for biological, medical and public health research,
INSERM (Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche Médicale) Unit 522 in
Rennes and in particular with Fouzia Moussouni (Associate Prof., University
of Rennes 1) leading the GEDAW project dedicated to the integration and
warehousing of biomedical data related to liver pathologies,
- the French Company of Electricity Supply, EDF R&D, for Customer Relationship Management (CRM) data,
- GenieLog, a French company managing, monitoring and mining stream Telecom data of Cegetel.
The development of prototypes have been achieved by several graduate and
undergraduate students involved in each project and whose valuable contribution
is worth being mentioned. After exposing problem statement and related work
for each application domain, this chapter describes the contributions and main
technical features of each project.

4.2 Quality-Aware Integration of Biomedical Data
4.2.1 Problem Statement
In life sciences, researchers extensively collaborate with each other, sharing
biomedical and genomic data and their experimental results. This necessitates
dynamically integrating different databases and warehousing them into a single
repository. Overlapping data sources may be maintained in a controlled way, such
as replication of data on different sites for load balancing or for security reasons.
But uncontrolled overlaps are very frequent cases in available biomedical databanks.
Moreover, scientists need to know how reliable the data is if they are to base
their research on it, because pursuing incorrect theories and experiments costs time
and money. The current solution to ensure biomedical data quality is verification
by human experts with the two main drawbacks that are: i) on-line data sources
are autonomous and rapidly evolving; sources may provide excellent reliability
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for specific areas at a given time, but low-quality data on other topics, and data
reliability may change over time and domain of interest, and ii) verification is a
manual process of data accreditation by specialists that slows data integration; this
process is also not free from conflicts of interest.
In such a competitive research domain, biological databank providers will not
directly support data quality evaluations to the same degree since there is no equal
motivation for them to do so, and there is currently no standard for evaluating and
comparing biomedical data quality.
In the context of biomedical data integration, the major problems can be summarized as follows:
- Lack of Data quality control. Anyone is able to submit biological information
to public on-line databanks with a more or less formalized submission protocols that usually do not include names standardization, inconsistency checking, and other data quality controls. Erroneous data may be easily entered
and cross-referenced. The available data sources have overlapping scopes
with different levels of data quality and trust. As we usually ignore the precise quality levels of each source, quality-driven data integration is perilous.
As micro-array laboratories are scaling up their facilities, manual assessment
of chip images becomes cumbersome and prone to subjective criteria. Automatic, impartial, and independent data quality evaluation methods and tools
are needed for such a large diversity of biomedical data, ranging from structured (relational, object-oriented) or semi-structured (XML) to multimedia
data types (text, image, video, audio).
- Bio-entity resolution. Even if some tools propose clustering techniques to
gather records which possibly identify the same biological concept across
different biological databanks for being semantically related, biologists still
must validate the correctness of the clusters and resolve interpretation differences among the records. At the instance-level, these differences may be
intrinsic and come from distinct (or conflicting) visions or knowledge states
from one discipline to another in life sciences. This makes the process of
verification and entity resolution very complex, usually involving several
specialists searching for consensus.
- Data mapping and transformation. At the schema-level, the problem of format heterogeneity between publicly available databanks and “home-made”
databases, data warehouses or laboratory information management systems
(LIMS) obviously requires the translation and transformation of multi-source
data, so that extracted data subscribe to the data model used by the biologist.
Although the translation problem is inherent in all the data integration approaches, it becomes much more complex in the biological domain, again because different (and sometimes not formalized yet) biological interpretations
are made based on rapidly evolving knowledge in various disciplines (e.g.,
involving the metabolic, chemical or functional views of a biological concept). This reinforces the perpetual evolution of any global schema for the
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system that is intended to integrate all the available information at a given
time and for the biologist’s focus of interest.

4.2.2 Related Work
In the context of biological data management systems, a survey of representative
data integration systems is given in (Lacroix & Critchlow, 2003). Current solutions
are mostly based on data warehouse architectures (e.g., GIMS 1 , DataFoundry2 ) or
a federation approach with physical or virtual integration of data sources that are
based on the union of the local schemas which have to be transformed to a uniform
schema (e.g., TAMBIS 3, P/FDM4 , DiscoveryLink5 ).
Very little work has been done on biological data cleaning and it is usually
carried out in proprietary or ad-hoc manner, sometimes even manual. Systematic processes are lacking. From among the few examples proposed for the bioentity resolution problem, Thangavel (1999) uses stringent selection criteria to select 310 complete and unique records of Homo Sapiens splice sites from the 4300
raw records in EMBL database 6 . Febrl (Freely Extensible Biomedical Record Linkage)7
(Christen et al., 2004) allows data standardization, segmentation, and probabilistic and rules-based cleaning. Müller & Naumann (2003) examine the production
process of genome data and identified common types of data errors. Mining for
patterns of contradictions in overlapping databases has been proposed by Müller
et al. (2004) for the cases where the entity identification problem has been already
solved by specialists. But rigorous elimination of erroneous data or approximate
duplicates may result in loss of rare information, at the first glance considered as
dubious but actually critical for competing researchers.
More specific to data quality evaluation in the biomedical context, Martinez
& Hammer (2005) propose a semi-structured model with quality measures that
are biologically-relevant, objective (i.e., with no ambiguous interpretation when
assessing the value of the data quality measure), and easy to compute. Six criteria
are defined and stored as quality metadata for each XML record of the genomic
databank RefSeq8 :
- Stability: magnitude of changes applied to a record in the databank
- Density: number of attributes and values describing a data item
- Time since last update
- Redundancy: fraction of redundant information contained in a data item and
its sub-items
1 GIMS,

http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/img/gims/
http://www.llnl.gov/CASC/datafoundry/
3 TAMBIS, http://imgproj.cs.man.ac.uk/tambis/
4 P/FDM, http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/ gjlk/mediator/
5 DiscoveryLink, http://www.research.ibm.com/journal/sj/402/haas.html
6 EMBL, European Molecular Biology Laboratory: http://www.embl-heidelberg.de/
7 Febrl, http://datamining.anu.edu.au/software/febrl/febrldoc/
8 NCBI References Sequences http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/RefSeq/
2 DataFoundry,
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- Correctness: degree of confidence that the data represents true information
- Usefulness: utility of a data item defined as a function combining density,
correctness, and redundancy.
The authors also propose algorithms for updating the scores of quality measures
when navigating, inserting or updating/deleting a node in the record.

4.2.3 Contributions and Perspectives
4.2.3.1 Design of Quality-Aware Integration Process for Biomedical Data Warehousing
My work with INSERM U522 focuses on the problems of biological data integration in the project called GEDAW, Gene Expression DAta Warehouse initiated in 2000
and leaded by Fouzia Moussouni, Associate Professor of University of Rennes 1.
Since 2001, seven graduate students have contributed under my supervision
to this project and its related research directions (Berti-Équille & Moussouni, 2005;
Berti-Équille et al., 2001; Guérin et al., 2001; 2005).
Biologists and more specifically medical science and health researchers need to
focus on specific data such as a given metabolism or pathology and to confront
them to several experiment results on same genes and same focus of interest. In
addition to data delivered by home experiments, they may wish to confront them
to data issued by public transcriptome experiments, having a close related interest:
same organ, same pathology, same specie, or whatever. Users’ requirements are
not exhaustive but do lead certainly to collect intensively data sets and knowledge
on genes gathered from various on-line databanks, along with experiment results.
A selected part of this extremely rich and available knowledge on the expressed
genes needs to be integrated before analyzing for optimization sake. In fact, to get
the information, biologists of INSERM U522 spent a considerable time and effort to
seek relevant information on the Internet. The challenge was how to automatically
capture, organize and integrate data of interest along with capitalized biological
knowledge. It is clear that to answer to all the issues posed by the biologist, the
functionality of such environment had to include: data integration, management,
and mining, data quality evaluation, and synthetic query result presentation.
Considering the different data quality and data integration issues previously
mentioned, GEDAW system has been designed to support complex analysis on
integrated data and tends to be a unified infrastructure for different bioinformatics
technologies to measure gene expression of the genes involved in liver pathologies.
XML as an exchange format has been used for integrating data coming from
multiple and semi-structured sources into a unified ontology-based data description model implemented in the object-oriented data warehousing system of
GEDAW. The concept of ontology is the keystone of GEDAW system for integrating both genomic data available on public databanks, as well as experimental data
on genes delivered from laboratory experiments and clinical statements.
GEDAW description model includes three major packages corresponding to
the management and integration of three data domains that are: i) experimental
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data domain, i.e., gene expression measurements through several physiopathological conditions, ii) genomic data domain, i.e., DNA gene, mRNA, protein sequences
and their annotations, and iii) biomedical knowledge, i.e., biological and medical
concepts that annotate the genes with concepts of ontologies like GO9 and UMLS10 ,
using BioMeKE11 , the application developed at INSERM U522 by Marquet et al.
(2003).

Gene Ontology
Heterogeneous
sources in genomic,
biological and medical
science domains

Home
Experiments
Relational
DB

HUGO UMLS
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Documents
for
biomedical
concepts

Genbank
XML
Documents

GEDAW
Expression
DataData
Domain

Sequence
Genomic
DataData
Domain

Biological and
Biological and
Medical Knowledge
Medical Data
Domain

Java

OQL
Application Programming Interface (API)

BIOLOGIST
Figure 4.1: GEDAW Architecture
As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the data sources used during integration are local or
spread world wide and hosted on different systems, each having its own schema:
9 Gene

Ontology, GO: http://www.geneontology.org/
Medical Language System, UMLS: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
11 Biological and Medical Knowledge Extraction system, BioMeKe:
http://www.med.univrennes1.fr/biomeke/
10 Unified
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1. An in-house relational database to store more details on micro-array experiments along with their results,
2. XML records from GenBank12 have been used to instantiate the genomic domain of GEDAW,
3. Medical concepts from UMLS and genomic concepts from GO ontology are
also delivered by BioMeKE (Marquet et al., 2003) for all the genes as an XML
document and used to integrate the biomedical knowledge associated to the
genes.
GEDAW system is an object-oriented data warehouse implemented using FastObjects (Versant) that provides a direct description of the conceptual model on genes
and their expression with Java (or C++) as a binding language. Objects are made
persistent into the object-oriented database, that is the central element of GEDAW.
Data representation for browsing and user interface programming is quite intuitive.
We designed and developped the process for integrating genomic data in
GEDAW data warehouse system. It is based on the four following steps:
1. Coordinating: The system internally searches for the data objects stored in
the data warehouse whose description is incomplete, and finds the objects
related to a gene whose attributes values are missing. Then, it accesses the
GenBank databank to start the importation and integration process based
on the accession numbers (identifiers of the records describing a gene in the
databank). At this stage, several records that may refer the same gene may
provide various alternative descriptions for completing the missing fields in
the warehouse. Only the ones with matching characteristics and accession
numbers have to be identified and selected with various heuristics we proposed.
2. Importing: Starting from the accession number of each gene involved in the
transcriptome experiments (i.e., that is present and expressed under certain
experimental conditions on micro-arrays), the system imports the XML files
from the GenBank databank into GEDAW data staging area.
3. Cleaning: The system parses the XML files, extracts the information that
has to be integrated into the warehouse. The cleaning script uses the XML
QueryEngine component to seek the relevant elements through XML documents to extract. The queries are formulated to declare the path to reach the
relevant element, using filters and selection operators based on GenBank’s
DTD. The tags defined in GenBank’s DTD have a recursive structure, therefore the depth of a same element may vary from one record to another. Redundancies and inconsistencies are removed from the temporary XML files
which only keeps the elements to be loaded in the data warehouse.
12 NCBI,

National Center for Biotechnology Information: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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4. Storage: The system parses the temporary files of extracted and cleaned information and ensures the data storage and persistence into the object-oriented
data warehouse of GEDAW.
4.2.3.2 Profiling Database and Exploring Biomedical Data Quality
One of the major problems of biomedical data integration comes from the heterogeneity and rapid evolution of database schemas: both data sources and data
warehouse schemas need to adapt constantly to the growing and evolving knowledge of this domain.
Recent advances in biotechnology have produced a massive amount of raw biological data which are accumulating at an exponential rate. Errors, redundancy
and discrepancies are prevalent in the raw data, and there is a serious need for systematic approaches towards biological database auditing, profiling, and cleaning.
As a first step in this direction, we have built Q-DEX, Quality-Driven Database
Exploration, a plugged-in tool on top of the application layer of GEDAW data warehousing system. Q-DEX is a generic tool whose GUI allows the user to flexibly
build query workflows on any database schema given the XMI data model.
Off-line Q-DEX fetches and analyzes the XMI database schema and dynamically generates and configure the interface for graphically querying the database.
Once Q-DEX is connected to the database, user-defined graphical queries and profiling scenarios are processed on the database object instances. Generic functions
that compute elementary QoD measures for completeness, freshness and consistency dimensions may be used to evaluate final or intermediate query results in
the query scenarios.
Q-DEX provides an intuitive way to formulate queries and data quality constraints that follow the reasoning of biologists, assist them in the elaboration of
their queries, and complete the obtained results by additional information describing the quality of data.
Using Q-DEX interface, biologists desgin and combine query workflows on any
database.
By having an immediate glance on his intermediate or final query results that
can be browsed on the Q-DEX Result Viewer, the user may modify and re-execute
his queries when needed. He is also able to save a query workflow for ulterior
reuse on different data, or export effective resulting data for an eventual use on
external tools (clustering, spreadsheet, etc.) making it quite flexible and attractive
for the biologists, as confirmed by our validation tests by users at INSERM U522.
Actually, using Q-DEX, much more possibilities are offered to the user to compose various query workflows on integrated data objects in GEDAW. The user
can apply predefined functions (Level I and II as defined in Chapter 2) that compute generic QoD measures to get the quality of intermediate and final results of
his query workflows. Other more specific functions may be flexibly added to the
function library of Q-DEX.
The immediate perspectives of this project are threefold:
- to extend the QoD metadata management package of Q-DEX including more
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sophisticated analytical functions (Level III and IV) and a CWM-compliant
metadata repository,
- to integrate query-driven loading and profiling activities so that query workflows for biomedical data integration could be designed through Q-DEX,
- to design on-line profiling techniques that first fetch selected data source
schema and object data instances from accessible biomedical databanks, and
profile them for driving data extraction and loading into GEDAW warehousing system.

4.3 Quality-Driven Query in Mediation Systems
4.3.1 Problem Statement
In classical mediation environments, data sources usually do not export information describing their quality of service (e.g., resource accessibility, query processing
cost, reliability, etc.), nor information describing the quality of their content (e.g.,
data accuracy, availability, freshness, completeness, etc.). Different data sources
may thus answer a global query with different response times, query costs and
various levels of data quality. Because one user may accept a query result of lower
quality (if it is cheaper or has a shorter response time than if the query cost is
higher), it’s necessary to consider both query cost and users’ quality requirements,
and make trade-offs between cost and quality when building the query result. One
major difficulty is to adapt existing query processing techniques to environments
where resource availability, allocation, query cost, and data quality may be not
evaluated at compile time.

4.3.2 Related Work
The problem of designing multi-source information systems taking into account
information about quality has been addressed by several approaches that propose
techniques to select the data sources based on the metadata characterizing their
content and quality, e.g., (Braumandl et al., 2001; Mihaila et al., 2000; Naumann,
2002; Naumann et al., 1999).
Among the projects that have been proposed for considering data quality in
distributed query processing, HiQIQ B&B (High Quality Branch and Bound Algorithm) proposed by Naumann (2002) is a distributed query planning algorithm that
enumerates query plans in such way that it finds the best N query plans after computing only a fraction of the total number of query plans. Upper quality bounds
for partial query plans are constructed and thereby non-promising sub-plans are
early pruned in the search tree.
In ObjectGlobe (Braumandl et al., 2001) the query processing follows a multistep strategy. First, a lookup service locates data from each source that are relevant
to the query by consulting a metadata repository. It also gathers statistical cost
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information. In the second step, the optimizer enumerates alternative query execution plans using a System-R-like dynamic algorithm and an optimal plan is
built based on a cost model using the previously gathered information. In the last
step, the query execution plan is distributed and executed using an iterator model.
Users can specify quality constraints on the execution of their query. Constraints
are defined on results (e.g., size of the result), cost (i.e., how much the user is ready
to pay), and time (e.g., time to first results). Quality of Service (QoS) management
is introduced as part of the query processor. The quality constraints are treated in
all the phases of querying processing. If they cannot be fulfilled, the query plan
is dynamically adapted or the query is aborted. Based on that QoS concept, the
optimizer’s goal is to maximize the percentage of successful queries and abort any
query that cannot fulfill its QoS constraints as soon as possible.

4.3.3 Contributions and Perspectives
In (Berti-Équille, 2001; 2003) we proposed a first version of XQuaL query processor and developed the main modules of a rudimentary mediation architecture as
illustrated in Figure 4.2.
From 2001 to 2003, four undergraduate and six graduate students have contributed under my supervision to the development of the Java-based mediator and
wrappers architecture in Java.
- Before the query time. From the application layer, the user is able to declare
quality contract types and instances (defined in Chapter 2, Section 2.7) to the
mediator that forwards the contract types et constraints specifications to the
wrappers. Each wrapper has a metadata repository including a set of analytical functions to characterize several data quality dimensions. Wrappers
apply the specifications defined with ON DATABASE, TABLE, COLUMN,
ROW, CELL statement and check the contract declaration on their respective source, compute QoD measures, store them as QoD metadata in their
local repository, and associate them to the specified DB object instances and
granularity levels.
- At the query time. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the user can submit a global
quality-extended QWITH query to the XQUAL mediator. The mediator
translates the global QWITH query into a local QWITH query with respect
to the schema of the source that may be able to answer and sends the corresponding local QWITH query to the Query Router. When the Query Router
receives a QWITH query, it invokes the Quality Contract Manager that checks
the invoked contract types and constraints, and broadcasts the contracts definition. The broadcast method invokes wrappers to update locally their QoD
metadata repository, checking constraints on the various quality dimensions
and QoD measures declared in the quality contract types. Each wrapper creates a new Controller in order to execute the contract type. The next step
is to get the registered wrappers by invoking the Quality Contract Manager.
This method returns a set of wrappers able to answer the router queries. As
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the router also broadcasts the QWITH statement with the regular part of the
query to all available wrappers, it waits for their response. Finally, the ones
of selected wrappers that maximize the satisfaction degrre of quality constraints specified in the contract will be chosen to execute the SQL statement.
Assume that the constraints are too strict and no wrapper can satisfy them,
in this case the relaxation module will renegotiate the contract terms with
selected wrappers; it will actually reduce the strictnes of the constraints defined in the contract of the QWITH query and broadcasts the modified part
of the contract to the wrappers able to answer. The wrappers that conform
the most to the modified contract will be selected to answer the query.
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Figure 4.2: Mediation Architecture with XQuaL
For the technical validation of the prototype, several overlapping CRM relational databases have been generated and populated with synthetic data based on
overlapping parts of the logical schema given in the TPC-W (V1.8) benchmark13 .
Although many technical aspects of this prototype still need to be fixed, it offers
13 TPC

Benchmark: http://www.tpc.org/
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a first platform for implementing our proposals regarding QWITH query processing.
Among the numerous perspectives related to this project, our priorities mainly
concern:
- the automatic generation of quality-aware wrappers including contract and
QoD metadata management and
- the optimization and relaxation of QWITH queries at the mediator side.
Each of these priorities constitutes on its own a very challenging research direction to explore in the context of mediation architecture.

4.4 Monitoring the Quality of Stream Data
4.4.1 Problem Statement
In emerging data streams, data quality problems are likely to be manifold (Aggarwal, 2007). For example, in network databases, it is unrealistic to set integrity
constraints to detect missing, duplicate, irregular or out-of-range values and stop
processing a high speed data feed for each such violation and anomaly detection.
The continuous arrival of transient data in multiple, rapid time-varying, possibly unpredictable and unbounded streams appears to yield some fundamentally
new research problems. Approximation and adaptivity are key alternatives to performance and storage stringent constraints in executing continuous queries and
performing on-line data analysis. Backtracking over a data stream is not feasible.
On-line stream processing or mining algorithms are restricted to making only one
pass over data.
In many of data stream monitoring applications, each tuple of the data stream
may be composed by data collected from many places, such as sensors, network
equipments, etc. These data are collected through a wired or wireless network.
Unfortunately, both the devices and the network transmission are vulnerable to
errors. Hence, on-line data cleaning and active warehousing are indispensable. In
these applications, user queries are typically continuous queries, which are evaluated in an on-line fashion. Hence, streams have to be cleaned on the fly, which
requires that the anomaly detection and cleaning algorithms should be unblocking
and can be pipelined.
For traditional passive data sets, data cleaning is an independent preprocessing
phase, which can be performed off-line. Hence, specialized cleaning tools can be
developed without interacting with the query processing engine. However, this is
not true for stream processing where the cleaning tools have to interact with the
query engine on the fly. In this context, human interactions are only possible at
the phase of setting up the cleaning process. After the cleaning activities are set
up, they should run automatically as the streams will continuously come into the
system in a very high speed. Of course, one can revise the setup on the fly, but the
cleaning should run automatically for most of the time.
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Data stream anomaly detection and on-line cleaning may have large computational cost, which may impair the system’s responsiveness to high speed data
streams.

4.4.2 Prospective Work
In an operational scenario of a Telecom company, a centralized management system continuously collects stream data from a number of servers and equipments
and it integrates them into a global data warehouse.
Malfunctions of the various devices and errors of transmissions happen frequently causing lots of problems in streamed data (e.g., missing, invalid values,
duplicate records, inconsistencies, etc.)
Real-time monitoring of these data is compelling for a lot of applications, e.g.
technical or administration management within the Telecom company, marketing,
criminal and terrorism detection involving data from other companies across the
world, etc.
In this context, a prospective work has recently been initiated in 2006 with GenieLog/Cegetel to review the related work on mining techniques and algorithms
that are applicable to data streams for detecting anomalies and data quality problems, and inferring situations where they are likely to occur.
Recent results in (approximate) algorithms for on-line streaming include computing signatures and representative trends, decision trees (Domingos & Hulten,
2001; Hulten et al., 2001), k-medians clustering (Guha et al., 2001), regression or
CPA analysis (Papadimitriou et al., 2005), similarity search (Faloutsos, 2002). Online stream mining operators must be incrementally updatable without making
multiple passes over the data. The objectives of the project are to study these techniques, evaluate their adaptability to the problem of stream data quality evaluation
and monitoring with several criteria related to performance, scalability in realistic
and operational scenarios, and recall/precision for anomaly detection.
Independently from this starting project, a prototype implementing an adaptation of XQuaL query language extension for continuous queries has been developed upon TelegraphCQ v0.214 by Yongluan Zhou, a PhD student from National
University of Singapore, during his six months of internship at INRIA Rennes.

4.5 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the projects and prospective work in three application
domains where several aspects of data quality awareness have been implemented.
Main technical features of the prototypes that have been developed in response
to realistic scenarios have been presented. Case studies are supported by several
ongoing collaborations, respectively dedicated to: i) quality-aware warehousing
14 TelegraphCQ is a open source stream processing engine based on PostgreSQL v7.3. It is available
at: http://telegrap.cs.berkeley.edu/telegraphcq/v0.2/
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of biomedical data, ii) quality-aware mediation of CRM databases, and iii) quality
monitoring for stream telecom data.
Involved in the design and software development of these prototypes, each one
integrating particular aspects of data quality awareness in the managenent or integration of different types of data (relational, XML, object), I’ve observed many
commonly shared features, good and bad practices in the design and development of such prototypes. As effective system design requires considering issues
that may not become visible until later in the system/application implementation,
usage or maintenance.
My observation (that is also an interesting R&D directions) is that patterns for
integrating quality-awareness in data management applications need be clearly
specified in order provide general solutions, documented in a format that doesn’t
require specifics tied to a particular problem.
Reusing QoD management patterns for IS design would considerably help to
prevent data quality problems. The detailed study and specification of a set of
quality-aware design patterns starts with describing the context in which the pattern is used, the problems within the context that the pattern seeks to resolve, the
suggested solution and side-effects, and all the information necessary for its appropriate use. This constitutes a very challenging research direction.
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Perspectives
Summary
Data quality is considered as a notoriously complex combination of problems.
Taken globally it is very often viewed as technically intractable, even though some
problems can be addressed individually by various methods from many disciplines: Databases, Statistics, Knowledge Discovery, and Knowledge Engineering.
Real-world databases inevitably have various anomalies and poor quality data
such as incorrect, incomplete, inconsistent, redundant, and out-of-date data. In
this context of “dirty” data management, the ultimate goal is ideally to create a
general and reusable solution that can automatically scan and analyze the data
sets, create a set of data quality metadata and constraints, isolate the records that
do not meet this process, and trigger appropriate corrective actions on data.
At the end of the Information Supply Chain, databases contain a variety of
patterns to discover, but few of them are of much interest. A pattern is interesting
to the degree that is not only accurate but that is also useful with respect to the
end-user’s knowledge and objectives. A critical issue in knowledge discovery is
how well the database is designed, and maintained. Obviously, the effectiveness
of knowledge discovery processes and the quality of the discovered knowledge
are strongly dependent on the quality of data.
In the last decade, my contributions to Data Quality Research have been gradually oriented to the convergence point of the two following disciplines:
1. Database and Information Systems Engineering, with a special focus on
the data integration processes and the design of multi-source information
systems, in particular, data warehousing and virtual data mediation systems
for integrating the management of quality metadata. The central questions
of my work are the following: How to design the core of the data management system in order to integrate systematic quality measurement and control of integrated and stored data? How to ensure guarantees on the quality
of query or mining results with minimal costs?
2. Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, with a special focus on associa139
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tion rule discovery and clustering techniques. On the one hand, because one
of the main challenges of Data Quality Research is in measuring data quality factors and managing appropriately and efficiently these measures, my
contribution is to propose analytic workflows for QoD evaluation that use
and combine statistical and data mining techniques to compute measures
characterizing the quality of data. On the other hand, the evaluation of the
quality of data mining results that depend on the quality of analyzed data
is the dual problem that needed to be considered in my approach. In this
context, the central questions of my work are the following: How to adapt
and use data mining techniques to implement data quality introspection and
self-administration in data management systems? How to quantify the cost
of low data quality on the results of data mining and knowledge discovery
processes?
The contributions reported in this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
- Management of metadata: analytic workflows are designed for QoD evaluation; they generate metadata that characterize various aspects of data quality
with computing statistical measures, summaries, and sketches obtained from
exploratory data mining and statistical techniques,
- Quality-aware query processing: an extension of a query language for the declaration of factors, measures, and constraints on data quality dimensions has
been proposed,
- Quality-aware minig: integration and exploitation of QoD metadata for the
post-processing and validation of data mining results are proposed.
My dissertation has been organized as follows:
- Chapter 1 introduces the field of Data Quality Research, reviewing literature
with respect to each of the main quality dimensions, namely uniqueness,
consistency, completeness, and freshness of data. This chapter has presented
main measures, algorithms, languages, and tools that have been proposed in
the literature for the main data quality problems. It has also presented recent
research projects and new research directions in the field.
- Chapter 2 presents our metamodel extension to CWM for modeling, computing measures characterizing several aspects of data quality. This chapter
has proposed techniques for generating data quality metadata stored and indexed in a repository, and also a query language extension based on the declaration of quality contracts for querying data with user-defined constraints
on quality metadata.
- Chapter 3 proposes a generic framework for integrating data quality measures into the KDD process. In the context of association rule mining where
result quality is classically evaluated by interestingness measures, our basic
premise is that the quality of mining results also relies on the quality of the
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data which the discovered rules have been computed from. A cost-based
probabilistic model for selecting legitimately interesting rules is presented.
Experiments have shown that variations on data quality have a great impact
on the cost and quality of discovered association rules. This confirms our approach for the integrated management and analysis of data quality metadata
into the KDD processes.
- Chapter 4 presents the issues, contributions, prospective works, and main
technical features of prototype architectures developped in the context of
three application domains for implementing data quality-awareness, respectively for: i) integration and warehousing biomedical data, ii) mediation of
multi-source CRM data, and iii) monitoring stream Telecom data.
Our next research directions concern the following topics, as described in the
next section:
1. Quality-aware query processing. General and particular challenges will be exposed.
2. Statistical metadata computation
3. QoD-introspective data management system
4. KDD post-processing.

Perspectives on Quality-Aware Query Processing for
MSIS
General Challenges
Providing efficient access to information sources received a sustained interest since
several decades but relatively few approaches have been proposed to deal with
the various issues of quality-aware query processing in distributed environments.
These issues are particularly challenging due the characteristics of the sources, including autonomy, volatility, amounts of data, large heterogeneity spectrum, e.g.,
on data type (multimedia, XML, relational records, etc.), database schema, and
data quality. In this context, one of the challenge we’ve identified is to build a
quality-aware query processing infrastructure for multi-source information systems. Building such an infrastructure requires addressing several interesting research issues and investigating in the following directions:
- QoD- and QoS-based query languages. The idea is to devise a declarative data
query language that operates on data with quality of data and quality of
service (QoS) constraints. The advantage is that the same quality-constrained
query specification holds whatever underlying information is available.
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- Computation model. The resolution of any quality-extended query may involve an iterative process between the different distributed systems within
the infrastructure. We need to devise a computation model for the interaction of the different (sub-)systems (e.g., wrapper/mediator systems,
sources/data warehouse, peers, Web portals/Web services/Web providers,
etc.).
- Optimization model. Performance has a prime importance in successfully deploying a quality-aware query processing infrastructure over distributed systems. It mainly relates to query optimization. One challenge is to define
appropriate metrics to characterize and measure QoD and QoS dimensions
depending on the application domain, the systems capabilities, and the limited resources/performances. The different query planning strategies focus
generally on finding feasible and optimal sub-goal orderings based on available bindings and supported conditions at the information sources. Proposed techniques assume a full knowledge of the query capabilities of every
source participating in a multi-source information system. They rely heavily
on the way that information sources are described and the objective function of the optimizer (e.g., number of sources, response time, etc.). Using the
same source description and data quality description models may not always
be possible across a large spectrum of information sources.
- Optimization heuristics. General randomized search heuristics are a popular
tool for query optimization. Other kinds of algorithms such as randomized
hill-climbing, Tabu search (that uses memory to guide the search towards
optimal/near-optimal solutions, by dynamically managing a list of forbidden moves) or genetic algorithms (that emulate the evolutionary behaviour
of biological systems to create subsequent generations) could be used or
adapted for quality-aware query optimization. In most of the real world
applications, it is quite natural that quality-extended query should meet a
number of different and conflicting quality dimensions. Optimizing a particular objective function may sacrifice optimization of another dependent
and conflicting objective. An interesting direction is the study the qualityextended query processing problem from the perspective of multi-objective
optimization.
- Quality-aware adaptive query processing. Another interesting trend is the use of
adaptive or dynamic approaches in dealing with quality-aware query optimization. This is motivated by the intrinsic dynamics of the distributed and
autonomous sources where unpredictable events may occur during the execution of a query. The types of actions that are proposed in these approaches
fall into one of the following cases: i) change the query execution plans in
order to privilege data quality of query results, ii) change the scheduling of
operations in the same query execution plan or in different concurrent query
plans, iii) introduce new operators to cater for the unpredictable events (e.g.,
QoD or QoS degradation), or iv) modify the order of inputs of binary operators. Adaptive techniques have yet to demonstrate their applicability to
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various real applications with large numbers of information sources. There
is also a need to show how they react under heavy quality of data and quality of service fluctuations. To the best of our knowledge, the issues of data
quality-awareness in on-line query processing have not been much investigated and constitutes a very challenging perspective of research.

Particular Challenges
Relational query optimization has traditionally relied upon table cardinalities
when estimating the cost of query plans they consider. While this approach has
been and continues to be successful, the need to consider the various dimensions
of data quality for query execution requires a particular approach. The dual problem is to fix the query cost and search for the “best quality” result, or to fix the
result quality and optimize the query cost. Data quality awareness when querying
a single or several distributed data sources in a dynamic and distributed environment raises several interesting questions such as:
- Selecting dynamically the adequate data source. Different data sources may answer a global query with different response times, query costs and various
levels of data quality. How to define strategies for selecting adaptively the
most appropriate sources for answering a query with the “most acceptable”
data quality?
- Defining semantically and qualitatively correct distributed query plans. The result of a global query is classically built depending on the particular order
for the execution of subquery plans. For ensuring data quality awareness,
this technique must combine in a coherent way both information and metainformation from the various data sources (i.e., data quality metadata if available). Data quality levels are often unknown, heterogeneous from one source
to another, more or less aggregated or locally non uniform (i.e., a source may
provide excellent data reliability for one specific area, data subset or data
type but not for the others). In this context, one of the problems is to merge
the data quality indicators in a consistent way.
- Making trade-offs between the cost of the query and the measurable quality of the result. Because one may accept a query result of lower quality (if it is cheaper or
has a shorter response time than if the query cost is higher), it’s necessary to
adapt the query cost to users’ quality requirements. The objective is to measure and optimally reduce the cost and bargain query situations where the
system searches for solutions that “squeeze out” more gains (in terms of data
quality of the query result) than the query without data quality constraints.
- Developing quality-aware query cost models. It is important to evaluate whether
the expected benefits from a quality-extended query compensate for the cost
of computing or predicting quality measures and collecting feedbacks from
the source and the environment during execution time. The difficulty is to
adapt existing query processing techniques to environments where resource
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availability, allocation, query cost and data quality may be not decidable at
compile time.

Algorithmic Challenges for Statistical Metadata Computation
Exploratory data mining summaries are typically averages, standard deviations,
medians or other quantiles on several data sets or samples. They characterize the
distribution of attribute values or describe value dispersion (form, density, symmetry, etc.). But as user-defined functions, the computation cost of these method
that are used to characterize certain dimensions of the quality of data sets has to
be precisely studied in order to choose adequately:
- the starting time when it is the most convenient to start the execution of the
computation method,
- the type and properties of the computation methods (i.e., precomputation, on
the fly, on-demand, incremental) that is preferable depending on the application, data set size, CPU cost, the semantics, properties of the measurement,
and characteristics of implementation methods,
- the relevancy of the QoD measures with respect to a quality goal that is either
to observe, control or detect anomalies in the data set.
- the techniques used to reduce the volume of data to analyze (pre-selection or
sampling) and the size of the data set targeted by the computation method.
Because it is not realistic to compute all the methods on the whole data set, it
is relevant to propose various strategies for data subset selection, sampling,
and generalization depending on the semantics of the measurement and on
the properties of the computation method. The final objective is to propose a
cost model for executing analytic worflows.
The goal of this study is to define parameters: i) to trigger the most appropriate
techniques for efficient QoD measure computation, such as loading anticipation
or prefetching of the data necessary to precomputation, ii) to drive index selection
strategies on indexed data and metadata, and iii) to propose recomputation and
refreshment strategies for existing QoD measures.
Derived from these considerations, other algorithmic challenges can be identified as:
- to study data and metadata indexing algorithmics: with metadata computation, the index may become much bigger than the data volume and it is very
largely higher than the integration capacities of the RAM. The algorithms of
indexing must then take into account the various levels of memory hierarchy (register, masks, discs, RAM, etc.) or be distributed, or even, the index
memory must be distributed.
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- to reduce the volume of data to be analyzed for detecting data anomalies as
quickly and effectively as possible.
- to study the decidability and the complexity of the approaches combining
the detection of several types of anomalies: programs for the detection of
duplicates, outliers, missing values, etc., and those for the cleaning or the
refreshment of data have a great number of configurations (values of the parameters and variables, etc.). This raises theoretical problems (indecidability
in a general way), and practical as well (size and complexity of the models
and their sets of possible configurations).

Perspectives for QoD-Introspective Data Management
Systems
A mid-term objective of my research project consists of proposing and designing a
quality introspective data management system monitoring data quality by exploratory
data mining techniques on very large volumes of data (i.e., for several hundreds of
Terabytes and billions of records).
The idea to use data mining techniques to extract the knowledge useful for
database system administration is a very promising approach to reduce the tasks
of database maintenance, administration, and tuning. Self-administration systems
aim at managing and adapting themselves automatically without performance
loss or even with performance benefit. My next research directions are motivated
by the idea to extend the auto-administration primitives of data management systems with the management and control of data quality, and to develop the concept
of introspective systems, as well as the techniques for their implementation.
For a taking into account “natively” data quality awareness, it is necessary to
reconsider totally the traditional architectures of data management systems and, in
particular, to modify the core of the database management system. This requires
the modification of the query processor and the data storage subsystem in order to
maintain (and recover) indexed structures of metadata that characterize the quality of data (e.g., with sketches and summaries, results of statistical analyses or
probabilistic constraints), and ensure frequent refreshment.
One of the objective is to recommend strategies for the configuration and selection of data and QoD metadata indexes and the materialization of qualityconstrained views in order to optimize the access time to data and QoD metadata.
Selection of data/metadata indexes and views can be very useful for the efficient sharing of the disk space allotted to these structures’ storage. In this area,
my future work intends to propose indexing techniques that precompute qualityaware joins and adapt various selection strategies for quality-constrained view materialization.
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Perspectives for Knowledge Discovery Post-Processing
The interest about knowledge post-processing has grown as a research topic in
recent years. This is motivated mainly by the intensification of extracted knowledge uses in practical applications, and for the great volume of this knowledge that
makes impracticable its manual analysis and validation. When extracting patterns
with association rule discovery for example, the considerable amount of discovered rules raises an important problem of expressivity and result quality evaluation. The use and combination of objective measures in the post-processing step
of rule evaluation has as a main purpose to establish filters for rule selection and
validation. These measures supply an indication of the hypothetical strength association between the two parts of the rules, and also may prioritize the analysis
of the rules set with higher contribution to the measures as they are considered for
having higher potential to be interesting.
In this context, interestingness measures are not self-sufficient for evaluating
mining result, and the joint analysis and exploration of metadata that characterize
the quality of data which the rules are computed from, offers interesting perspectives for KDD post-processing. Metadata exploration could indeed be advantageously used for each of the main categories of post-processing methods used in
data mining, as:
- Knowledge filtering: when data is noisy, the mining algorithm “overgenerates”
leaves of the resulting decision tree or decision rules or association rules so
that they also cover a very small number of noisy objects. To overcome this
problem a tree or a decision set of rules must be shrunk, by either postpruning (decision trees) or truncation (decision rules). Similar approach is
adopted for association rules filtering with refining interestingness measures
thresholds. Nevertheless, this process could be driven with a bottom-up approach, by analyzing the metadata that characterize several quality dimensions of the data set. Knowledge that is discovered from low-quality data
could be filtered.
- Interpretation and explanation. In the cases where the acquired knowledge is
directly used for prediction or where the knowledge discovery process is
performed for an end-user, the derived results must be precisely documented
and easily understandable through the appropriate visualization of results.
For decision-making, end-users also need to know the quality of the data
which the knowledge has been extracted from and possibly reconsider the
reliability of results and estimate the risk of their decision if it is based on
results that are discovered from low or unacceptable quality data.
- Evaluation. There are several criteria for evaluating the discovered knowledge: interestingness measures for discovered association rules, classification accuracy, comprehensibility for learning systems that induce concept
hypotheses (or models), computational complexity, etc. The evaluation of
several dimensions (as freshness, consistency, or accuracy) of th quality of
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data which the knowledge has been discovered from has been largely ignored from data analysis, because analysts seem to have confidence in data
preparation step purging every “visible” data problem. Actually, metadata
provide additional information (e.g., describing data freshness or detecting
approximate duplicates) that may be relevant to capture the “dark side” of
data sets. Consequently, they should be considered and appropriately explored as new criteria for knowledge evaluation.
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Hamming
tance

dis-

Levenshtein
distance

Definition and Main Characteristics
Number of bits which need to be changed to turn one string  into another string   . This
can be extended into a vector space approach where the terms within a string are compared,
counting the number of terms in the same positions. This approach is only suitable for exact
length comparisons (e.g. SSN, Zip Code)
Basic edit distance function whereby the distance is given simply as the minimum edit
distance which transforms string1 into string2. Edit Operations are listed as follows: copy
character from string  over to string  (cost 0), delete a character in  (cost 1), insert a
  is a function
character in  (cost 1), substitute one character for another (cost 1).
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0 , else.
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Sellers Algorithm

 

0 is an arbitrary distance function on characters (e.g., related to typographic frequencies, amino acid substitutability).
Similar to the to Levenshtein distance, this was developed to identify optimal alignments
between related DNA and protein sequences. This has two main adjustable parameters a
function for an alphabet mapping to cost values for substitutions and costs, (the function).
This also allows costs to be attributed to a gap G, (insert or delete).
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This takes into account typical spelling deviations: for two strings  and , let  be the
characters in  that are “common with” , and let  be the characters in  that are “common
with” ; a character  in  is “in common” with  if the same character  appears in about
the place in . Let    be the measure of the number of transpositions of characters in 
relative to  . The Jaro similarity metric for  and  is:
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Extension of the Jaro distance metric that modifies the weights of poorly matching pairs
  that share a common prefix, as:
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combined, as:
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Recursive field matching algorithm: each subfield  is evaluated against the most similar
subfield + in the comparison string using the Gotoh distance between the fields this is
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<  
36 *  3 09    <   where 36 *
is the length of common prefix at the start of the string, 3 09 is a constant scaling factor
for how much the score is adjusted upwards for having common prefix’s.
Term-based conversion where each phoneme is given a Soundex code. A Soundex code
consists of the first consonant of the term, followed by three digits based on the consonants
as in the following enumeration:
1: B,P,F,V - 2: C,S,K,G,J,Q,X,Z - 3: D,T - 4: L - 5: M,N - 6: R.
The vowels are not used. If there are not three digits after the consonants are convert, the
code is filled out with zeros (e.g., the code of “John” and “Jon” is J500).
Token-based vector space similarity measure which counts the number of terms (dimensions), on which both vectors are non zero. For vector set ( and set = the matching coefficient is (  = . This can be seen as the vector based count of co-referent terms.
Term-based similarity measure (0-1) whereby the similarity measure is defined as twice
the number of terms common to compared entities divided by the total number of terms
in both tested entities. The coefficient result of 1 indicates identical vectors as where a 0
equals orthogonal vectors.  is the number of common terms, $ and $ the numbers
of terms respectively in strings  and  :
<7  



0  

q-gram (Gravano
et al., 2001)

    $ 

$





Approximate string matching using “sliding” a window of length q over the characters
of a string to create a number of . length grams for matching. A match is then rated as
number of q-gram matches within the second string over possible q-grams. The positional
q-grams of length q=3 for string "john-doe" are f(1,##j), (2,#jo), (3,joh), (4,ohn ), (5,hn-), (6,
n-d), (7,-do), (8,doe), (9,oe$), (10,e$$), where ’#’ and ’$’ indicate the beginning and end of
the string.
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Distance
Block distance or L1 distance or Manhattan distance
Euclidean distance or L2
distance
Weighted Euclidean distance
Minkowski distance
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Bhattacharyya
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Token-based vector space similarity measure that uses word sets from the comparison instances to evaluate similarity. Each instance is represented as a Jaccard
vector similarity function. The Jaccard similarity between two vectors ( and =
is: <00 ( =
( =
( = 
(=
where (  = is the inner product of ( and = , and ( 
(  ( $ , i.e., the
Euclidean norm of ( . This can more easily be described as (  =  (  = 
This is a measure whereby if a set ( is a subset of = or the converse then the
similarity coefficient is a full match. This is similar to Dice coefficient. Overlap
(  = 
(  = 
coefficient is defined as so: ; 93 ( =
Natural distance measure from a “true” probability distribution  to an arbitrary
probability distribution ,. Typically  represents data, observations, or a precise
& 
calculated probability distribution. >6  ,
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 is the maximum similarity of two segments ending in  and / respectively.

Extension from the Smith Waterman distance by allowing affine gaps within the
sequence. The Affine Gap model includes variable gap costs typically based upon
the length of the gap 9.
Token-based vector space similarity measure similar to Dice coefficient, whereby
the input string is transformed into vector space so that the Euclidean cosine rule
can be used to determine similarity between two vectors . and  , as:
0 . 
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Measure used to quantify the difference (or divergence) between probability distributions. This is a form of the Kullback-Leibler divergence, as:
-  ,
 3 . .
Measure is used to quantify the difference between two (or more) probability dis  ; .  .
tributions, as: < . 
  . ; . 
Measure used to quantify the difference (sometimes called divergence) between
probability distributions. This could more accurately be called the Harmonic Ge 
 ,
ometric Mean:
   
Extended from the Kullback-Leibler divergence, the skew divergence is defined
  .
  .
as:  . 
Estimates the substitutability of two given strings, is again an approximation of
the Kullback-Leibler divergence, as:
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& 3 . is the backward
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SQLIndex

Package
(from Core)

DataManager
(from SoftwareDeployment)

/ownedElement filterCondition : String
isNullable : Boolean
* autoUpdate : Boolean

*

/dataPackage
*

0..1
Catalog

0..1

/ownedElement

defaultCharacterSetName : String
defaultCollationName : String

Schema

*

0..1
0..1

0..1

*

/ownedElement

/ownedElement
Procedure

*

type : ProcedureType

Trigger
*

eventManipulation : EventManipulationType
*
actionCondition : BooleanExpression
actionStatement : ProcedureExpression
actionOrientation : ActionOrientationType
conditionTiming : ConditionTimingType
conditionReferenceNewTable : String
conditionReferenceOldTable : String
/ table : Table
/ usedColumnSet : NamedColumnSet

/ownedElement
NamedColumnSet
/ optionScopeColumn : Column
/ type : SQLStructuredType
/ usingTrigger : Trigger

Figure A.1: Extract of CWM Relational Model: Catalogue and Schema (OMG,
2003)
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StructuralFeature

/owner
ColumnSet
0..1

Attribute
/feature
NamedColumnSet
/ optionScopeColumn : Column
/ type : SQLStructuredType
/ usingTrigger : Trigger

{ordered} *
optionScopeColumnSet

*

Column
optionScopeColumn precision : Integer
scale : Integer
isNullable : NullableType
length : Integer
collationName : String
characterSetName : String
/ optionScopeColumnSet : NamedColumnSet
/ referencedTableType : SQLStructuredType

0..1

Table
isTemporary : Boolean
temporaryScope : String
/ trigger : Trigger
isSystem : Boolean

/feature

1

1
/index
/spannedClass

SQLIndex
filterCondition : String
isNullable : Boolean
autoUpdate : Boolean

/index 1
IndexedFeatureInfo

*
/indexedFeature SQLIndexColumn
{ordered} *

Figure A.2: Extract of CWM Relational Model: Table, column and data type classes
(OMG, 2003)
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modelLocation
model

1

0..*
MiningModel

Class
function : MiningFunction
algorithmName : String
/ settings : MiningFunctio nSettings
/ modelS ignature : ModelS ignature
/ modelLoc ation : Clas s
/ keyA ttribute : A ttribute
k eyV alue : Any

(from Core)

1

mode l

0..1
ModelSignature

model
0..*

1

model
0..*

<<enumeration>>
MiningFunction

settings
Attribute
(from Core)

0..1

c las sification
regress ion
c luste ring
as so cia tionRules
attributeImporta nce
s equenceA nalysis

/owner

/feature

0..1
1..*

Signa tureAttrib ute
usageOption : UsageOption

MiningFunctionSettings
(from MiningFunctionS ettings )

<<enumeration>>
UsageOption
active
supplementary
target

Figure A.3: Extract of CWM Mining Metamodel (OMG, 2003)
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MiningAttribute
(from MiningData)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- Descritive metadata for logistic regression
-- on PRODUCT PRICE, P_DESTINATION and SHIP_TAX
-- SAS procedure product_price_regression.sas
-- PROC LOGISTIC DATA=PRICE-P_DESTINATION-SHIP_TAX
-- MODEL SHIP_TAX = PRICE | dist(P_DESTINATION) / SELECTION=forward; RUN;
---------------------------------------------------------------------------<PMML version="3.0">
<DataDictionary numberOfFields="3">
<DataField name="PRICE" optype="continuous"/>
<DataField name="SHIP_TAX" optype="continuous"/>
<DataField name="dist(P_DESTINATION)" optype="categorical">
<Value value="<10"/>
<Value value="[10,50]"/>
<Value value=">50"/>
</DataField>
</DataDictionary>
<RegressionModel
modelName="Logistic regression"
functionName="classification"
algorithmName="logisticRegression"
normalizationMethod="softmax"
targetFieldName="SHIP_TAX">
<MiningSchema>
<MiningField name="PRICE"/>
<MiningField name="dist(P_DESTINATION)"/>
<MiningField name="SHIP_TAX" usageType="predicted"/>
</MiningSchema>
<RegressionTable intercept="46.418">
<NumericPredictor name="PRICE" exponent="1" coefficient="-0.132"/>
<CategoricalPredictor name="dist(P_DESTINATION)"
value="<10" coefficient="41.1"/>
<CategoricalPredictor name="dist(P_DESTINATION)"
value="[10,50]" coefficient="12.1"/>
<CategoricalPredictor name="dist(P_DESTINATION)"
value=">50" coefficient="25.03"/>
</RegressionTable>

Table A.2: PMML Specifications of Logistic Regression on a data subset of
CRM_DB
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (1) PL/SQL procedure for statistics on numerical attributes
-- and PRICE outlier detection based on IQR (plsql_func_iqr.sql)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------DECLARE
v_ownername varchar2(8);
v_tablename varchar2(50);
v_columnname varchar2(50);
v_sigma_value number;
type n_arr1 is varray(5) of number;
type num_table1 is table of number;
s1 dbms_stat_funcs.summaryType;
BEGIN
v_ownername := ’BERTI’;
v_tablename := ’PRODUCT’;
v_columnname :=’PRICE’;
v_sigma_value := 3;
dbms_stat_funcs.summary(p_ownername=>v_ownername, p_tablename=>v_tablename,
p_columnname=> v_columnname, p_sigma_value=>v_sigma_value, s=> s1);
END;
---CREATE TABLE price_outliers (pid varchar2(4), price number);
DECLARE
s dbms_stat_funcs.summaryType;
BEGIN
dbms_stat_funcs.summary(’BERTI’,’PRODUCT’,’PRICE’,3,s);
dbms_output.put_line(’SUMMARY STATISTICS’);
dbms_output.put_line(’Count: ’||s.count);
dbms_output.put_line(’Min: ’||s.min);
dbms_output.put_line(’Max: ’||s.max);
dbms_output.put_line(’Range: ’||s.range);
dbms_output.put_line(’Mean:’||round(s.mean));
dbms_output.put_line(’Mode:’||s.cmode(1));
dbms_output.put_line(’Variance:’||round(s.variance));
dbms_output.put_line(’Stddev:’||round(s.stddev));
dbms_output.put_line(’Quantile 5 ’||s.quantile_5);
dbms_output.put_line(’Quantile 25 ’||s.quantile_25);
dbms_output.put_line(’Median ’||s.median);
dbms_output.put_line(’Quantile 75 ’||s.quantile_75);
dbms_output.put_line(’Quantile 95 ’||s.quantile_95);
dbms_output.put_line(’Extreme Count:’||s.extreme_values.count);
dbms_output.put_line(’Top 3:’||s.top_5_values(1)||’,
’||s.top_5_values(2)||’,’||’,’||s.bottom_5_values(3));
insert into price_outliers select prod_id,price from PRODUCT
where (price > s.quantile_95) or (price < s.quantile_5);
END;
/

Table A.3: PRICE Outlier Detection in PRODUCT table (PL/SQL)
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*------------------------------------------------------------*-- (2) SAS procedure to detect outlier
*-- on PRICE of PRODUCT (sas_outlier_check.sas)
*------------------------------------------------------------PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=PRICE NOprint;
VAR p;
OUTPUT OUT=metadata Q1=q1 Q3=q3 QRANGE=iqr;
RUN;
DATA _null_; SET metadata; CALL SYMPUT("q1",q1);
CALL SYMPUT("q3",q3); CALL SYMPUT("iqr",iqr);
RUN;
* save the PRICE outliers;
DATA price_outliers;
SET PRICE; LENGTH severity $2;
severity=" ";
IF (p <= (&q1 - 1.5*&iqr)) OR (p >= (&q3 + 1.5*&iqr))
THEN severity="*";
IF (p <= (&q1 3*&iqr)) OR (p >= (&q3 +
3*&iqr))
THEN severity="**";
IF severity IN ("*", "**") THEN OUTPUT price_outliers;
RUN;

Table A.4: PRICE Outlier Detection in PRODUCT table (SAS)
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